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Possible Grounds for Denying Petition to Regulate
CO2 Emissions from Motor Vehicles

1. EPA is not authorized to regulate CO2 emÍssions from motor vehicles because CO2
is not ar'6air pollutant" under the Clean Air Act (CAA). The CAA definition of "air
pollutanf is broad, but no so expansive as to cover arry and all substances emitted into
the air. CO2 is nqt an air pollutant because the science related to climate change and the

role of CO2 in climate change is not sufficientiy conclusive. Therefore, regulation of
, COz under the CAA is unwarra¡rted a¡rd unjustified.

2. EPA is not authorized to regulate CO2 emissions from motor vehicles because the
CAA liurits EPA's authority with regard to CO2 to research and other non-
regulatory activities. The CAA expressly addresses CO2 in only one provision, which is
limited to nonregulatory sfrategies. Similady, global warming is expressly addressed in
only one provision, which requires EPA to determine the global warrningpotential of
CFC replacements. This provision states that it "shall not be construed to be the basis of
any additional regulation" under the CAA. Tho legislative history of the CAA reveals

that, when these provisions were adopted in 1990, Congress was well aware of the. 
uncertainties related to.climate change and óf the enorrnous societal and economic
consequences of regulating CO2 emissions. Congress also r¡nderstood that, if steps must
be taken to add¡êss climate change, concerted intemational action will be required.
Congress declined in 1990 to include provisions in the CAA requiring EPA to regulate
CO2 emissions. Since then, the Senate unanimously denounced the Kyoto Protocol and

Congress has proceeded cautiously on the issue of climate change. Taken together, it is
clear that Congress has not authorized EPA to regulate CO2 emissions under the CAA.

3.a. It is not appropriate for EPA to regulate CO2 emissions from motor vehicles
because the science related to climate change and the role of CO2 in clÍms1s change
is not sufficiently conclusive. Even if EPA were authorized to regulate CO2 under the
CAA, EPA could not do so because the available data do not support a determination that
CO2 emissions from motor vehicles "cause or contribute to air pollution ùhich may
reasonablybe anticipated to endanger public health or welfare."

3.b. It is not appropriate for EPA to regulate COZ emissious from motor vehicles
because tbe only plausible action EPA could take would be to require improved fuel
efficiency from motor vehicles. EPA can¡ot take such action because Congress
granted DOT exclusive authority to regulate motor vehicle fuel efficiency. Ir short,
EPA does not have legal authority to establish the þpes of limitations that would be
needed to effectively limit CO2 emissions frorn motor vehicles.
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COr Issues

Backmound

EPAand.theDeParment
litigation stratery that EPÀ shoul
from motor vehicles, thereby mo

ding or anticipated to be filed soon-

We conclude that the timing issues surro

should not be regulated, -we suggest below- tb¿t
dãcision onthe andlastly do its bestto defend
a single, focuse als. In such a focused lawsuit,
we b'-élieve the Fwe make all three principal types of arguments to
support EPA's decisioq and that litigation risk significantly increases if we choose to assert only one



or t\ilo of those arguments.

Fog¡ basic options for approaching the questions we outlined above have e.merged:

Option 1-

Option2 -

Option 3 -

Option 4 -

2004.

litigate, including by
d cases r:ntil EPA is
s CO, or to resolve au
ere is-that a definitive

resolution of the matter does not come until after 2004.

Deny the admi¡istrative petition, move to moot out
lawsuits, but do so only on the ground(s) that EPA la

opine tbout science, recor
is that: stong
ailing i not be

worked to the policy outoomé selected if the
reviewing court of apúeals were to revorse EPA's decision that it lacked the authority
toregulat-e CO, urrdêfthe C angpinion
addréssingpurolylegal que takeback
on remanä-the qúesõon of uld exercise its discretion to regulate CO2,
based on tfre state ofthe science and other salient facts.

Deny the administrative petition, move to moot out the existing and anticipated
laws'uits, and do so adva¡iingboth legal authoriry grounds and record- or fact-based
grorurds. A decision upholding or vacating EPA's decision not to regulâte could
occurnear the end of2004.

Ootion 1

-
We do not believe this is a preferred

held by the government here. The motor
Assessmenl is within the jruisdiction ofthe fe
court decision will lie in the D.C, Cirouit, whíot
standing d.efenses. Dropping oru standing defen
shieldin-gfrornreviewariyaeãisionnottor-egutat"COr. Also,theJusticeDepartnentbetevesithas
a oonstitutional obligatio'n to nakc some stauding arguments and thus believes it lacks discetion in
mary instances to refuse to advance colorable arguments of this nattue.

Sccond- there is little possibilitythat adoptíng this option gives any realistic chance that the
controversyofregulatingCO;willbeoverbefore2003. FromthetimeauappealisfiledinthsD.C.
Circuit until the time it is decidod is about 12-L4 months at the low end. An unreasonabie dolay oase
like this would probably come in at this low-enr

2



plus 12 months to comFlete an appeal), a final d,ecision nrigþt come out at tho end of 2004'

Option 2

a1l of ttre anticipated and threatened cases, there
I decisions worild be handed down a.s early as in

Option 3

rut acorkinthe
,f a single case,
three argument
ate iikelihood o
llutant" within the meaning of the Act, or is not

conirnitting the Àdministration to complete inacti

a



in anv fashion. We also noto that the president has pubticþ stated th¿t COr is not a Pollut*t Yì4"
iËü#i"g;iih;Ã.t-, ^¿ 

U"""* *" ,rá already cornmitted to malcing tho no-pollutant authoritv

argument.

'one vislv it avoids the most contoversial aspects

ulate'

obvious downsideto
is substantial, and as
irr at various levels
category (1)), the likelihood we will prevail in d
insignificant margin.

Option 4

d policy tlecision is made that CO, should not be regulated
aris cufuently existing uuderthe Clêarr AirAc! thenwe best
litþation by advaucirrg all fbree categories of grounds for
for a nurnber ofreasous'

FirsL timing (as shownabo
balls oflitigation already in the air.
come down vis a vis the tra¡sition from 2004 to
co¡-fidence to make timing an ímportant factor for decision. The amount of uncetain¡rbracketing
oach of these car¡qs means-the deðisions could easily drop at any time during this period. The faot
that two threatened litigation balls will likely soon be in the air only reinforces the conclusion that
no decisions should hrrn onpredictions of litigation timing.

petition soon.

Third. we have a stronger chance of prevailing if we advauce all three categories. of
argumentsJudges u'ill soneti¡ies reason bacl.rwards- Ifit tooks like EP.A.has ali of its ducks in a

row, the D.C. Circuit ís r¡uch more likely to accept, as a praotioal matter, the uo-euthority

4



actùâlly more exPert

@ existing orthreatened litigationput{ the ggvemment atdsk ofdeftlstte ?qtTj 99;
suits in ffiIf courts lã tue First, Secou{ and/o} Nint¡ Circuits. The Ninth Circuit is not aprete'lro<l

deoides on
favorable

calling for
a docision.

Al the C endedhere
go appeals - district courts (*Þo\ canbe more atbacted
to leþ justifïcations at faccvalue) are bypassed entirely.

Fiftlr- we think that the Administration's flexibility
advances defenses in all tbree categories sketched above.
Arlminìst¡¡ion the best oha¡ce for aioiding the restrictions

i progam or the detailod haza¡dous air pollutants
¿airtsTo t¿ke some actions to address alleged global
and whatever thei¡ similarity s¡ fissimilarity to

regutation, it has the option to do so and is not
extant under tho Act.
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SUBJECT:

FROM:

TO:

EPA's Àuthority to Impose Mandatory Controls to Addrcss Climatc Charrge under
thc Clean Air Act

Robert E. Fabricant
Geñeral Counscl

Clrristine Todd Whitman
Administrator

I. fnirorluction aud Bnckground

As you know, EPA has been petitioncd by the Tntemational Center fot Tc-chnolory
Assessmcnt (ICTA) ærd a number of othcr groups to issue motor vchicle enrission standards
undcr the Clean Air Act (CA^ or Act) for carbon dioxidc (CO2) and other greentrouse gascs

(GHGs) associatcd with climate change. Rclcvant to lùe Agenoy's considcration of this petition
is an Äpril 10, 1998 memorandum rcgarding "EPA's Authority to Regulate Pollutants Emitted by
Electric Power Gencratio¡r Sourqes" from Gencral Cou¡rsel Jousthan Z. Can¡ron,to Adnrinistrator
Carol M. Browner. ln tlrat memo¡andunr, Mr. Cannon concludcs that CO2 is an "air pollutant''
undcr the CAA and thus subjcct to regulirtion under the C¡\Â to the extent the criteria of any of
thc Açt's regulatory provisions are met.

I havc rcviewed N4r. Cannon's mcü.orandum and the tcxt arrd history of the CAA in thc
context of othcr congressional actions specifically addrcssing climate change. lJased on my
rcview, I have concludcd that t¡r o substauce to bc an "air pollutant" uudcr the CAA, available
scientífic evidcncc must indicatc that it caues or contibutes to airpolluLion. In view ofthc
scientific unr:ertainties regarding flre causeq extent, timing and eltects of clirnatc change and the
rcletive contribution of arrthropogénic cmissio¡s of CO2 ¿rnd other GHGs to any clinrate change,
I have also concluded that CO2 and othcr GHGs, os such, are not "air pollutants" u[dcr thc
CAA.| ln arldition, I have dctermincd that, even if CO2 and other GHGs were "air pollutanfs"
under thc CAA, the Act does not authoriz,e EPA to regulate for climatc changc purposes. This

rA GHG may be an "air pollutiurt" for other cffccrs it heu on air quality. For exantple,
lrydroflouroca¡bons a¡c GHGs that also deplctc stratospherlc ozonc. They arc regulated for thcir
effect on stratospheric ozone uridci title W of the Act,
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fiiemorandum explains the reasons for my conclusions aûd tbrmally withdraws Mr. Carrnon's

April 10, 1998 rncmoraridum as no longer representing the views of EPA's Geueral Counsel.2

II, The Cannon Memor¡ndum

Mr. Cannon's mernorandunr (hcreinafter "thc Cannon rnctnoraltdum') wu.s prcPafed in
response to E rcquest from Congrcssman Dclay to Ad¡ninistrdtor Browner, At a Fiscal Yea¡

lgi9l-Iousc Apfropriations Committee hearing, Congrcssman Delay queétioned the

Administator about an EPA docr¡¡nent stating, in pu.t, thatEPA currcntly has authority under the

CAA to establish pollution conûol requircracnts fot foru pollutaots oflconcern from clectric
powcr generation: nitrogcn oxidcs, sulfur dioxicle, CO2 and mercury. I-Ie asked Administrator
Brow4cr whcther she agreed with thc statenrent, ond in particular, whcthcr she thought the CAA
¿llows EPA to regulate emissions of COZ. Administratot Browner agrecd with the statcment that

thc CÄ^fr grarrts EPA broad authority to address certain pollutants, including thosc listr:d, and

ag¡eed to Congres$nan Delay's request for a lcgal opirrion on that poinl The Cannon
rnemorandum wns prcpnred in respouse to thät reques! and Administrator lJ¡owner forwardcd it
to Congrcssman Delay on [check].

The Cannon nemorandum statcs that the CA,dr "Provídes that EPA mey regulate a

substsnce if it is (a) a¡r 'air pollutarr!' and (b) the Administrator rnakes ccrtain findings rcgarding
such pollutarrt (ruuzrlly related to danger to public health, welfarc, or the environment) under one

or more of tlre Act's regulatory provisions." The memorandum further states that the CA.tr
section 302(S) dcfrnition of "air pollutarrt'' is "brood" ond exprcssly "includos àny physical,
chemical, biologícal, or radioactive substa¡rce or mattcr that is emitted into or otherwÍse enters
the ambient air,' The rnemorandum notes that a substance can be su air pollutant cvcn though it
is nohrrclly prcscnt in the air irr some qr.nntities, ond that n'any pollutants already regulated by
EPA are crnittcd liom natural as well.an anthropogenic sources (e.g., sulfur dioxide, particulate
martor, arrd volatile organic compounds). It thcn conclndes thaf tlre forrr pollutants of conccm
from electric powcr gencration, includùrg COz, "are each a 'physical [and] chcmical . . .

substance which is emitted irito , . . the ambient air,' and hcncc, . . . fii air pollutant withÍn the
mearrirrg of the Clean Air Act" (quoting from aportio¡t of tlre statutory definition of air
pollutant). Âs fi¡rther support fbr its couclusion, the mc¡oorandutn citcs CAA section t03G),
which refcrs to CO2 along with a numbcr of alrcady regulated substances as "air pollutants."

'l'urning to EPA's â,uthority r¡nder the CAA, thc Cannon memorandum states tbat "EPA's
rcgulatory authority extends to air pollutants, whic\ as discussed above, a¡e defi¡red broadly
under the Act . . ." Thc nremoranctum notcs, however, that t'a general stotement of authority is
distinct ftom an IJPI\-dctcrmination ttrat a particular air pollutant mectsthc s¡lecific cÉteria lbr
EPA sction u¡rdcr a particular provision of the Act." According to tho memor¿ndum, several
CAzt provisions potentially applicable to the for¡r cmissioru of concenr from utilities require "a

"Gary S, Guzf, EPA's Ceneral Courscl
autlrority to regulate COz. This rnemo¡andum

following Mr. Caruron, also add¡essed EP,A.'s
will rwiew and address his statemÈnt\, a^s well.

2
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determination by thc Ädministrator regarding thc air pollutants' actual or potdrtial hârmlbt

effects onpubli; health, welfarc orth€ environmcnL" Ttc momorândum explains thatEPA

already rciuhres nitrogen oxides, sulfr¡r dioxi EPA or

Congress th'¿t those substances bavc ncgative
envitorrmcnt, With rcspcct to CO2, the mcmorar ¡r€

within thc scope of EPA's authority to rcguliatc, the AdminÍstator has rnade no deteHnination to

datc to exèrcìsc that authority r¡ndcr the specific criteria provided r¡ndcr any provision of the

Act,"

ilL Othcr Previous EPA Gcncrrl Counscl Statements

Gary S,Guzy succeeded Mr. Cannon as EP¡\'s General Cornsel aud also addrcsscd the

issue of whcther EPA may regulate CO2 under the CAA. In congressional testimony and

subsequent oorespondencc, Mr. Gu'zy agreed with his predeccssor's conclusion that the CAA
clef¡nifion of *air iollutant" is broad and-encornpasses CO2 even though it has natural as well ¿s

rnan-made sources [cites].

Mr. Guzy also agreed th¿t CO2, ãs an air pollutant, may be regulated under the CAA to
ttrc cxrent the criteria of any of the Act's regulatory provisions are met. In Mr, Guzy's view,
..Giv€n the clarity of thc statutory provisions defining 'air pollutant' and providing authotity to
regul,ate air pollutants, there is no statutory arnbiguity" regardÍng whether EP¿\ may regultrte COz

*,ã"t thc CAA þite]. He also stated thattlre absence of a CAA provision explicitly authorizing
clirnate change regulation docs not rnèâ¡r that EPA sa.unot rcgulate COZ under CAA provisions

authorizing regulation of airpollutants generally, provided the applicable critcria for regulation

a¡e met: *Explicit mention of u pollutanr in a statutory provision is not â necessarT prerequisite to
rcgulation under mqny CÀ,¿\ stahrtory provisions" [citc].

IV. Cle:rn Air Act.A,uthority to Adrlrcss ClÍmate Change '

As part ofthe Agcncy's consrdcr¿tion of the pctition anrl related public comrnenlsr l h¿rve

reviewed the Can¡ron memor¿ndum and Guzy stateme¡rts regerding whcthcr CO2 ìs an "air
pollutant" underthe CAA and Whcthcrthe CAA authorizes CO2 rcgulation.3 I have considcrcd
thc statutory definitiotr of "air pollutant" a¡rd whether CO2 and other GÉIGs, as such, fall within
that definition. Ihave also considered thc broader issue of whcthcr it is reasonable to interpret
thc CAA's general regulatory auttrodties a"s available to addrcss clirnate change in view of the

urrusually largc econornic arrd societal significancc such regulation rnoy havc. Bascd on the

analysis set forth below, I have reached two conclu.sions. First, COZ and other GHGs, as such,

arc-not t'air pollutsnts!' under thc CAA considering currently available scientiflc evidence. As a

result, the CAA's provisiorrs authorÍzing regulation of any "air pollutant" af,e not available to

rThis rncmorandum uses rhe tenn "regulation" to refe¡ to legally binding rcqufuements
prornulgated by an agency under statutory authority. It does not includc volunLry nreasures that
emission sourcès rnay or may not undcrtake ât their discretion
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rcgulatc CO2 and other GHGs. Second, even if GHGs were "air pollutanlr" underthe Act, the
Acl does not authorizc EPA to issuc rcgulations or impose any type of binding requirem,cnt to
address concerns about thcir role in clim;rte change. Although the Act spccifically authorizes
research, policy development" and "non-reguletory" measurcs to add¡ess clirnate charrge, there is
no indication that Congress inænded to grant EPA regulatory authority in this area Moreover, in
light ofthe Supreme Court's tccc¡rt decision ín Brown v. llíIlía¡nsoa it is clcar that a
fundamental issuc zuch as climatc changc mr¡st bc add¡csscd il the first insta¡rce by Congress,
not by a regulatory agency tryins to find ncw authority in ur existing statute that was not
designed or enssted to dcal with that issue.

^. 
Definition of "Air Pollutant"

CAA section 3O2(Ð dolìnes "air pollutant'' as "any airpollution agent or combination of
such agents, including any physical, chemical, biological, ra<lioactive . . . substancc ormatter
which is cmitted into or odrényisc entcrs ambient air, Such ter¡n includcs any precursors to the
formation of auy oir polluùant . . ." The CAA does not dcfrnc "air pollution a¡¡ent" or.,air
pollution."

The Cannonmcr¡orandum interprcts the definition of "air pollutant" us meaning'.any
physical, ctrcrnicat biological, rsdioactivc . . . subslance ornratter which is cmitæd into or
othcrwise ènters arnbient air.' It fails to address, and effectivcly rcads out, the root of tfie
dcfinition, "any air pollution agcnt or combination of such âgcnts." The rezult is an

b"_igg__¿p_!.[9ê - an "air pollutant- is virruaily
r it pollutes thc air. Common sens€ and the

cvolution of the "air pollutant" definition suggcst a differcnt interpretation that cornports with the
ordinary ¡1çanìng of "ait pollutant'{ and givcs rnoarríng lo all the wo¡ds ofthe definition - an ..air
pollütant" is something that causcs or conlributes to air pollution, takes one of severol fo¡ms
þhy.sÍcal, chemicel, biological or radioactivc), and cntcrs the ambient air; it also inclu¿cs
precursors to air pollutants.

The CAA's legislativc history confinus that causation is integral to the meaning of "air
pollutant." As originally drafLed, the CAA. did not include a definition of "airpollutanrr"
presumably bccause Corrgress thought a dcfurition unnecessary. Whe¡r the Aci was a¡rrended in
1970, a dc'lìnition was ¿dded stating flta[ "'air pollutant' rncans a¡r air pollutant agent or

;i,:,fr iir,iï"i"Ë:fåä13""*0,*
materials, tho phrise ,,including any physical,

chcmical, biological, radioactive . . . substance or graJter whichis cmitted into or otherwisc
enters ambient air" was appended to thc definition. Conglcss ogain gflve no explanation, but thc

4('Pollutant" is defined by lVebster's Ni¡rth New Collegiare Diction üy (1990) as
"something that pollutes," so thc ordinary meaning of"airpollutant" would b"'ro-óthing that .

pollutes the air.
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likeþ reÍrso¡r for thc change \¡/a:¡ to makc clear that virftally arly type of substance, including
radioactive substancq\, could be an air pollutant âgent, If Congress had instead intended to
establish that au air pollutaut is any physical, biological, chemical, or radioactiire substance

entering thc air, it prcsumably would havc droppcd thc causation languagc from thc dcfiirition as

moot. In l99O the last sentence of the deñnition waù adde{ stating that precr-usors oFair
pollutlnts are thEmselves airpollutants. Congress once again gaYe no explanation, but adding
the sentence would have been untrcccssary bad thc definition already s¡ssrîFassed evcr¡hing
physical, chcmical, biological or mdioactíve that enters the air. Irr all, the legislarive evolution ol:

thË "air pollutant" definition demonstrates that Cougress rrever wavered in its viewthat on oir
pollutant is sornething that cal¡scÉ or contributcs to air pollution.

Interprctiag the definition of "oir pollutant" to ptesen e the notion of causation frts well
with ttre CAA's use of the tcrm in articulating thc stahrtory tcst tbr rcgulation. The CAA
provisions authorizing regulation of any "air pollutant" generally call for a deter¡ninstion that thE

air pollutant cai¡ses or contributes to air pollution which may reasonably bc anticipated to
endangcr public health or welfa¡c (e.g., scctions l1 l, 1 12, arrd 202). -I\e provisions reflect the

definition of "air pollutant" as a substance that causas or conuibutçs to air pollution and require a
ftrthcr showing that (he resulting air pollutíon is likely to endanger public health or wclfarc.

Considering thc tcxt, history and structr¡re of the CAA, I conolude that the Act's
clcfinition of "air pollutant" includes a causation test: for a substance to bc ao air pollutant, it
must cause or contribute to air pollution (or bc a prccursor of a substance that causes or
contribute to air pollution). thât

fur To ttrc cxtcrit available
infonnation establishes tt¡at a zubstance (or its prccrusor) cau\es or ùontributes to ait pollutiou
and is cphysical, chemical, biological or radioactive substance ernitted into or otherwise entering
tic air. it may properly be considered an l'air pollutent" under the CAÂ.

B.

Whether CO2 and other GHCS, ûs such, arc "&ir polluLanLs" under the CAA depends on
whether anthropogcnic cmissionss of those.substanccs rneet the criteria of the statutory definition
discussed above: (1) do such emissions car¡-se or cotrttibute to ai¡ pollution dircctþ ot as

preoursors to other substances thathovë such an effcct, (2) dô they take the'fonn of a physical,

sAir pollution is gencrally undcrstood as the result of hrnn:ur aotìvíties, such as

m¡rnufacturing, cncrgy generation, mirtitrg,farrning and fransportation. Vlhile air pollution may
also occur as a result of naü¡¡al Ërrents, such as volc.rnic activity, thc CA,A' is concer¡red with the
control of authropogenic sources of air pollution. For exacrple, provisìons arrthorizing regulation
are generally applicablc to "stationa{y sources" or motor vehicles. "Stationary source" is defined
by section I l1(a) of the Act as "any building, strucülre, facility or installation which emits or
may crnÍt any air pollutant." Moûor vehicles need no dcfinition to rnake the point that CAA
pro visi ons concernin g their emissions targct human-caused pol I ution -

\Å
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rd (3) are they emitted or do they otlrerwise enter

For CO2 and other GHGs, thc first criteri
causc or contribute to air pollution - is decisive,
that they trap heat in the earth's atmosphcrc and
temperstures. ËIowevcr, thc lcgal questÍon is whether anthropoger¡¡b emissions ofthcsc gases
car¡se or contribrrte to airpollution. The science of climatc charrge is extraordinarily complex
and still evolvi¡g. Many critical qucstions rcmain regarding the car.ues, extent, timing, and
efFccts of climatc changc. Thc AssisLant Adminisfator for Air and Radiation [or someone else at
EPA or in thc govrxfiment thât can be cousidered an eùcpert on climate sciencel has determined,
bascd on â comPrêhensive review of currently availablo scientific informotiorL thÂt there is an
insufücient basis for finding that anthropogenic e¡nissious of GËIGs are causing or creating air
pollution. On that basis, I conclude th¿t anthropogcnic GHGs may not be considercd "ai¡
pollutants" undcr thc CA+\ at this time- [Notc to rcryicwcrs: ObvÌously, mnking thc ('GIIGs

¡re not uir pollutantstt aryument raises the scicncc issuc squarcty. I don't think it would be
nppropriato (or possible) for thc Gcncral Counsel to rule on the sufficiency of thc scicncc
alone. Someone with subjcct mattcr cxpcrtise would need to rnukc a scicntilic finding on
rvhich the GCts lcgal conclusion would be bæed. Thrt finding, in turn, would bave to be
substrnti¡tcd by a comprehensive analysis of Éhc available science, which prcsum:rbly
would bc sct forth in rnother documcnt thatwould be referenccrt by this mcmo. I

As thc Canrron memotandunr pointed out, CAA section 103(g) itself refcrs to CO2 a.s arr
"air pollutant." But as the rncrnorandum's relegation of that point to a footnote suggests, that
reference alonc is not sufficignt to establish CO2 as mccting the Act's "air pollutant" defrnition.
The purposc of section 103(g) Ís clearly not to enqhrine ony particular emission as an aìr
pollutant. In colling on EPA to improve "nonregulatory" stratcgics and teclrnologies for
preventing orrcducing "multiple" arrpollutants, section 103(gX1) Iists anumberof emissions to
be addressed. That provision also specifies that EPA's program focus on emissions from fossil
fuel powcr plants and thc potential for fucl conservation and fuel switching to reduce emissions.
Since either reduction straûcgy would also have the effcct of rcducing COz, seotion 103(g)(l)'s
reference to CO2 can be seen as no rnore than a rccognition of ttrat fact. 7 Section 103(g) thus

TSince scction I03(g) specifically references CO2, it provides authority for thc
tralcgies and technologies to rcduce CO2
EPA has exerciscd this authority ro

Leaders, forthe rcduction of CO2 and other
GHG enissions. 'fhesc prograrlls are part of the Presids'nt's climate change policy and encouragc
voluntary reductions in GHG enrissions while additional scientific resca¡ch is undcrtaken f.o

reducc uncertainties regarding climatc charrge and man's contribution to it (cite to IfrIFI climate
charrge website).
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concluded that CO2 and otlrer GHGs do not

r.ú! uuo

does not díctate êpartìculù conclusio¡r regardi whothe,r CO2 is an "air pollutant''under the
CAA, The statutory definition of "air determürcs what may be considered an air

B,

Thc Ca¡rnon memoÊndum assumed. that f COz wëre ân "air polluhnt" under thc CAA,
EPA would have ar¡thority to regulate it r¡nder CAA to the extent the Act's criæriafor
regulation wcrc mct. That assunrption was on the fact that somc CÀA provisions authorizc
rcgulation of any "airpollutant" if thc Admi finds, among other things, thatthe pollutant
carrses or contributes to air pollution that may be anticipatcd to harm 'þublic health or
wclfa¡e" or the envi¡onmcnt. CA.A. scction 3
'\r¡elfa¡c" i¡cludc "cffccts on . . . climats-"

) spccifics that thc statutc's rcfctcnccs to

. Since I have concluded that CO2 and othc¡ GlIGs, as such, arc not "air pollutants" undcr
thc CÂÀ. it follows lhat EPA does noL h¡ve authority to regulate thcse gases under CAA
provisions authorizing regulation of any "air pollutant." As instruct€d by the Suprcmc Court's
opinion tn.Food and Drug ttdmìnittratíôn v- Brown&lYìIlìa¡avctn,l2O S.Ct. 1291 (2000)

ftrereinafter Brown&Willìamson),I have reviewed thE CAA's faoially broad grants ofauthority in
the contcxt ofthe statute's purpose, sûucturc and history and other rclcvant congrcssional actions
to detcrminc whcthcr such grants ¡cach thc climatc change issue. Based on my review. I have
concludcd that the CÀA does nol authoriz-e climate change regulation.

Th¡ee codifi.cd and uncodiûcd provisions ofthc CÂÂ c:cprcssly touch on matters related
to climatc change. Specifically, unoodifìcd section 821 ofthe CAA Amendrncnts of 1990
requires measurcment of CO2 ernissions from utilities subjcctto permitting undcr titlc V of thc
Act. CAA scction 602 of thc C¿l,A dirccts EPA to determinr¿ the "global warrning potentiâ|" of
substanccs that de,plete stratospheric ozone. CAA section 103G) oalls on EPA to develop
"nonregulatonT" measuf,es for the prevention of multiple "airpollutants" and lists scveral air
pollutcnts aud CO2 for that purposc. Nonc of thcsc provisions authorÞe regulation, and two of'
them cxprcssly prccludc thcir usc for authorizing regulation (CAA sections 103(g) arrd 602).

All three provisions u'ere enacted in 1990, whcnthc C./.r¿\ was last amcrrded. Bythat
timq climatc change had beconre a prominentnational a¡¡d iuternational issue. During thc
1980s, s¡;ientific evidence about the possibility of climate change led to growing public concern
both in the U.S. and abroad. In rcsponsc, tlrc U.S. and other nations developed the U¡rited
Nations Framework €onvsution on Ctimate Chauge (FCCC) bcgiruring lateinthât decade

[cheok]. President George H. V/. Bush signed, and the U.S. Senate approvcd, the FCCC in 1992

[check], and the FCCC took effect the following ycar [chcck].

Thc FCCC cstablishcd thc "ul[inrate objective" of "slabiliztingl greenhouse gas
concentratiorts in the atmosphere ¿rt a level th.at wouid prevent dangerous antlrropogenic
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CCC). Developed nations that joined the
individually ot jointly to their 1990

3 ernissions (Arricle 4, Commitment 2). A1l parties
to the FCCC agrr)cd on thc necd for firrther rescarch to dete¡mine the lcvel at which GHG
concentmlíons should be stabilized, acknourledging that "therr arc many unccrtaintics ín
predictions of clirnate change, particularly with regard to the timing, magnínrde and. regional
patËenrs thereof'(findings section of FCCC).

A cerrtral issue lbr ttre FCCC - whether binding emission reduction requirernonls should
be set -w¡ls also considercd in the context of amending the CAA. A Senate cornmittce included
in its CAA amcndmcnt bill a provision rcguiring EPA to set CO2 emission srandards lbr motof

. vchiclcs. lfowever, the bill orr which the full Senate votcd did uot include that provisíon, and the
bill eventually cnaoted was silent with regard to motor vehicle CO2 emission standards. Instcad,
Congress euacted the threc provisions describcd abovc, calling on EPA to conduct re$earc6 and
collcct information rclatcd to clinate change and develop "nonregulatory" strategies for reducing
CO2 cmissions.

) Odrr the rcscarch and developmeüt provÍsion ol'the CAA - section 103 - specifically
' rncntions çO2, ¿nd the legislative history of ttræ sestion indicates Congrcss soughf a sound' soientific basis ou which to make fi¡ture dccisions on climate charrge. Representatives Roe and

Smith, two of thc principal authors of sectiorr 103 as amcnded, explained *rat EpA's ,.science
rnfltdate" needed updating to deal with new, m
Commitæe on Envi¡onment and public 'Works,

Air Ac¡ ¡lmendments of I gg0, S. Rep. I 03-3 B" 
''

conccm tlrat EPA's research budget had becn tr
rcgulatory actions whcn thc Agcncy also necdc
EPA's ability to predict thc nccd for f'urure action." ld. at 2777. As l¡f¡. Roc explained:

at air pollution problems :ue çomplex and
g. - . [TJhis amendment is premiscd on thc

¡ndetion, even out rnost well interrtioned efforts to
iruprove air qualÍ¡r are doomed to failure." Id.

In providing EPÂ with cxpandecl rese:rr,
negated any implicatiorr o f comrncnswate regul
dircctcd EPA to establish a ..basic cngineering r
evaluate and demonstratc" strategies ancl techn<
callcd for improyemetts-irr zuçh ne_asurcs for p
pollutants. But it expressly providcd that nothü
authorize the irnposition on any pcrs¡orl
horne the point scction IO3(g) wa-s revi
describe thc "stratègies und teclurologies" the sr
w¡rs undc.rscored in the confe¡ence report. H.R.
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treatment of thc clirnate change issue in the CAA Amendment, Congress stongly indic.rted that
it awaiLed furt.her information before making dec.isions on the necd for mandatory regulation.

Othcr congrcssional actíons strcngtåcn that indication. Starting in 1978, Congress passed

scveral pieces of Iegislation specifically addressing clinrate change. With the Global Climatc
Ìrotcction ,A.ct of 1978, 15 U.S.C. 2901 et seq., Congtess established a "national climare
program." It dircctcd thc Scctctary of Statc to coordinatc U.S. ncgotiations concerning climate
ch.¡ng€, ¿nd EPA to develop and propose to Congress a çoordìnated national policy on thc issuc.

Twelvc ycars later, Congress passed the Global, Change Resea¡ch Act of 1990 establishing a

Committcc on Ea¡th and Enviroruncntal Scicrccs to coordinatc a lO-ycar resea¡ch prograrn (cite).

The Global Change Resea¡ch Act wa.s enâoted on the same day âs the CAA Arnendrnents of
1990. Also in 1990, Congress passed Titlc )O(V of the Food and Agriculûue AcL creating a

Global Climate Charrgc Prograrrr to rcsca¡ch global climatc agriculûrral issucs (ciæ).

With all three ststr¡tes Congrcss sought to dcvelop a foundation for frrtu¡e polic¡,urcking
on climarc changc. From fcdcral agcncics, it sought rccoÍrmþ'ndations for national policy and
frxthcr advances in soientifÌc r.urdersta¡¡ding and possible technological respon^ses, It dìd not,
however, uuthorizc any fedcrel rggncy to takc any regulatory action in response to those
recommendations and advanccs.tWhilc Congrcss did not cxprcssly prccludc agcncics from
taking action under.other statute5l it manilested its intent to leave for itselFfutu¡e decisions about
regulatory action, to be rnade u¡fE ttrc benefit of the information thc stah¡t€s \¡/cre intended to
develop.

I other actions consistent with thc viewthat climate changc

I action. Followingratification of the FCCC, nations party
I Protoçol calling for mandatory reductions in developed
na(ions' GHC emissior¡s. President Clinton signed the P¡otocol but did not submit it to thc
Senatc forratification In 1997 thc Scaarc adoptcd thc B¡'rd-Hagcl Resolution stating that the
Sr:natc would not ratify any clinrate change protocol tbat rnandated U.S. GHG ernission
reductìons without the participation of dcvcloping county parties or that would rcsult in scrious
ha¡m to thc U.S. cconomy. Congress also passed riders to appropriations bills that urrtil recently
barred EPA fronr inrplernenting the Kyoto Protocol without Senate ratification (see, e.g., [cite]),
Moreoveç bills to amend the CAlt to establish CO2 emission controls on stationary.soruccs all
failcd to win passagc. Scc, c.g., H.R. 5966, 101't Cong. 2d Sess., 136 Cong. Rec. 370E8 (1990)
and H.R. 2663, I 02d Cong., I't Sess. 137 Cong. Rec. H46l I (daily ed. 1991) (congressional
rejection of the mandatory provisions ofthe so-called Cooper-Synar bills). [chcckl

As notcd abovg thc Suprcmc Co¡¡rt lra* rgled that lìrcially broad grarrts of authority lRust
bc intcrpreted in the context oFthe statute's puTpose, structure aud history and other relevant
congressional actions. ln Brown & Iltíllíamsoz, the Court revicwcd an FDÂ asscrtion of
authority toregulatc tobacco products under thc Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDCA), That
statutc contains a broadly worded grant of authority for FDA ûo regulate "drugs" and "devices,"
terms which thc statute also broadly defines. Flowever, the FDCÂ docs ¡ot spccifically address
tobacco products while othe¡ fedcral laws cxprcssly govcrn the nrarketing of tlrose products,
Prior to a-sserting jurisdiction, FDÂ had long held and represented to Congress that the FDCA

AU ,,/^'L "¿L;í; '

/tor(g¡ ülL. , ¡
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does not authorize regulation oftobacco products.

Notwithsta¡rding the FDCA's facially broad grant of authority, the Supreme Cowt
explainedtþat "there may be rcason to hcsitatc before concludiug that Congress has intended

*"h * implicit delcgation }' Brown&Williamson, 120 S.Ct. at 1314. The Cou¡t notcd that FDA
was "ass€trttingl juri.sdiction to regulate an índustry consntuting a significantportíon of the

American economy," despiæ tÌre fact that 'Tobacco has its own uniquc political history'' that had

led Congrcss to crcatc a distinct rcgulatory scheme for tobacco products. Id" at 1315. The Cout
concludód that FDA's assertion of authority to rcgulate tobacco was "hordly an ordinary case. "
Id. The Court analyzed FDA's outhority in light of thc languagc, stn¡cturc and history ofthc
FDCA and otlrer federal lcgislation and congrcssional action specificalty addressing tobacco

rcgulation. Bascd on that analysls, it detennirred that Congress d'id not "intend[ to dclcgate a

aecisiol of such economic. and politicat significance . . . in so cryptic a foshion-" Id.

ral significance, Depending on the causes, timing,
parts of thc Unitcd Statcs and thc world may bc

r¿rny sou:rçËs of arrthropo genic GHG emissions,
ated by any decision to requirc reductions in

t¡ose emissions. Moreover, sincc climæc changc is a global phcnomcnon, virhrally alt the

nations of thc wodd would nccd to bc part ofany meaníngful solution requiring control ofm¿ur-

made sourccs of GHGs. Urrder our constitutio¡ral systern, a fi¡ndamental public polisy issue such

as climate change must be addrcssed in the first instatrce by Congrcss, not by a rcfulatory agcncy

searching for authorþ in an existing statutc that was uot dosigrred or enacted to dcal witü that

issue. I thereforc conclude the CAA cânrìot be interpreted as authorizing such regulation.

Lock of authority undcr thc CA-¿\ to impose clÍmatc change regulation docs not lcave the

fede¡al govcrnment powerless to ad<lr.css the issue. As explaincd above, the CAz\ and othc¡

federal statutes provide the fcdcral govcrnrncnt with arnplc authority 1o conduct the research

neçessary to bcüerr¡nderstand thc naturc, cxtcnt and ef(ècts of anyhurnan-irrduced clirnate

changc and to develop tcchnologies that wilt help achieve GHG emíssion ¡eductions to the extent

thcy þrove necessâry. The CAA also authoriz irnatc

cha¡ge programs that provide an effcctive a¡rd ssions us

a prcãaution while scie¡rtifïc uncertainfies ¿ue adt red to

djcide that further efforts,are necessary and pass spccific lcgislation to that efÌ'ec¿

IV. Conclusion

Based on.tle analysis abovc¡ I concludc ttrat CO2 :urd other GHGs ar€ uot "air pollutautsl'

uuder the CAlr in líght of thc scicntific uncèrfÀinty that Exists regarding the contribution that

anttropogcnic emissio¡rs of these gase$ rnake to any clinate change that occurs. In addition, I
conclude ttrat the CAA does not authorizc cli¡nate change rcgulation. In visw ol'consistent

congressional action to learn more a'oout climatc changc, the abserrce or €xPress arrtbority to

regulate climaûe changc, no indication whatsoever ol'congtessional intent to provide such

l0
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authority, and the fsr reschiug implications of climato change rcgulation, I believe the EPA
ca¡not asscrt jruisdiction to regulatc in on area, Thc C¿mnon memorandr¡m and the statements by
Mr. Guzy concorning this mattr:rno longcrrepresentthe vier¡rs of EPA's General Counscl.
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Contol of Emissions from New l{ighway Vehicles and Enginer

AGENCY: Environmental ProtectionAgencyCEPA).

ACTION: Notice of denial of petition for rulemaking.
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STIMMARY: A group of ganizations petitioned EpA to set
motor vehicle emission standards under the Clean Air Act for carbon dioxide and other /

greenhouse gases-asseeiateénitbglebalelkrate+hange. For the reasons provided below, EpA is
denying the petition.

EFFECTw-E DATE: fUpon publication.]

ADDRESSES: Infonnation relevant to this action is contained in Docket No. A-2000-04
at the EPA Docket Center, Public Reading Room, Room 8102, EPA West Building, 1301
Constitution Avenue, N.'W'.,'Washington, D.C. Dockets maybe inspected at this location from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.rn., Monday through Friday, except on government holidays. You can reach
the Air Docket by telephone at Q02) 566-1742 and by facsimile at Q02) 566-1741. you may be
charged a reasonable fee for photocopying docket materials, as provided in 40 CFR part 2.

FOR zuRTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: John Hall, Office of Transportation and Air
Quality, Transportation and Regional Prograrns Divisior¡ e\z) 564-7424.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMA'TION
L Backsound

On October 20,1999, the hrternational Center for Technology Assessment (CTA) and a
number of other goupsl pedtioned EPA to regulate certain greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions

tsolar 
Energy Association, Oregon Environmental Council, Pubiíc Cittzen,solar Energy

industies Association, ttre SUN DAY Campaien.Allia¡rce for Sustainable Commumties, Applied
Power Technologies, Bio Fuels America, Califomia Soiar Energy Indusffies, Clements Environmental
Corporation, Environmental Advocates, Environ¡nental and Energy Study Institute, Friends of the
Earth, Fuli Circle Energy Project, Inc,, Green Parry of Rhode Isiand, Grcenpeace U.S.A., Ne¡¡¡ork for
Environmental and Economic Responsibility of the United Church of Christ, New Jersey
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from new motor vehicles and engines under section 202(a)(l) of the Clean Air Act (CAA).
Specifically, petitioners seek EPA regulation of carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous
oxide (N2O), and hydrofluorocarbou (IüCÐ emissions from new motor vehicles and engines.
Petitioners Uelie¡¡ectaim these ernissions are significantþ contributing to global climate change
whieh may have serieus adverse eeesequenees fer pnllie health aré n'elfare=

@i€Ê.

EPA is authorized to reeuiate air pollutants from rnotor vehicles r¡nder title tr of the Clean
Air Act (CAA). Io particular, section 202(a)(1) provides that "the Adurinishator [of EPA] shall
by regulation prescribe . . . in accordance with the provisions of [section 202], standards
applicable to the e,mission of any air pollutant from any class or classes of new motor vehicle , . .,
which in his judgment causè, or contribute to, air pollution which may re¿Fonably be anticipated
to endanger public health or welfa¡e."

tr. ' Summary of the Petition

Petitioners contend the test for regulating motor vehicle emissions under CAA section
202(a)(l) has been met for CO2, CH4, N2O and tIFCs. They claim statements made on EPA's
website and in other documents constitute an Agency finding that the four GHGs may reasonably
be anticþated to endanger public health or welfare. They also æsert that motor vehicle
emissions of the GHGs could be significantþ reduced by increasing the fuel economy of
vehicles, eliminating tailpipe e,missions altogether or using other cu¡rent and developing
technologies. -Based on their analysis, they argue EPA has a mandatory duty under section
202(a)(L) to regulate emissions of GHGs from motor vehicles.

Petitioners present their case for why EPA should, and even must, regulate motor vehicle
GHG smissions under section 202(a)(l) in four parts. First, they assert that antluopogenic
emissions of CO2, CH4, N2O, and HFCs meet the CAA section 302(9) definition of "air
pollutant" whichis "any airpollution agent or combination of such agents, including any
physical, chemical, biological, radioactive . . . substance or matter which is emitted into or
otherwise enters ambient air. Such tenn includes any precursors to the formation of any air
pollutant . . ." Citing international and national reports, petitioners contend that anthropogenic
emissions of CO2, CH4, N2O, and HFCs are accelerating global warming and motor vehicle
emissions of these GHGs, particularly CO2, significantþ contribute to the U.S. GHG inventory.
Given the breadth ef the "air -eHutant":def-:tie& tetitioners argue that the contibution of

Environmental Watch, New Mexico
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motor vehicle GHG.emissions to climate change quaüry them as "air pollutants" under the CAA,

Petitioners also claim EPA has already determined CO2 to be an air pollutant. They cite
an April 10, 1998 memorandr¡m from Jonathan Z. Cannon, then General Cor¡nsel of EPA, to
Carol Browner, then Administrator of EPA, entitled "EPA's Authorityto Regulate Pollutants
Emitted by Electic Power Generation Sources" (hereinafrer "Ca¡mon Memorandum'). The
mernorandum states that sulfur dioxide, nitogen oxides, mercury, and CO2 e,mitted from elechic
pow€r generating units fall v¡ithin the definition of "air pollutanf'r¡nder CAA section 302(9).
According to petitioners, it follows from the memorandr¡m that the other three GHGs meet the
CAA definition of "air pollutant," too.

Second, petitioners argue that GHG emissions contribute to pollution that "may
reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare," a key criterion for regulation
r¡nder section 202(a)(l). Petitioners state that the CAA does not require proof of actual hamr, but
allows the Administrator to make a precautionary decision to regulate ag pollutant if it "may
reasonably be anticipated" to endanger public health or welfa¡e. The petitioners point to
statements made by the United Nations Úrtergove,r:rmental Panel on Climate Change (PCC),
EPA and others about the potential effects of climate change on public health and welfa¡e as

establishing that climate change untzy reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health and
welfare." Based on these statements, the petitioners list-asgllgge numerous threats to public
health

@welfar

@.
Third, petitioners argue that it is technically feasible to reduce GHG endssions from new

motor vehicles and engines. Focusing on CO2, they explain that CO2 emissions can be reduced
by increasing the fuel economy of passeng€r c¿rs and light trucks. Theynote that a number of
curre,ntly available gasoline-powered cars get significantly better fuel economy than the 27 .5 mpg
corporate average fuel economy (CAFÉ) sþnda¡d currentþ applicable to ca¡s r¡nder federal law.-
They also point to a congressional report identiffing other technologies for fi¡rther improving the
fuel economy of gasoline-powered cars that have yet to be fully e,rnployed. In addition,
petitioners note that several foreign and domestic c¿r manufacturers are already marketing or
developing hybrid-electric vehicles that get significantlybetter ñrel mileage than the most fuel-
efficieirt gasoline-powered car. Looking ahead to the next geieration of vehicle têcbnology,
petitioners describè the potential for electric aüó hydrogea-celled vehicles to eliminate tailpipe
emissions altogether. Petitioners recommend that EPA set a "corporate average fuel-economy
based standa¡d" under CAA section 202+hatwould result in the rapid market intoduction of
more fuel-efñcient and zero-emission vehicles.

Petitioners suggest other potential ways of reducing CO2 emissions such as setting a
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declining fleet average NOx emission standard that would require manufacturers to add zero-
emission vehicles to their fleets. They also note the availability of tire efficiency standards.
Petitioners do not, however, address the potential for reducing motor vehicle emissions of the
other three GHCrs.

Finally, petitioners maintain the Administrator has a mandatory duty to regulate motor
vehicle GIIG emissions under CAA section 202(a)(l). They contend EpA has "abeaÃymade
formal findings" that motor vehicle GHG emissions 'þose[] ach¡al or potential harmful effects
[on] the public health a¡rd welfare." Noting that section 202(a)(l)provides the Adminisbator
"shall" prescribe motor vehicle stand.ards, petitioners argue that the use of "shall" creates a
mandatory dutyto promulgate standards when the requisite findings a¡e made. They accordingly
cleim the Administatormust establishmotor vehicle standards forthe for¡r GHGs.

Petitioners fi¡rther argue that "tte precautionary purpose of the CAA supports', regglating
these gases even if the Agency believes there is some scientific uncertainty t"grrdiog theãctual 

-
imFacts of climate change. Petitioners cite several court cases recognizing ttrã e¿rri"ishator,s
authority to err on the side of caution in making decisions in areas of scie,lrtific r:ncertainty. They
also assert that scientific uncertainfy does not excuse a mandatory duty to regulate.

III. Request for Commeirt

On January 23,2001, EPA requested public cornment on the petition (see 66 ER 7486).
The public comrnent period ended May 23,200L.

EPA requested comment on all the issues raised in CTA,s petition. In particular, EpA
requested comment'on any scientific, technical, legal, economic or other u.p"rì of these issues
that may be relevant to EPA's consideration of the petition.

ry. Sumrnar,v of Public Comments

EPA received al:nost 50,000 comments on tle petition. Most comments were virlually
identica1expressionsofsupportforthepetitio4-sentffiiz€nsbye1ectonicmaii.
EPA also heard from-¿ nrunbetgf business and envi¡onment¿l groups. Most of the comments
focused exclusively on CO2. This section describes the signifiõant points and argqments made in
the public comments.

Several commenters add¡essed the iszue qfwheth. çr the for¡r_GIIGs _ COL,CH4, N20 and_
IIFCs - are "airpollutants" under the CAA and thus potentially subject to regulation¿nder the
Act. Some of the comrnenters agreed with the petitioners that GHGs are air potlut-tr und.er the
Act. Like thepetitioners, they noted that the dglgition of "air pollutant,, in C¡,e 302(g)is very
broad and that the CAA itself refers to CO2 as'å{Hupollutani" (see CAd section f O:Cgll.
These commenters also cited to and agreedwith the Cannon Memora¡dum stating AatðOZ tatts
within the CAA definition of airpollutant.



Other commenters argued that EPA has never fomrally detemrined that any GIIGs are air
pollutants andthe Cannon Memorandr¡m is not such a finding. Some commenters also argued
that CO2 is not an air pollutant because it is a natrually-occr:rring substa¡ce in Earth's
afuosphere and is critical fs susfaining life. Other commenters pointed out that EPA already
regulates as air pollutants substances that have natrual as well as anthropogenic sources where
human activities have increased the quantities present in the air to levels harmftl to public health,
welfare or the environ¡nent (e.g., sulfur dioxide, volatile organic compounds, particulate matter).

Another issue of concern to comme,nters wÍls whether EPA has authority to regulate
motor vehicle emissions of GHGs even if they meet the CAA definition of "ai¡ pollutant."
Commenters supportive of the petition noted the broad authority conferred by section 202(a)(l)
to regulate rnotor vehicle emissions that cause or contribute to air pollution that may reasonably
be anticþatedto e'lrdanger public health and welfa¡e, These comme,lrters also noted CAA section
302(h) defines '\Melfa¡e" to include effects on weather and climate, as well as other a$ects of the
environment that may be affected by climate change (e.g., soils, wate,Í, crops, vegetation,
animals, visibility).

Other commenters argued theCAA does not authorize regulations to address climate
change, including motor vehiole GHG emission standards. They noted tLat no CAA provision
specifically authorizes climate change regulations, a Se,nate committee's proposal for mandatory
CO2 standards for motor vehicles did not suryive Senate consideration, and other
contetnporaneous legislative proposals for mandatory GHG emission reductions failed to pass.
They also pointed out that the only CAA provision that specifically mentions CO2 authorizes
only "nonregulato4/' measures and expressly precludes its use as authority for imposing
mandatory requirements. They cited another CAA provision tlat calls on EPA to detenrine the
"global wanning potential" of certain pollutants but expressly precludes regulation on that basis
as fi¡rther iadication that Congress did not intend EPA to regulate GHGs r:nder the CAA.

Looking at the CAA more broadl¡ several comme,lrters argued that the key statutory
mechanism for controlling pervasive "afu pollutants" - establishing and imFlementing national
ambieirt air quality standards under sections 108, 109 and 110 - v/as¡ unworkable for addressing
an issue whose causes and effects are global in natr¡re. Several commenters also pointed out that
Congress addressed another global airatmospheric issue, depletion of stratospheric ozone by
man-made substances, explicitly and in discrete portions of the Act, specificallypart B of title I
prior to the CAA Amendnents of 1990 and title VI following the 1990 amendments. Moreover,
both incamations of CAA sfatospheric ozone authority included recognition of the international
naturÉ of theprobl.¡v¡n and provisions to fãoilitate and ãugment international cboperation in
achieving a solution. These cornmenters argued ttrat if Congress had intended. EpA to address
global climate change rurder the CAA, it would have made that clea¡ by inciuding analogous
provisions.

Placing the CAA in a larger context, the commenters noted several other federal statutes
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that specifically address climate change and authorize only research and policy development, not
regulation. Commenters also pointed out that Congress has expressed dissatisfaction with the
Kyoto Protocol, negotiated r¡nder the auspices of the United Nations Framework Convention on

Çlimate Change and requiring parties to the Protocol to reduce their GHG emissions by a specific
amor¡nt. Theyfirther cited congressional actions taken since the 1990 CAA amendments to
prevent EPA from implementing the Kyoto Protocol (see., e.g., [cite to l(nollenberg
ame,lrdments]). According to the commenters, these actions clearly signal that Congress awaits
fir¡ther scie,rúifi.c information and other technological and intemational developments before
authorizing any clìmate change regulation.

Finall¡ several comÍrenters also pointed to the Supreme Cowt's decision inFood and
DragAdministrationv. Brown &Williamson Tobacco Corp.,120 S.Ct. t29l Q000), findingthe
FDA lacks authority to regulate tobacco products despite a faciallybroad grant of authority.
These commenters wamed that a reviewing cor¡¡t would closely scrutinize and likely strike down
an EPA assertion of CAA authorityto regulate for climate sþange purpôses when Congress
specifically addressed the issue of climate change, not in the CAA, but in other federal statutes
that do not authorize regulation.

@ several comme,rrters pointed to, and agreed with, a letter from
then EPA Geireral Counsel Gary Gr.rzy to a congressional committee explaining his view that
explicit mention of a pollutant is not a necessary prerequisite to regulation rmder a statutory
provision ganting broad authority to regulate pollutants, provided that the statutory criteria for
regulation are uret. These commenters also echoed Mr. Guzy's view that a congressional
decision not to require standards does not affect pre-existing discretionary authority to set

standards where the applicable criteria are met.

Many comme,nters considered the issue of whether GHG emissions contribute to air
pollution that may reasonably be anticþated to endanger public health or welfare. Severai
commentqs pointed out, as petitioners did, that EPA's climate website and other national and
international re'ports describe hazards to human health and welfare thatmay result from climate
change. Other commenters claimed there is no basis at this time for EPA to conclude that GHG
emissions from U.S. motor vehicles e,ndanger public health or welfare. Some commenters
questioned whether global warrring was occu¡ring or whether humans' impact on any global
warming was signiñcant. These commenters also suggested that global wanning, if real, would
have beneficial impacts (e.g., helping preve,nt another ice age, increasing agricultrual production)
that could outweigh any adverse effects. Several commenters argued that since the causes and
effects of climate change are glo!4 rl _nature, regula1i9n of onlyU,S. mgtgf vehigle_s would þç
neither effective noi fair.

Commenters also addressed whether it is technologically feasible to reduce GHG
emissions from new motor vehicles. Some commenters described categories of technologies that
can substantiallyreduce CO2 emissions from gasoline-powered passenger cars and liglrt trucks,
including vehicle load reduction, engine improvements, improved transmissions, integrated



start€r generators, and hybrid-electric drive trains. Vehicle load reduction strategies include
reduced vehicle mass, reducdd aerodlmamic drag, reduced tire rolling resistance, and reduced
Írccessory loads. Engine improvement stategies include improved specific power and gasoline
direct injection, TmFroved tansmission strategies include 5- and 6-speed automatic
transmissions, 5-speed motorized manual gearshifts, and continuously variable fiansmissions.
Other commenters asserted that EPA may not regulatè motor vehicle GHG ernissions by setting
fuel economy standards, since Congress e,lrtrusted fuel economy standard-setting to the
De,partuent sf J¡ansportation @OT) r¡nder the EnergyPolicy and Consen¡ation Act CEPCA).

Finall¡ commenters considered whether EPA has a maadatory duty to regulate motor
vehicle GHG emissions. Some cornme,nters agreed with petitioners that the Cannon
Memorandum and EPA's website statements triggered an obligation under CAA section
202(a)(1) to set CO2 st¿ndards. Other commeirters countered thpt the Cannon Memorandum and
EPAwebsite statements are not formal EPA findings for the purposes of exercising statutory
authority. They asserted tl,at for findings to provide a sufficient legal basis for exercising
authority under section 202(a)(I), they must be established tb¡ough a public.notice-and-comment
process.

V. EPAResrronse

disasees tbat it has ihe authoritvto and should regulate GIIG emissions from U.S. motor
vehicles under the CAA. Based on a careful review of the CAA, its legislative history other
congressional action and Supreme Cor¡rtprecedent, EPA believes that the CAA d.oes not
authorize regulation to address clirnate change and that CO2 and other GHGs are not air
pollutants r:nder the CAA for regulatory purposes. Even if CO2 were an air pollutant generally
subject to regulation under the CAA, Congress has not authorized the Agencyto regulãte CO2
emissions from motor vehicles to tbe extent such standards would effectivelyregulate fuel
econo
Transpor:ration.

Even if the CAA authorized climate change requiremelrts, EPA believes that setting GHG
emission standards formotor vehicles is not appropriate at this time. President Bush has
established a comprehensive climate change policy designed to (1) answer questions about the
causes, exte,nt, timing and effects of climate change that a¡e critical to the formulation of an
effective, efEcie,nt long-term poticy, (2) encouragethe development of advanced technológies
that will enable dramatic reductions in GHG emissions, if needed, in the future, and (3) take
sensible ste,ps in the interim to reduce the risk of climate change. The global nature of climate
change also has implications for foreign polic¡ which the President directs. In view of EpA's
lack of CAA authorityfor climate char,rge regulation, the President's polic¡ the potential foreign
policy implications, and DOT's authority to regulate fuel economy, EPA declines the petitioneis,



request to regulate GHG emissions from motor vehicles.

A. EPA's Legal Authority under the CAA
As summ the petition raised important legal issues

regarding EPA's gulations2 under the CAA. Two EpA
General Counsels previously addressed the issue of EPA's auttrority to impose CO2 emission
control requirernents. Both found that CO2 meets the CAA definition of "air pollutant" and
could therefore be subject to regulation r¡nder one or more of the CAA's regulatory provisions if
the applicable statutory criteria for regulation \rvere met. Both also noted, however, that the
Agency had not made the requisite findings under any CAA provision for mandatory regulation
of CO2 emission. +Sjgru'ficanily,-the statem.ents bypast general counsels were also made prior
to the Supreme Court's decision inBrown &Williamson, whitchwams regulatory agencies
against making policy decisions of substantial economic and political importance unless
Congress has given them clear authorityto do so.

Because the petition seeks rnotor vehicle GHG emission standards to reduce the risk of
climate change, EPA has examined the fundamental issue of whether the CAA authorizes the
imposition of control requirements for that purpose. As part of ttrat examination, EPA's General
Counsel reviewed his predecessors' mernorandum and statements, as well as the public
conrments raising legal authority issues. The General Cor¡nsel considered the text and history of
the CAA in the context of other congressional actions specifically addressing clim¿1s change and
in light of the Supreme Court's ad¡nonition it Brown & Wîlliamson to "be guided to a degree by
ooÍlmon sense as to the manner in which Congress is likely to delegate a policy decision of such
. . . magnitude to a¡ administative agency." Tn a memorandum to the Administrator dated jurie

-, 
the General Counsel concluded that the CAA does not authorize EPA to regulate for climate

change pu4)oses, and hç withdrew the Ca¡non memorandum as no longer expressing the views
of EPA's Gene¡al Counsel..End Of Moved Text

2"Regulation" 
as used in this notice refers to legally binding requirements promulgated by

an agency under statutory authority. It does not include volgntary measures that emission sources
may or may not undertake at their discretion.
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With respect to EPA's lesal authorit-v. conurenters supporting the petition ri$tlðË?ein+
eu+glaim that section 202 of the CAA provides EPA with broad authority to set motor vehicle
emission standards for air pollutants that cause or contribute to air pollution that is reasonably
anticipated to endanger public health or the environment. Other CAA regulatory provisions are
similarlybroad (see, e.g., sections 108, 112). At the same time, other comme,nters ar+dse
ri#æon'gq4y¡elq that (1) no CAA provision specifically authorizes mandatory ciimate change
regulation, (2) the only CAA provision specifically mentioning CO2 authorizes only
"nonregulatory" measures, (3) the codified CAA provisions related to climate change expressly
preclude the use of those provisions to authorize regulation, (4) the Senate CAA authonzng
cornmittee consideted but failed to pass +proposals authorizing EPA to regulate CO2 emissions
under the CAA, (5) federal statutes expressly addressing climate change do not authorize
regulation, and (6) numerous congressional actions suggest that Congress has yet to decide that
such regulation is warranted. These indicia of congressional intent raise the issue ofwhether the
CAA is properly interpreted to authorize mandatory climate change regulation.

Congress was well aware of the climate change issue when it last amended the CAA in
1990. During the 1980s, scientific evidence about the possibility of climate change led to
grer*ing public concern both in the U.S. and abroad. In response, the U.S. and other nations
developed the United Nations Framework Conve,ntion on Climate Change (LINFCCC).
President George H. W. Bush signed, and the U.S. Senate approved, the IINFCC C in 1992, and,
the UNFCCC took effect n1994.

The UNFCCC established the "ultimate objective" of "stabilizfing] greenhouse gas

concentrations in the atnosphere at a level that would prevørt dangerous anthropogenic
interference with the climate system" (Article 2 of the LINFCCC). Developed nations that joined
the IINFCCC the nonbinding "aim;'of returning
inCividually or jointly to their 1990 levels of anthropogenic CO2 and other GHG emissions
(Article ¿reenamiæen+.2þ).- All parties to the TINFCCC agreed on the need for fi.rther
research to detemrine the level at which GHG concenhations should be stabilized,
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acknowledging that'there are many rmcertainties in predictions of climate change, particularly
with regard to the timing, magnitude and regional pattems thereof'(findings section of
UNFCCC).

Shortlybefore the UNFCCC was Congress developed
*eÐ9e*te-1920 CAA ame,lrdme,nts. A cental issue for the LINFCCC - whether binding
emission reduction requirements should be set - u¡¿¡s also considered in the context of the CAA
ame,lrdments. As several commenters noted, a Senate committee included in its bilt to ame,lrd the
CAA a provision requiring EPA to set CO2 emission standards for motor vehicles. However,
that provision was rernoved from the bill on which the full Senate votedffi
prerisi€Ê, and the bill eventually enacted was silent with regard to riotor vehicle CO2 emission
standards.- During this same time period, other legislative proposals were made to control GHG
emissions, some in the context of national energy policy, but none were passed (see, e.g., [cites to
Wirtb Cooper-S1mar billsl). .

In the CAA Amedmeirts of 1990 as oracted, Congress called on EPA to develop
information concenring climats change and "noruegulatory" sfrategies for reducing CO2
e,missions. Specificall¡ r¡ncodified section 821 of the CA*A' Arnendments requires measurement
of CO2 emissions from utilities subject to pe,mitting r¡rder title V of the CAA. New section 602
of the CAA directs EPA to determine the "global warrring potential" of substances that deplete
statospheric ozone. And new section 103(9) calls on EPA to develop "nonregulatory" measures
for the prevention of multþle air pollutants anð lists several air pollutants and CO2 for that

'purpose.

Notabl¡ none of these provisions authorize the imposition of mandatoryrequirernents,
and two of them expressly preclude their use for regulatory purposes (sections 103(g) and,602).
Only the research and developme,lrt provision of the CAA - section 103 - specificallymentio¡s
CO2, atdthe legislative history of that section indicates Congress sought a sound scientific basis
onwhich to make future decisions on climate change, not regulation r¡nder the CAA as it was
being asrended. Re,prese,lrtatives'Roe and Smith, two of the principal authors of section 103 as
a:nended, explained that EPA's "science mandate" needed updating to deal with new, more
complex issues, including "global waming" (A Legislative History of the CleanAir Act
Amendments of 1990, 103 Cong., 1't Sess., S. Prt. 103-38, vol. 2, pp. 2776 aú,277g). They
expressed concem that EPA's research budget had been too heavily focused on supporting
existing regulatory actions when the Agency also needed to conduct "long-term air pollution
research" to "enhance EPA's ability to predict the need for future action" (id., p. 2777). As Mr.
Roe explained:

"[W]e have leamed over the last 20 years that afu poilution problems are complex and
that easy ansrryers a¡e not readily forthcoming. . . [T]his amendrneirt is premised on the
belief that without a sor¡nd scientific foundation, even oru r¡ost well intentioned efforts to
inrprove air quality are doomed to failure.:'Id.
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In providing EPA \¡¡ith expanded research and development authority, however, Congress
did not provide commerx¡urate regulatory authority. In section 103(9), Congress directed EpA to
establish a "basic engineering resea¡ch and technology program to develop, waluate and
demonstate" shategies and technologies for air pollution prevention and specifically called for
improve,ments in such measures for preventin g CO2 as well as several .p".ifi"d air pollutants.
But it expressly provided that nothing in the zubsection "shall be construed to authorize the
irnPosition otr any person of air pollution control requirements." As if to drive home the point,
section 103(9) was revised in conference to include the term'honregulatoqy''to describe the
"strategies and technologies" ttre subsection was intended to promote. In its teatnent of the
clirnate çhange issue in the CAA amendments, Congress st that it awaited fi¡rther
infomration before making decisions on the need for reguration. ù,d,¡*,rtJ

Beyond Congress' specific CAA references to CO2 and global warming, other aspects of
the Act caution against

4+e' principal CAAmechanisrn for a¿¿ressing emissions
frkim-nr¡mäÑõrffierse sourceËestablishment and implementation ofnational asrbient air
quality standards (NAAQS) - is poorþ suited to.addressing the global nature of climate change.
CO2 and other key GHGs are emitted by anthropogenic sources all over the world,andæ{

spread tlroughout the earth's aûm.ospher { X{ atmate
forciirg the

ietr. Given the of any climate
change, no þingle U.S. state could reasonablybe in compliance with a
NAAQS ff one of these GHGs, nor would itnecessaril compliance it might
achieve.

is clea¡ that use of the NAAQS regime to would raise
tissues of sci^-^- ^-¡ ,ì*^i^ ^-, Å--, - --;----- 

--\. 
,y,,¿! an¿ ,*+- /,,e, /n -/itI ^ÞÞuvÈ v^ ùw¡ \, erúf Af e- jã{¿

\.¿¡¡nú4,'lo,r'k. r--l ) .,- - _ 1,._-r.'l ,
The CAA provisions ad o.tutl-il"t Congress

itself has r¡nderstood the need for speciallytailored solutions to global airarmoS&nc issuesl and
has expressly granted regulatory authority when it has concluded that conhols uray be needed as
part ofthose solutions. Like climats sþange, the causes and effects of stratospheric ozone
depletion are global in nature. Anthropogenic substances that deplele stratospheric ozone are
emitted around the world and are very long-lived; their depleting efflects and the conseque,lrces of
those effects occuron a global scale. Inthe CAA prior to its amendment in 1990, Congress
specif.cally addressed the problem in a separate portion of the stah¡te (part B of title D that
recognized the global nature of the problem and called for negotiation òf international
agreenents to ensure world-wide participation in research and any control of statoqpheric ozone-
depleting substances. In the 1990 CAA amendments, Congress again ad.dressed thelssue in a
discrete portion of the statute (title VI) that sineilarlyprovides for coordination with the
intemational comrnunity, Moreover, both incamations ofthe CAA's stratospheric ozone
provisions contain express authonzation for EPA to regulate as scieirtific information warrants.
In light of this CAA treaûnent of stratospheric ozone d.epletion, it would be anomalous to

would occur at a global
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conclude that Congress intended EPA to address climate change under the CAA's general
regulatory provisions, lvith no provision recognizing the intemational dimension of the issue and,
any solution and no express authorization to regulate.

In fact, other congressional actions con-fi¡m that it would be unreasonable to conclude that
Congress intended to authorize CAA climate change regulation. Starting in 1978, Congress
passed several pieces of legislation specifically addressing climate change that recognized the
international dimension of the issue, directed the federal govemment to begin building a
foundation for futwe congtessional decision-making and - unlike the CAA snatoqphàric ozoîe
provisions - did not authorize regulation. V/ith the Global Climate Protection Act of 1928, 15
U.S.C. 290L et seq., Congress established a "national climate prograrn." It directed the Secretary
of State to coordinate U.S. negotiations concerning climate change and EpA to deveþ and
propose to Congress a coordinated national policy on the issue. TVelve years later, Cõngress
passed the Global Change Research Act of 1990, establishing a Committee on Earth and
Environme,lrtal Sciences to coordinate a 10-yea¡ researchprogam. The GloAal Change Research
Act was e'nacted on the same day as the CAA Amendnents of 1990. Also in 1990, Còngress
passed Title )OtrV of the Food and Agriculture act, creating a Global Climate Ç]¡ange tiogram
to research global climate agricultual issues.

With all three statutes, Congress sought to develop a foundation for considerine whether
future legislative action on climate change-was w¿nanted. From fçderal agencies, it sought
recommendations for national policy and. fi¡rtler advances in scientific understanding and
possible technological responses. It did not authorize any federat agency to take any regulatory
action in response to those recommendations and advances. In fact, Congress d.eclinedio adopt
other legislative proposals, contenrporaneous with the bills to amend the CAA in 19g9 and 19-90,
to require GHG emissions reductions from stationary and mobile sources (see, e;g., fcite to By¡an
and Cooper-Slnrar bitls]). riVhile Congress did not expressly preclude agencies frontaking
regulatory action under other statutes, its ae+iensfgi ecrion
proposals to regulate GIIGs tbr climate cha$ge reasons stongly indicateg that Congress awaited
firrther information before flssiding itselfwhether climate change regulation was waranted.

Since 7990, Congress has taken other actions consistent with the view that
climate change reg*aÊi€s

i€npufposes. Following ratification of the tnVf'CCC, nations
party to the Conventiou negotiated the Kyoto Protocol calling for mandatory reductions in
developed nations' GHG emissions. presid€ÉsIbg Clinton Adnrinistration signed the protocol
but didnot submit it to the Senate for ratification out of concenr th4t theSenate would reject the
t¡eaty.I¡deed,nl997theSenatea,dopte@theByrd-HagelReso1utionstating

cliçnate change þrotocol that mandated U.S. GHG emission
reductions without tå"+nûr+tff,
harrn to the U.S. economy. i

peveloping countryparties or that would result in serious
\-iq¿ 9¿t*tz ,na.,ùtt ! nu1

Against this backddp of congressional action to learn mo¡e about climate change before
!,
\'tlir,,eSiíit¿t ih)
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specifically authorizing any climate change regulation, it is unreasonable to interpret the CAA as

authorizing such regulation in the absence of any direct or even indirect indication of
congressional intent to provide such authority. EPA is urged on in this view by the Supreme

Court's decision inBrown &Willìamsoz, which struck down FDA's assertion of authority to
regulate tobacco products underthe Food Drug and Cosmetic Act @DCA). That statute

contains a broadly worded grant of authority for FDA to regulate "dnrgs" and "devices," terms

which the statute also broadly defines. Ilowever, the FDCA does not specifically address

tobacco products while other federal laws expressly govern the marketing of those products.

Notwithstanding the FDCA's faciallybroad grant of authority, the Supreme Court
explained that "[i]n exhaordinary cases, . . . there may be reas¡on to hesitate before concluding
that Congress has intended zuch an implicit delegation." The Court noted that FDA was

"assertling] jurisdiction to regulate an indusûry constituting a significantportion of the American
economy," despite the fact that 'tobacco has its own uníque political history" that had led
Congless to create a distinct regulatory scheme for tobacco products. The Court concluded that
FDA's assertion of authority to regulate tobacco was 'hardly an ordinary case." The Court
analyzedFDA's authority in light of the language, structure and history of the FDCA and other
federal legislation and congressional action specifically addressing tobacco regulation. Based on
that analysis, it determined that Congress did not "intend[ to delegate a decision of such

economic and political significance . . , in so cr¡ptic a fashion."

It is ha¡d to imagine any e,rrvironmental issue that has greatu "economic and political
siepificance" thaú global climate çþange. Virlually evely sector o.f the Lr,S. economy is eidrer

By far the most abundant anthropogerric GHG is CO2, which is emitted whenever fossil
fuelg such as coal, oil, and natural gas is¿¡g used to produce energy. The U.S. economy is
d.ependent on those fuels to a very large degree. Approximately 75 percent{rheek} of the electic
pov¡er used in this county is generated from fossil fuel, and the U.S. hansportation sector is
almost entirely dçendent on oil.

appro¿ches: (1) improve fuel efficiency, Q) capture and sequester CO2; e+(3) switch to
alternative non-fossil fuel souces: and (4) reduce vehicle usage by switchinq to alierrrative forms
of transportation. Although sorne improvements in fuel efEciency may be possible without
imFosing a signiñcant irirpact onthe èconomy, Congress has specificalþ chosen to address thc
issue of ertetgy efficiency through other statutes - not the CAA. For example, Congress has

authorized DOT to set fuel economy standards for moto¡ vehicles and the Deparfnent of Energy
to set efEciency standards for products such as air conditioners and appliances that consume
electicity.
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The other@ forreducingCO2 emissions -s€q!€s*ati.on+nd@ have substantial economic implications. It appears that it may
eventually be possible to capture and sequester CO2 emissions from power plants, but such an
approach would require a new generation of power plants and would be very costly- even if
implemented over many years. As for the use of altemative fu. els, govemments and private
companies around the world are investing billions of dollars to explore the possibility of using
non-fossil firels

for power qeneration and Eansportation. Any

si gnifican t econor:ric anil pracfilcal implicatiorrs.

The issue of global climate change also has enonnous political significance. It has been
discussed extensively úrring the last three Presidential campaigns; it is the subject of debate and
negotiation in several international bodies; and numerous bills have been intoduced in Congress
over the last 15 years to address the issue of climate change. h light of Congress' attention to
the issue of climate change, and the absence of any direct or even indirect indication that
Congress intended to authorize

.mder '-ne 
CA4- it is unreasonable to conclude that the CAA provides the Agency with such

authority. Under our constitutional system, an administrative agencyproperly awaits
congressional direction before addressing a fundamental policy issue such as climate change,
instead of searching for authority in an existing stafute that was not designed or enacted to deal
with the issue.

i*e etEer erni+en is

acl<iress conce¡ns abou¡ clim.ate ,Jhanqe.

emissions of CO2 anci
other Cl{Gs illu-et the stanÉe's dejinition of "air poilutant." As discussed in the General

,,:¡emic¿1. Uioio$ca
¿mbient air?
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For anthrocoqenic emi.ssions of CO2 and ofher GIíGs. the first criterirrn of the "air

.
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Text Moved Here: I
The

cjrange is exir¡rordinarilv

science. there continuç to .be-i¡rlpgÍC"nt uncertainties in our
understanding of the factors that may affect funlre climate change and how it should be
addrsqlgd. Predicting future climate change necessarily involves a complex web of economic
and physical factors including: our ability to predict futuregþþal anthropogenic emissions of
GHGs and aerosols; the fate of these emissions once they enter the aûnosphere (e.g., what
percentage a¡e absorbed by vegetation or are taken up by the oceans); the impact of those
emissions that remain in the atnosphere on the radiative properties of the atmosphere; changes in
critically important olimate feedbacks (e.g., changes in cloud cover and ocean circulation);
changes in temperatrue characteristics (e.g., average terrperatr:res, shifts in daytime and evening
temperatures); changes in other climatic parameters (e.g., shifts in precipitation, stoms); and
ultimately the impact of such changes on human health and welfare (e.g., increases or decreases
in agricultural productivity, human health impacts). Substantial scientific uncertainties limit ou¡
ability to assess each of these factors and to separate out those fa€+€r€Ëb4qges resulting from
.natural variability from those that are directþ the result of increases in anthropogøric GHGs.

terrr is used ia the reguJatery prer"isiens ef *he rl.eÈ

. ihe iaction of ;ossii fuel carbon lhat will rernain iri tire arniospirere ard contnbute to
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evaluate th,¡ ability o.t coupled models to sirnulate inlportant aspects of clirnate. The U.S. and

n uniei r;1e CA¿l..

excent s¡rcir sianiards rvoul<i e.

of CO2. The onlyway t-o reduce tailpipe emissions of CO2 from motor vehicles is to improve
fuel economy. Congress has already created a detailed set of mandatory standards governing fuel
economy and has authorized DOT - not EPA - to imple,lrient those standa¡ds. The onty way for
EPA to proceed with CO2 emissions standards without upse rng this statutory scheme would be
to set a standard lèss stringent tha¡ CAFE. But such,ffi approach would be merr.ringiess in terms
of reducing GHG emissions.
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Congress' care in designing the CAFE pro$am ody
tegislati+eqlatulqry vehicle forregulating fuel economy. only
"corporate average" standa¡ds that automakers meet on s thus have
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flexibilþ to design different ca¡ models having different fuel economy so long as the average of
the cars sold by the automaker in a given model year meets the CAFE standarã for that y".t. Io
fact, EPCA offers automakers additional flexibilityby allowing them to meet the CAFE standard
for a given model year by "carrying back" or "carrying forwa¡dl'the excess firel economy
performance of their fleets for the three years befoie oi ufto the applicable model yeü.

EPCA also builds in an opportunity for congressional oversight óf CAFE standard-setting
that reinforce the notion that Congress intended fuel economy to be governed by EpCA alone.
The statute specifies a CAFE standard of 27.5 miles per gallon for passenger automobiles in
model years 1984 and beyond (49 U.S.C. section 32902þ)),but authoriz"r OOf to amsn¿ th.
standa¡d to the "maximr¡m feasible average fuel economy level" for the relevant rnodel year.
However, to the extent DOT raises or lowers the standards beyond specified levels, EPCA
provides an automatic opportunity for Congress to disapprove and. eifectively void the amended
st¿ndard (49 U.S.C. section 32902(c)). lCheck v¡ith DôT OGC whether this aspect of EpCA is
still in effect.] Give,lr that motor vehicle tailpipe CO2 emissions can only be reduced by
improving fuel economy, CAA emission standards for CO2that requireã greater imprwements
in fuel economy than applicable CAFE standards required would abrogate-EpCA,s i"gror..

B, Other Considerations

In light of the language, history, structure and context of the CAA and Congress' decision
to give DOT authority to regulate fuel economy under EPCAe EPA does not belier.e+1*sshave
authority to regulate motor vehicle emissions of CO2 and other GHGs under the CAA. h any
event, slection 202(a)(r) does not impose a mandatory duty on Epr+lk nù,niilul¡¡gl to reeu+ûse

:ise iter ìuci.ement. That provision provides EpA r¡ittl
discretionary authorityto address pollutants in addition to those addressed by other section 202
provisions (see, e.g., sections 202(a)(3) and (b). 'While 

section 202(a)(l)uses the word,.shall,,,
it does not require the Adminisüator to act by a specified. deadlin" *d ìt conditions authority to
act on a discretionary exercise of the Artministrator,s judgment.

The website statements, legal memorandum and ottrer documents cited bypetitioners and
commenters in support of the petition are not sufficient to trigger a mandatory duty under section
202(a)(l)- Any exercise of section 202(a)(l) authority tums õ" S"g*rætt'" .ir;dE"*t made by
fhe Administrator, and CAA section 301 does not pennit the Adminirt"t* to ¿aegãe her
authority under section 202(a)(L). None of the state,ments petitioners claim constitute the
requisite endangerment finding for GHGs under section ZOZça¡1t¡were mad.e, or subsequentþ
adopted" by the Adminisfiator- As the Cannon memorandum stated in 1998; no Administratoî
had made a finding under any of the C{A's regulatory provisions that Co2meets the applicable
statutory criteria forregulation. (Notabl¡ the website statements on which the petitionerì partly
rely were in existence at the time M¡. Çennsl issued. his memorandum ¡cnectl.¡ That statement
remains true today - no Ad¡ninistator has made findings that would niiger any manaatory duty
to set CO2 standa¡ds for motor vehicles or any other emission source. kr-any event, before such
findings can take effect, theymust be established th¡ough a notice_and_comment process.
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EPA also disagrees with the premise of the petitioners' claim- that if the Adminisüator
ed to endanger public health or welfare, she
r vehicles.3 Depending on the particular

: less or not at all. An important issue before the
Admini5¡¿1sr is whettrer, given motor vehicles' relative contibution to a problem, it makes
serise to regulate them. In the case of some types of ai¡ pollution, motor vehicles maybe one of
many contributors, and it may make seil¡e to control other contributors instead. of or in tandem
with motor vehicles. The discretionary natue of the Adminishator's section 202(a)(l) authority
allows her to consider these important policy iszues and decide to regulate motor vehicle
emissions as appropriate to the air pollution problem being addressed. ¡eçq¡dinglv, eveî were
the Ad:rrinistrator to.rirake a formal finding regarding the potential health and. welfare effects of
GHGs in general, section 202(a)(l) would not require her to regulate GHG ernissions from motor
vehicles.

In any case, EPA disagrees with the regulatory approach ruged bypetitioners. EpA
establisbme,lrt of rnotor vehicle GHG standards would be neither appropriate nor effective at this
time. As described in detail below, the Preside,nt has laid out a conprehe,nsive approach to
climate change that calls for nea¡-term voluntary actions and incentives along with programs
aimed at reducing scientific uncertainties and encowaging technological developme,lrt so that the
government may effectively and efEcientþ address the climate change issue over the long terrn.
As noted above, there remain key wrcertainties in ow r¡nderstanding of the factors that mãy affect
future climate change. Predicting funue climate change necessarily involves a complex web of
economic and physical factors including: our abilityto predict future anthropogenic emissions of
GHGs and aerosols; the fate of these emissions once they enter the atmosphere(è.g., what
perce'lrtage are absorbed by vegetation or are taken up by the oceans); the impact of those
emissions that remain in the atnosphere on the radiative properties of the ahosphere; changes in
critically important climate feedbacks (e.g., changes in clpud cover and ocean circulation); 

-
changes in temperature characteristics (e.g., average temperatgres, shifts in daytime and évening
temperatures); changes in other climatic parameters (e.g., shifrs in precipitation, storms); and
ultimately fi1s imFact of such changes on human health and welfare (e.g., increases or decreases
in agricultural productivity, human health impacts). Substantial scientific uncertainties limit our
ability to assess each of these factors and to sqlarate out those factors resulting from natr¡ral
variabilityfrom those that a¡e directþ the result of increases in anthropogenic-GgGs.

The mostrecent review of climate change science issues bythe National Research

3For p,ttp*9. of maHrtg a decision on this nrlemaking petition, the Agency is relying on
three separate and distinct grounds, each of which individually supports denial ofthe p"titioo,
(1) EPA does nol have the authorityto regulate CO2 andother GHGs for climate change
purposes under the CAA; Q) COz is not an air pollutant rmder the CAA; ancl (3) EpAãoes not
have amandatorydutyto regulate CO2 andother GHGs under Section 202 foìcümate change
purposes and has decided that it is not appropriate to do so.
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Cor¡ncil summarizes the current state of knowledge:

"Because there is considerable uncertainty in cur¡ent understanding of how the climate
system varies natrually and reacts to emissions of [GHGs] and aerosols, curre,nt estimate
of the magnitude of futrue warming should be regarded as tentative and subject to futrue
adjustuents (either upward or downward)

Reducing the wide range of uncertainty inhere,nt in cr¡rrent model predictions of global
climate change will require major advances in understanding and modeling of both l) the
factors that detErmine atnrospheric concentrations of [GHGs] and aerosols amrd2) the so-
called 'feedbacks' that determine the sensitivity of the climate system to a prescribed
increase in [GHGs]."

National Research Couucil, "Climate Change Science: An Analysis of Some Key Questions,"
2001,pp23-24.

únportant efforts are underway to address the key scientific uncertainties identified by the
NRC. The federal govenrment has expanded scientific research efforts through its Climate
Change Resea¡ch Initiative (CCRI). President Bush announced this new initiative in June 2001
and called for it'to study ateas of uncertainty and identifr priority a¡eas where investuents can
maCle a difference." The CCRI is well along ia its process of developing a "Shategic Plan for
the Climate Change Research Prog'¡m" to ensure that scientific efforts are focused where they
are most critical and that the key scientific r¡ncertainties ideirtified are addressed in a timely and
effective manner for decision makers.

Along with stepped-up efforts to reduce scientific uncertainties, the President's policy
calls for public-private partnerships to develop break-through technologies that could
dramatically reduce the economy's reliance on fossil fuels without slowing its growth. Large-
scale shifts away from traditional eriergy sources, however, will require not only the developrnent
of abund¿nt, cost-effective altemative fuels, but potentially wholesale changes in the way
industrial processes and consumer products use firel. Such mome,ntous shifrs do not take place
quickly. As the President has explained, "[a]ddressing global climate change will require a
sr¡stained effort, over many generations"

By contrast, establishing GHG emission standa¡ds for U.S. motor vehicles at this time
would require EPA to make scientific and technical judgmørts without the benefit of the studies
being dcveþed to reduce uncertainties an_ d advance tec-hnologies. It would also result in an
inefficienf, piecerireal approach to addressing the climats sþange issue. The U.S: motorvehicle
fleet is one of rrany sources of GHG emissions both here and abroad, and different GHG
emission sources face different technological and financial challenges in reducing emissions.a A

t[Thit fooüroted sentence needs to be supported by a brief discussion of the various
soluces of GHG emissions that exist here a¡d abroad and the different control issues theyraise.
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sensible regulatory scheme would require that all significant sources and sinks of GHG emissions
be considerecl in deciding how best to achieve any needed emissioù reductions.

The discussion could occur in a footrote or be included in the detailed. d.escription of the
President's climate change policy (below) and referenced here.]
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' regulation of motor vehicle GHG emissions could also weaken U.S.
developing countries to reduce the GHG intensity of their economies.

npulations and growing economies of some deveioping countries,
emissions could quickly overwhelm the effects of cuð r"¿ol ioo
courrties. Any potential benefit of EPA regulation could be lost to thecided view of U.S. emission
bly, c
to address them. issues, and it is the

to regulate motor vehic request

until more is understo, Iations.

potential options for ad. . ô +^ -^_-1_L- ^tt^ 
the

from motor vehicles. opnate to regulate GHG emjssibns

In any event, the President's policy includes efforts to reduce motor vehicle c++c
ion througb

motor vehicle firel economy standa¡ds. set

consirlere¡l in¡rcooi-- f,,-l ^^^-^--- --- 1 a OT\J

;r1i1i:."ï:'r'"1.rTr*3:î:i:iJ:lTdïds and recently prom'tgared a final rute increasingtheCAFEstandardsfor1ighttrucks,inc1udiugsports'.i1i-ivehic1es,b'Æ

2oos rrrê ¡rc* c,.an¡ra'l- Ñfl tht""-y*p-;;iiä"*
2005.

e For the longer term, the president hasestablished a neIry public-private parhership with the nation's automobile manufacturers to
fl:.trit| l:^1.:.1:"Tï,Ti :"tt,lg:i"1 T u p"Tary tuel foi.",, and rucks, with the goar of
i::'.Î.X¡.::X:;:iyJlîlÎ,"-":_.t:ù'hvd.";;;-Ñ;"ä;.il;r,''ii1ïå:ä,ä,*.
:::i:fj,oï:îi*,.qr, !i*"itl tax.creditl o.',ri r r |"oi ro. .oo.*.,, t"il;ilJ;:i|;;and hybrid vehicles. [Mayneed to update this.]

CO2 ducing

stand

Early n'

other
increases in other countries. The u.s. did not impose ad.d.itional domestic controls onstratospheric ozone-depleting substances until key d.eveloped and developing nations hadcommitted to confolling their own emissions unáer trre viontreal protocol on substances thatDeplete Stratospheric ozone. See [cite to early stat ozone ruremaking notices].
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standards, it is questionable whether such staridards would qualify as "standa¡ds applicable to the
emission" of an air pollutant from a motor vehicle under section 202(a)(l),since such standa¡ds
would presumably apply to the vehicle's tires, not its CO2 emissions (emphasis added). As for
zero emission vehicles, furttrer technological developments are needed before they areæUld be a
practical choice for most consumerÈ.

With respect to the other GHGs - CH4, N20, and IIFCs - petitioners make no suggestion
as to how those e,missions nxigbt be reduced from motor vehicles. @
+e+alIJ#GHG emissions from primarily
consist of CO2 from fuel combustion. In 1999, €e?N20 represented4spee,ætgl2e 4 percent,
HFCs I percelrt, and CH4less than I percent of tansportation GHG e,missions. As blproducts
of combr¡stion, there is a direct proportional relationship betwee,lr CO2 emissions and fuel
economy levels. EPA believes parameters other than fuel economy are more relevant to N2O,
CH4 andUFCS formation. HFCs come from mobile air conditioners, while CH4 andN2O are
influenced by catalytic converter design. However, N20, HFCs, and CH4 repres erft aven¡ small
percentage of total fransportation GHG emissions. For the reasonÍ¡ discr¡ssed previously, it would
make little sense for EPA to set standards for these GHCrs wbile scientific and technological
resea¡ch is r¡nder development to help determine the need for and the most effective me"r.,s of
reducing GHGs.

VI. Administation Climate Change policy

Lack of authorityunder the CAA to imFose climate çþange regulations d.oes not leave the
federal government powerless tir ¡ake sensible rneasrrerl steps to address the climate change
issue, As explained above, the CAA and other federal statutes provide the federal government
with arrple authorityto conduct the resea¡ch necessaryto better r¡nderstand the nature, extent and
eflects of any human-induced climate change and to develop technologies that wilt help achieve
GHG emission reductions to the extent theyprove necessary. The CAA also autÍ.orizes, and
EPA has established, non-regulatoryprograms that provideæ effective and appropriate means of
addressing climate change while scientific uncertainties are addressed.

In February 2002, President Br¡sh annor¡nced a
addressing climate change that will encourago voluntaryreductions in Ggcint*tty*"¿+"r**,
includine througù fuel economy improvements. The new approach sets a national goal of
reducing the GHG intensity of the U.S. economy by 18 percent over the next ten years. This
stategy sets the U.S. on apath to slow the growttr of GHG emissions an{ as the seie,uce
justifies, to stop and the'n reverse that growth. This policy supports vital climate change research,
and lays the groundwork for future action by investing in science, technology, and institutions.
In addition, the Presiden!'s policy emphasizes intenrational cooperation .rd promotes working
with other nations to develop an efficient ¿nd çee¡rtinated response to globdclimate change. 

-kr

taking prudent environmental action at home and abroad, the U.S. is advancing a realistic and
effective long-term approach, rather than adopting costþ short-terrr measures that rnayprovid.e
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little or no benefit.

GHG intensity is the ratio of GHG emissions to economic ouþut. The President's goal is
to lower the U.S. rate of emissions from an estimated 183 metric tons per million dollars of gross
domestic product (GDP) :n2002 to 151 metric tons per million dollars of GDP :m2012. Vteiting
this commituent will prevent GHG emissions of over 500 million metric tons of carbon
equivalent (MMTCE) from elrtering the aünosphere cumulatively over the next tør years, and is
equivalent to taking 70 million (or one out of three) cars offthe road.

The Agencybelieves that sustained economic growth is an essential part of the solution.
Economic growth will make possible the needed investment in resea¡ch, development, and
deployneirt of new, clean energy technologies. EPA is also prusuing a numberãf non-regulatory
approaches designed to foster this type of technology development.

InFebruary 2002, EPA Administrator Whitn¡an launched EPA's Climate Leaders
progrâm, a new voh:ntarypartnership program between gove,mment and indusùy. Through
Climate Leaders, companiss will work'\ñ¡ith EPA to evaluate their GHG emissions, set aggressive
reduction goals, and report their progress toward meeting those goals. To date, more than 30
compqni¿s from almost all of the most energy-intensive indusûy sectors have joined Climate
Leaders.

EPA's Energy Star program is another sx¡mple of voluntary actions that have
substantíally reduced gree,nhouse gas emissions. Energy Star is a voluntary labeling prograrn that
provides critical information to businesses and consumen¡ about the energy effrciency of the
products they pruchase. Over the past decade more than 750 million Energy Star products have
been pwchased across over 30 product categories (e.g., computers, microwàves, washing
machines). Reductions in greenhouse gas e,rrissíons from Energy Star pruchases would be
equivalent to removing 10 miilion cars from the road last year. Businesses and cons'mers not
onlyreduced their greenhouse gas emissions, but also saved $5 bitlion last year through theiruse
of Energy Star products.

EPA also has voh:ntaryprograms aimed at reducing methane emissions from a variety of
sources. For example, the Agencyhas partrerships with natural gas companies to reduce
emissions from leaþpipelines and dishibution equipment, solid waste landfill facilities to '

capture and reuse emissions from landfills, and ss¿l mining companies to capture and reuse
methane escaping from mines. Together, these programs are projected to t.doc. methane
emissions to beloy 1990 levels through 2010.

EPA also has extensive parh.erships with industries responsible for emissions of the most
potent inú¡strial greenlouse ga¡¡es (e.g., sulfir hexafluoride, per fluorocarbons and
hydrofluorocarbons)' Through parhrerships with EPA, the aiuminum sector has exceeded their
goal ofreducing PFC emissions by 45%from 1990 levels by 2000 and is now in.discussions
about a new, more aggressive goal. The semiconductor manufacturing sector has agreed to
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reduce their emissions by 10% below 1995 levels by 2010. This year, anew agreernent was
reached with the magnesium sector under which they have 

"gr"rd 
to completeiy phase-out their

SF6 emissions b1 2070.

The fcderal government's voluntary climate progr¿¡ms are already achieving significant
emission reductions. In 2000 alone, reductions in GHGelïrissions totaled 66 MMTCE whe,n
compared to smissions in the absence of these prog*ürs.

Trnportantly, th improve our ability to accu¡ately measure and
veriry GHG eurissions nal GHG registy syst€,m. The U.S. will
irnprove the voh:ntary bitity, and verifiability, taking into account
emerging domestic and international approaches. Organiz¿¡is
will be provided with transferable credits for achieving volunt
credits will be available for use r¡nder any future incentive-based or mandatory programs. 'We
believe the enhanced standards for th.e new regisûy will shengthen the .,**i 

"ot*trry 
hading

systems.

$4.5 billion for çlimate change-related. programs,
a $700 o update this.l This includeJ$l.7 billion forscience earch hitiative, and $1.3 billion for climate
change technologies under the National Climate Change Tecbnology initiative. This
commiünent is unmatched in the world. The 2003 budget seeks $siS miltion in clean eneigy
incentives to qpur investments in solar, \¡rin4 and biomass energy, co-generation, and landfill gas
conversion.

New and expanded internationalpolicies will complement our domestic policies,
including tripled fimding for the ..Debt-for-Natu

tunding
for clim
sustaine s, including technology tansfer and capacity
building in developing cor:nties.

n's climate change plan includes promoting
trucks, researching options for producing

¡rove enerry efEciency. The plan calls for
.ustry, providíng ma¡ket-based incentives, and

updating cur¡e'nt regulatory progr¿tms that advan.e o*r ptogrss in this a¡ea. This commitment
includes expanding fuel cell researc[ in particular tttoughúe ,.FreedomCAR,, 

initiative.

FreedomCAR is a new public-private parhrership with the nation,s automobile
manufacturers. It seeks to promote the development oflydrogen as a primary fuel for cars and
kucks, with the goal of building a commercially viable 

"éro-"-irrions nyaroien-powered
vehicle. FreedomCAR focuses on technologies to enable mass productiòn of-affordable
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hydrogen-powered fuel cell vehicles and the hydrogen-supply inÊastuctrue to support them.

Developing new technologies to imFrove the energy efficiency of tansportation in the
U.S. will be a key element in achieving funre reductions in GHG emlssions. The president,s
2003 budget seeks more than $3 billion ig tax credits over 11 years for consnmers to purchase
fi'¡el cell and hybrid vehicles. May need_to update this.l The Administation,s climate change
plan supports increasing automobile fuel economy and encouaging now tecbnologies that re-rluce
our dependence on imported oil, while protecting passenger .uf"ty-*a3our.

uce hydroge,n that could either be combusted
missions from the facilitywould be captrued in a

form that could be permanentþ sequestered.

VI. Conclusion

Afrer considering CTA's petition, public comment, EPA's legal authority, and other
leleyant 

informatior¡ CTA's petition for rnobile source regulation of GHG emissions is denied
tor the reasons discussed above.

Dated:

Christine Todd Whitnan, Adrrinistator
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MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: EPA's Authority to Impose Mand
the Clean Air Act

Robert E. Fabricant
General Counsel

Christine Todd riVhibnan

Administrator

; )¡^, 
-

r'j bu

by the Intemational Center for Technolory
rps to issue motor vehicle emission standa¡ds

EROM:

TO:

lntroduction and Background

As you knoy, EPA has been petitic
Assessment (ICTAfand a nurnber of other
under the Clean Air Act (CAA or Act) for dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases
(GHGs) associated with climate change. to the Agency's consideration of this petition
is an April 10, 1998 memorandum regardþS "EPA's Authority to Regulate Pollutants nnrittea Uy
Electric Power Generation Sources" frosi then General Counsel Jonathan Z. Carnonto then
Administrator Carol M. Browner. ki th{t memorandum, I\4r. Cannon concludes that CO2 is an
"air pollutanf' under the CAA and thus{zuþect to regulation und.er the CAA to the extent the
criteria of any of the Act's regulatory pfovrsions are met.

I have reviewed Mr. Cannon's memorandum and the text and history of the CAA in the
context of other congressional actions specifically addressing climate change. Based on my
review, I have determined that the CAA does not authorize EPA to regulatã for climate change
purposes. In addition, I have concluded that for a substance to be an "air pollutant', utrder the
CAA, available scientific evidence must indicate that it causes or contibutes to air pollution. tn
view of the scientific,unge¡@htþs regarding the cau
change *a @gihe relative cor
CO2 and other GHGs to any climate change, I have
other GHGs, as such, are not "air póllutants" r¡ûder 1

reasons for my conciusions and formally withdraws Mr. Cannon's April 10, 1998 memorandum

tA GHG may be an "air pollutantz' for other effects it may have that are addressed by the
CAA.
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as no longer representing the views of EPA's General Cotmsel.2 The legal positions set forth in
this me,morandum apply for pr.uposes of deciding the ICTA petition and for all other relevant
regulatorypurposes r¡nder the CAA.

tr. The Ca¡nonMemorandum

ffi. Qannsn's memorandr¡m (hereinafter "the Cannon memorandr¡m") was prepared in
resporu¡e to.a request from Congressman Delay to Administrator Browner. At a Fiscal Year
1999 House Appropriations Committee hearing, Congressman Delay questioned the
Administrator about an EPA document stating, h part, that EPA currently has authority r¡nder the
CAAto es oxides, sdf'dioxide, CO2and
mercury fr rBrownerwhether she agreed
wíth the statement, and in particular, whether she thought the CAA allows EPA to regulate
emissions of CO2. Administrator Browner agreed v¡ith the statement that the CAA grants EpA
broad authority to address certein emissions, including those listed, and agreed to Congressman
Delay's request for a legal opinion on that point. The Cannon memorandum was prepared in
reE)ons¡o to that request.

The Ca¡non memorandum states that the CAA 'þrovides that EPA may regulate a
substance if it is (a) an 'air pollutan!' and G) the Administrator makes certain fìndings regarding
such pollutant (usuallyrelated to darger to public health, welfare, or the enviroruneÐ *d"r oot
or more ofthe Act's regulatory provisions." The memorandum fi¡rther states thatthe CAA
section 302(g;) definition of "air pollutant" is "broad" and expressly "includes any physical,
chemical, biological, or radioactive substance or matter that is emitted into or otherwise cnters
the ambient ah." The memorandum notes tbat a substance can be an airpollutant even though it
is nafiually present in the air in some quantities, and that many pollutants already regulated by
EPA are enitted from nattl¡al as well an anthropogenic souces.(e.g., sulfir dioxide, particulate

. matter, and volatile organic compounds). It then concludes Aæitffi
¿- ,,,aÍeeach a.nþsicat [and] chemical . . .

substance which is emitted into . . . the ambient air,' and . . . an air pollutant witlün the
meaning of the CleanAfu Act" (quoting from aportion of the definition of air
pollutant). As fi¡rther support for its conclusion, the
which refers to CO2 along with a nunber of already

cites CAA section 103(g),
subst¿nces as "air pollutants."

Turning to EPA's authority r¡nder the CAA, the memorandum states that "EPA's
regulatory authority extends to air pollutants, which" as di above, are defined broadly
under the Act . . ." The memorandum notes, however, that general statement of authority is
distinct from an EPA detennination that a particular air po meets the specific criteria for
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EPA action under a particular provision of the Act." According to the memorandr¡rn, several
CAA provisions potentially applicable to the for¡r emissions of concem from utilities requfue "a
determination by the Administrator regarding the air pollutants' actual or potential hanmfr¡t
effects on public health, wetlare or the environment." The memorandr.¡m explains that EPA
already regulates nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide and mercury based on deteminations by EPA or
Congress that those substances have negative effqcts on public health, welfare, or the
environment. With respect to CO2, the memorandrun states that "ffihile CO2 emissions are
withh the scope of EPA's authority to regulate, the A¡lministator has made no detenrrination to
date to exercise that authority under the specifi.c criteria provided r¡nder any provision of the
Act."

m. Other Previous EPA General

Gary S. Gu4y succeeded Mr. 'a.s EPA's General Cor¡nsel and also addressed the
issue ofwhether EPA mayregulate CO"tf-d:t ü:9M In congressional testimony and
subsequent correspondence, Mr. Crvzy afreed with his predecessor's conclusion that the CAA
definition of "air pollutanf is broad and encompasses CO2 even though it has nanual as well as
man-made sources.'

Cor:nsel

. .o\ìA * ù¿ ui<,æJ e s,t ,r^ a.;v- ¡,rrl/ul.-r,/,

Mr. Guzy also agreed that CO2, as an air pollutant, may be regulated under the CAA to
the extent the criteria of any of the Act's regulatory provisions are met. In I\,{r. Guzry's view,
"[g]iven the clarity of the statutory provisions defining 'air pollutant' and providing authority to
regulate air pollutants, there is no statutory ambiguity'/ regarding whetherEPA may regulate

3Mr. Guzy testified before the Subcommittee on National Economic Growth, Nat¡¡ral
Resources and Regulatory Affairs of the Committee on Gove,mment Reforrn, and the House
Subcomrrittee on Energy and the Environment of the House Committee on Science on Oct. 6,
1999, and he responded to correspondence from one or both subcommittees on December 1,
lggg,February 16,2000, and July 11,2000.

aletterto the Subcommittee onNational Economic Growth, Natrual Resoruces and
RegulatoryAffahs of the Comrnittee on Govenrment Reform, and the House Subcommiuee on
Enerry and the Environment of the House Committee on Science, December 1,1999.



sence of a CAA provision explicitþ authorizing
rean that EPA cannot regulate CO2 under CAA

provisions authorizing regulation of air pollutants generally, provided the applicable criteria for
regulation are met: "Explicit mention of a pollutant in a statutory provision is not a necessaÍy
prerequisite to regulation under many CAA statutory provisions."s

[V. Clean Air Act Authority to Address Qlimate Change

5Id.



As part of the Agency's consideration of the petition and related public comments, I have

reviewed the Cannon memorandum and Guzy statements regarding whether CO2 is an "air
pollutant" under the CAA and whether the CAA authorizes CO2 regulation.6 I have considered
the statutory definition of 'oafu pollutant" and whethet CO2 and other GHGs, as such, fall within
that definition. I have also considered the broader issue of whether it is reasonable to interpret the

authorities as available to address climate.change in view of the , t I
and societal significance such regulation mayhave. Based on the _^ ç.t'l"n'{ta/

't"-/"¿"'/¿ 

t

First, whether or not GHGs meet the statutory definition of "air pollutant,')diá CAA does

not authorize EPA to issue control requirements to address concerns about their¡qle in climate c.--
change. Although the Act specifically authorizes information development and"lË6n-regulator¡l*-''
mea¡iures related to climate change, there is no indication that Congress intended to grant EPA
regulatoryauthorityinthis area. úrdeed, as amatterof @tto¡fstructure, theActis
conspicuouslymissing a functional regulatoryregime for addressing climate change such as

exists for protecting stratospheric ozone. kr light of the Supreme Court's recent decision tn Food
and Drug Adrninistratíon v. Brown & Williattson Tobacco Corp., 120 S.Ct l29l Q000)
(hereinafter Brown & Williamson), it is clear that an adminishative agency properly awaits
congressional direction on a fundammtal policy issue such as climate change, instead efqlinË+o
findsearcbtryrlof new authority in an existing statute that was not designed or enacted to deal
with that issue.

Second, CO2 and other GHGs, as such, do not fall within the CAA definition of "air
pollutant" considering gurrently ay3llable scientific evidence. As a result, even assuming CAA
authority for regulation,toadd*esdclimate change, the Act's provisions authorizing regulation of
any "air pollutant" are,not available to regulate CO2 and other GHGs.

A. CAA Authoritv for Rezulation to Address Climate Chanse

The Canrion memorandum assumed that if CO2 were an "air pollutant" under the CAA,
EPA would have authority to regulate it r¡nder the CAA to the extent the Act's criteria for
regulation were met. That assumption was based on the fact that various CAA provisions
authorize regtrlation of any "air pollutanf if the Administrator finds, ¿rmong other things, that the
pollutant causes or contributes to air pollution that may reasonably be anticþated to endanger
"public health or welfare" or the environment. CAA section 302(h) specifies that the statute's
references to "welfa¡e" include "effects on . , . climate."

6ihis memorandum uses the terrr "regulation" to refer to legatly binding requirements
promuþated by an agency under statutory authority. It does not include voluntary measures that
emissión sources may or may not undertake at their discretion.
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I have examined the broader issue of whether the CAA authorizes regulation for climate
change pu{poses. As,instructed by the Supreme Court's opinion 'tn Brown & Williamson,lhave
reviewed the CAA's,facially broad gants of authority in the context of the statute's pu{pose,

structure and history and other relevant congressional actions to determine whether such grants

reach the clim¿1s chitnge issue. Based on my review, I have concluded that the CAA does not
authorize regulation to addr€äclimate change.

Three codified and uncodified provisions of the CAA expressly touch on matters related
to climate change. Specifically, r¡ncodified section 821 of the CAA Amendments of 1990

ties subject to permitting wrder title V of the
determine the "global warming potential" of
section 103(g) calls on EPA to develop

'inonregulatory" measrues for the prevention of multiple "air pollutants" and lists several air
pollutants and CO2 for that purpose. None of these provisions authorize regulation, and two of
them expressly preclude their use for authorizing regulation (CAA sections 103(Ð and 602).

Atl three provisions were enacted in 1990, when the CAA was last comprehensively
amended. By that time, climate change had become a prominent national and intemational issue.
During the 1980s, scientific evidence about the possibility of climate change led to growing

public concern both in the U.S. and abroad. In response, the U.S. and other nations developed
the UnitedNations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). President George
H. V/. Bush signed, and the U.S. Senate approved, the UNFCCC in 1992, and the LINFCCC took
effect :u¡'1994.

The UNFCCC established the "ultimate objective" of "st¿biliz[ing] greenhouse gas

concentrations in the aûnosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic
interference with the climate systeglArticLe 2 of the UNFCCC). Developed nations that joined
the UNFCCC the nonbinding "aim" of retuming individually or jointly to
their 1990 of anthropogenic CO2 and other GHG emissions (Articld 4.2(b)). All parties to
the agreed on the need for further research to determine the level at which GHG

shorfd be stabilized, acknowledgrng that "there are many uncertainties in
of clirnate change, particularly with regard to the liming, magnitude and regional

findings section of UNFCCC).

should
rnc
for

cental issue for the LINFCCC - whether binding emission reduction requirements
set - was also considered in the context ef ¿¡xsnding the CAA. A Senate committee

in its CAA amendment bill a provision requiring EPA to set CO2 emission standa¡ds
vehicles. However, that provision was removed from the bilt on which the fuIl Senate

voted, the bill eventually enacted was silent with regard to motor vehicie CO2 emission
Instead, Congress enacted the three provisions described above, calling on EPA to

conduit research and collect information related to climate change and develop "nonregulatory"
süate$ies for reducin g COz emissions.

I

\
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Only the research and development provision of the CAA - section 103 - specifically
mentions CO2, and the legislative history of that section indicates Congress sought a sound
scientific basis on which to make futtue decisions on climate change. Representatives Roe and
Smith, two ofthe principal authors of section 103 as amended, explained that EpA's ,.science

mandate" needed updating to deal with new, more complex issues, including "global warming.,'
Committee on Environment and Public Works, U.S. Senate, A Legislative Hìstory of the CIeãn
Air Act Amendments of 1990, S. Rep. 103-38, Vol. tr at2776 and2778 (1993). They expressed.
concem that EPA's research budget had been too heavily focused on supporting existing
regulatory actions when the Agency also needed to conduct long-term research to "enhance
EPA's ability to predict the need for future action." Id. at2777. As lvfr. Roe explained:

air pollution problems are complex and
. , [T]his. amendmenfis premised on the

rdation, even our most well inte,ntioned efforts to
improve air quality are doomed to failure.', Id.

In providing EPA v¡ith expanded resea¡ch and development authority, Congress did not
provide coûlmensurate regulatory auttrority. Irr section 103(9), Congress directed EpA to
establish a "basic engineering research and technology program to develop, evaluate and
dehronstrate" strategies and technologies related to air emissions and specliñcaily called for
improvønents in such measures for preventing CO2 as well as several specifiedair pollutants.
But it expressly provided that nothing in the subsection "shall be consbued to authori ze the

on any of air pollution control requirements."

promote, and this point was
underscored in the conference report. H.R. Conf. Rep. No. l0I-952, at349lteeO¡. nr its
treatnent of the climate change issue in the CAA amendments, C'ongress indicated that it
awaited further information before makjng decisions on the need for regulation.

t
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Like clìmate change, the causes and effects of f\a l-
stratospheric ozone depletion are global in nature. Anthropogenic substances that d.eplete t ¿¿ o<-
stratospheric ozone are emitted arourd the world and a¡e very long-lived; their depleùng effects

. and the consequences of those effects occur on a global scale. In the CAA prior tó its
amendment in 1990, Congress specifically addressed the problem in a separate poriion of the
statute (part B of title I) that recogrized the global nature of the issue and called- for negotiation
of international agreements to ensure world-wide participation in resea¡ch and any .orìtol of
statospheric ozone-depleting substances. In the 1990 CAA arnendments, Congress agatn
addressed the issue in a discrete portion of the statute (title VI) that simila¡ly provideslor

8
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coordination with the international commr¡nity, Moreover, both incamations ofthe CAA,s
stratospheric ozone provisions contain express authorization for EPA to regulate as scie,ntific
information warants. h light of this CAA treaûnent of statospheric ororrã dçletion" it would
be anomalous to conclude that Congress intended EPA to addrãss climate change under the
CAA's general regulatory provisions, with no provision recogrizing the intemational dimension
of the issue and any solution, and no exliress authorizatíon to regulãte.

In fact, other congressional actions confirm that it would be unreasonable to conclude that

nding of "climate processes, natr¡¡al and man

eration.
e

s conce,rning clim¿16 change, and EPA to
develop andpropose to Congress a coordinated national policy on the issuã. 

'mt." 
years later,

Congress passed the seq., establishing u
Committee on Earth o.ír-p.ogrr-. T[at
statutet was elracted into law. AIso in
1990, Congress pass urd Agriculture Act, creating a Global Climate
change Prograrn to research gtobal climate agricultural issues (section 2401 ofpub .L.101,-624).

With these statutes Congress sought to develop a foundation for considering whether
future legislative action was warranted. From federal agencies, it sought recommendations for
national policy and firther advances in scientific understanding and põssible technological
responses. It did not, however, authorize any federal agency totake any regulatory action in

In fact, Congress declined to adopt other
lls to amend the CAA in 1939 and 1990, to

cong. (re8e); H R 566, 101" cong. (1ee0)) ? , äitiÏ::Jåäïåfii;i;3úT;l3fLtot"
ection of specific proposals to.
Congress was awaiting firther

ion was waranted.

TThe fastthat many of these bills were consid.ered in the context ofnational energy
policy. not airpollutign pglicy, iq fiuther illustration thæ Congress did not considcr the CAA a
vehicle for climate change regulation. See, e.g., 5.324,101't-Cong. (19g9); H.R. 5521, 101't
Cong. (1990).



Since 1990,
not authorized regu
nations party to the
in developed nations' GHG emissions. The Clinton Adminishation signed the Protocol but did
not submit it to the Senate for ratification. In 7997 the Senate adopted, by a vote of 95 - 0, the
Byrd-Hagel Resolution stating that the Se,nate would not ratifu any climate change protocol that
mandated U.S. GHG emission reductions without mand¿tes placed on developing country parties
or that would result in serious harm to the U.S. economy. Congress also attached language to
appropriations bills that r:ntil recentlybarred EPA from implementing the Kyoto Protocol
w'ithout Senate ratification (see, e.g., the so-called Knollenberg arnendments to FY 1999 and
2000 VA-HUD and hdependent Agencies Appropriations Actsl).8 \Vhile I do not exhaustively
survey here the history in Congress of failed legislative proposals to regulate CO2 and ottrer
GIIGs, that context nevertheless informs my legal opinion.
¿ur.endments. numerous¡ bills to control GHGs emissions from mobile and stationary sources
failed to win prì¡¡sage (see, e.g., H.R. 2663, l02d Cong., l't Sess. 137 Cong. Rec. H4611 (daily
ed" 1991).

As noted above, the Supreme Court has ruled that faciallybroad grants of authoritymust
be interpreted in the context of the statute's plxpose, structure and history and other relevant
congressional actions. In Brown & Williamson, the Cor¡rt reviewed an FDA assertion of
authority to regulate tobacco products under the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDCA). That
statute contains a broadly worded grant of authority for FDA to regulate "drugs" and "devices,"
terms which the statute also broadly defiles. Howlver, the FDCAdoes not specifically add¡ess
tobacco products while other federal laws expressly govem the ma¡keting of those products.

Notwithstanding the FDCA's facially broad grant of authority, the Supreme Court
explained that "[i]n extraordinary cases, . . . there may be reason to hesit¿te before concluding
that Congress has intended such an implicit delegation." Brown &. Williamson, I20 S.Ct. at
1314. The Court noted that FDA was "assert[ing] jurisdiction to regulate an industry constituting
a significant portion of the American economy," despite the fact that "tobacco has its own unique
political history" that had led Congress to create a distinct regulatory scheme for tobacco
products. Id. at 1315. TheCourtconcludedthatFDA'sassertionof authoritytoregulatetobacco
was "hardly an ordinary case. " Id. The Cowt arralyzed,FDA's authority in light of the language,
structure and history of the FDCA and other federal legislation @
specifically addressing tobacco regulation. Based on that analysis, it detemrined that Congress
did not "intend[] to delegate a decision of such economic and polit-ical significance . . . in so
cryptic a fashion." Id.

ssince the President has made clear that the U.S. will not become a parly to the Kyoto
Protocol, there has been no continuing need for that restriction.

l0



Re that might le4d to clim¿1s change would have even greater
potential s on of GHGs lvould affect every sector of the US economy and

ven everyday activities sqcþ as heating
would be affected. ,gyjffne most
whenever fossil fuels suc6s coal, oil,

ause the U.S. economy dçends heavily on fossil

regulation, it is unreason¿ble to believe th
, significance . . . in so cryptic a fashion." nder our constitutional system, an admùústative
ag
as

or
as rge.
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Even though the CAA does not authorize regulation to address climate change, the
CO2 and other GHG emissions to climate 

"ñrng" 
is still

preventingco2andotlrero'Q**"î:l#JT:i'ä:r1';ffi,":lËru*å##ïJl'à.
answer Congtess' consistent call for advances in ow understanding of the climate change iszue.

As the discussion above makes clear, lack of authorityunder the CAA to impose
regulation to address climate change does not leave the federal government powerless to address
the issue. The CAA and other federal statutes provid.e the federal golr".oro*t with ample
authority to conduct the research necessary to better understand thã nature, extent and effects of
anyhuman-indUced climate chenoe enrl fn rler¡cln- ra¡hnnln-ìod ^-¡ *^- -^^--r-a- - ¡

lav decide that further efforts are necessary and pass specific legislation ,'.--+,1to that effect. / '"--

B. Definition of "Ai¡ pollutant,'

Even if the CAA did authorize climate change regulation, the issue would still remain
whether anthropogenic emissions of CO2 and other GHGs meet the statute's definition of ,.air
pollutant.'
combinati on agent or

substance radioactive " '
Such term includes

any precursors to the formation of any air pollutant-, to the extent the Administator has
identified such precusor or precursors for the particular purpose for which the term .air
pollutant' is used-" The CAA does not define ;'air pollution agent,' or ,,air pollution.,,

( n t - !ì i /' ' 
/it;\ 
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The Cannon memorandum interprets the definition of "air pollutant" ¿5 ssaning "any
phlaical, chemical, biological, radioactive . . . substance or matter which is emitted into or
otherwise enters ambient air." It fails to address, and effectively reads out, the root of the
definition, "any air pollution agent or combination of such agents." The result is an
interpretation seerningly cut loose from the term being defined - an "ait pollutant,' is virtually
anything that enters the air regardless of whether it pollutes the air. Common sense and the
evolution of the "air pollutant" defini^ tion suggest a difFerent interpretation that comports with the
ordinary meaning of "air pollutant"e and gives meanin!¡ to all the words of the definition- an ,,air

pollutanf is something that causes or contributes to air pollution, takes one of several forms
þhysical, chemical, biological or radioactive), and enters the ambient air; it also includ.es
precursors to air pollutants.

The CAA's legislative history confinns that causation is integral to the rasaning of "air
pollutant." As originally drafted, the CAA did not include a definition of .,air pollutanl,,
presumablybecause Congress thought a definills¡ uuecessary. 'When 

the Act was emended in
L970; a definition was added stating that "'air pollutant' means an air peilu*aatp[Uliq4 agent or
combination of such agents," the core of the definition in effect today. Congress gave no
explanation fs¡ ¿drting the definition or of the definition itself.u :u-igll *ñ* Cóngress sought

e"Pollutunf is defined by the
Dictionary (e¿ree[eee€+199+Ð at 96eJL as "[s]omething that pollutes#

." The yerb ,þ!ollute,,, in turn, is defined as {!}e+akaunf,+

." fd. Hence,
ttre concept of an air'þollutant" or'þolluting" the ai¡ includes the notion ofhannfirl effects
associated with releasing substances, especially wastes, into the air.

tosince the statute does not define the term "agen!" it is reasonable to interpret it in
manner consistent with its ordinary meaning: "something that produces or is capable of
producing an efflect: an active or efücient cause" (Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary
(1990) at64).

12



to address air pollution sternming from radioactive materials, the phrase "including any physical,
che'mical, biological, radioactive . . . substance or matter which is emitted into or otherwise
enters ambient ait''was appended to the definition. Congress again gave no explanation, but the
@the chânge rrus.+emakes clear irs purpose - to est that virtually
any type of substance, including radioactive substances, could be an air pollution agent. If
Congress had instead intended to establish that an airpollutant is anyphysical, biolãgical,
chemical, or radioactive substance entering the air, it presumably would have dropp.ã *tt
causation language from the definition as moot. In 1990 the last se,lrtetrce of the definition was
added, stating that precursors of air pollutants are themselves air pollutants. Congress once again
gave no explanation, but adding the sente,nce would have been unnec€ssary had the definition
already encompassed everythingphysical, chemical, biological orradioactive that glÍers the air.
In all, the legislative evolution of the "airpollutant" definition demonstrates that Congress never
wavered in its view that an air pollutant is something that causes or contributes to air pollution.

Interpreting the definition of "air pollutant" to preserve the notion of causation fits well
with the CAA's use of the term in articulating the stahftory test for regulation. The CAA
provisions authorizing regulation of any "air pollutant'' generally call for a determinatioq that the
air pollutant causes or contributes to air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to
endanger public heallh or welfa¡e (e.g., sections 1 11, ll2, and,202). Theprovisions reflect the
definition of "air pollutanf' as a substance that car¡ses or contributes to airpollution and require a
firrther showing that the resulting air pollution is likely to endanger public Leahh or welfare-.

Considering the tex! history and skucture of the CAA, I conclude that the Act's
definition of "ait pollutant" includes a causation test: for a substance to be an air pollutant, it
must cause or contribute to air pollution (or be a precursor of a substance that causes or
contribute to air pollution). Meeting that test obviously requires consideration of available
scientific evidence regarding the effect of a substance on air quality. To the extent available
information establishes that a substance (or its precursor) causes or contributes to air pollution
and is a physical, chemical, biological or radioactive substance emitted. into or otherwise entering
the ambient air, it may properþ be considered an "air pollutant" r¡nd.er the CAA.

C. Status of CO2 and Other GHGs ìmder th(

Whether anthropogenic errissions of CO1
r:nder the CAA depends on whether those emissi
discussed above: (l) do such e,missions cause or
preq¡rsors to other substa¡rces that have such an ,

che,nical, biological, or radioactive substance, and (3) are they onitted or do they otherwise enter
ambient air?

For anthropogenic ernissions of COZ and other GHGs, the frst criterion of the ,.ai¡
pollutant" definition - do they cause or contribute to air pollution - is d.ecisive. By definition
they are "greenhouse gases" in that they trap heat in the earth's atmosphere and thãreby have the
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potential to raise atmospheric temperatures. However, the legal question is whether
anthropogenic emissions of these gases cause or contribute to air pollution. The science of
climate change is
regardingthe.cau eaf <Jr,ts,,.!?
that there remain
climate change. Predicting future climate change necessarily involves a complex web of
economic and physical factors including: our ability to predict futrue anthropogenic emissions of
GHGs and aerosols; the fate of these emissions once they enter the atnosphere (e.g., what
percentage are absorbed by vegetation or are takeu up by the oceans); the impact of those
emissions that remain in the aûnosphere on the radiative properties of the atnosphere; changes in
critically important climate feedbacks (e.g., changes in cloud cover and ocean circulation);
changes in temperature characteristics (e.g., av€rage temperatures, shifts in daytime and evening
temperatr:res); changes in other climatic parameters (e.g., shifts in precipitation, stonns); and
ultimately 1þe impact of such shanges on human health and welfare (e.g., increases or decreases
in agriculttual productivity, hr:man health impacts). Substantial scientific uncertainties limit ow
ability to assess each of these factors and to separate out those factors resulting from natural
variability from those that a¡e directly the result of increases in anthropogenic GHGs. Thus, CO2
and other GHGs are not "air pollutants" as that term is defined by the CAA and used in its
regulatory provisions.

The Ca¡non memorandtrm pointed out that CAA section 103(g) itself refers to CO2 as an
"air pollutant." But as the memorandtxn's relegation of that point to a fooürote suggests, that
reference alone is not sufficient to establish CO2 as meeting the Act's "air pollutant,, definition.
The purpose of section i03(g) is clearlynot to enshrine anyparticular emission 4s an air
pollutant. In calling on EPA to improve "nonregulato4t''strategies and technologies for
preventing or reducing "multþle" air pollutants, section 103(gX1) lists a number of emissions to
be addressed. That provision also specifi.es that EPA's program focus on emissions from fossil
fuel power plants and the potential for fuel conservation a¡d fuel switching to reduce emissions.
Since either reduction strategy would also have the effect of reducing CO2, section 103(g)(l),s
reference to CO2 can be seen ¿u¡ no more than a recognition of that fact. Section 103(9) ihus does
not dictate a particular conclusion regarding whether CO2 is an"ait pollutant" under the CAA.
The statutory definition of "air pollutant" determines what may be considered an air pollutant,
and for the reasons given above, I have concluded that CO2 and other GHGs do not meet the
definition. t,

^f--,.,.r¡rï_.t*J t .-,..¡¡a(.ú_t_

-!,;;:ffn!^r,no*
\ Based on the analysis abovg I
d*address climate change. In view of cc

/nì7n' - 
,""L"that the CAA does not authorize reguiati..^

w. concrusion -fr;;ffift'r* 'ifr';';';"*;{"

action to learn more about cHíÈate
change, the absence of express A#u'aÑo indication .ryhrtseever of
congressional intent to provide such authority, and ihe fa¡-reaching implications of regulation to
address climate change, I believe the EPA cannot assert jurisdiction to regulate in this area. kr
addition, I conclude thatCO2 and other GHGs are not "airpollutants" ulder the CAA in light of
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the scientific uncertainty that exists regarding the contribution that antbropogenic emissions of
these gases make to any climate change that occws. The Cannon memorandr¡m and the
statements by Mr. Guzy concerring this matter no longer represent the views of EPA's General
Counsel.
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Ndr. Cannon's April 10,
Counsel.2

in
sf

1998 memorandum as no longer representing the views ofEpA's General

2. The CannonMemorandutn
qii{ ¡'î4 J 3

i

Mr. Cannon's memorandt¡m (heieinafter'1'he Cadnonmemorandum') was prepared in
reqponsr to arequest from Congres$nanDelayto Adqüni Browner. At aFiscal Year
I 999 House Appropriations Conrmittee hearing, Delay questioned the

that EPA currentþhas under the

asked AdmffiTo,r
she tho 'ght the CAA

agre€d with the statement that
tbe CAA grants EPA broad authority to add¡ess certain¡dhúedqinctuding those listed, and
agreed to Congressman Delay's request for a legal opinion on thai point. ih. C*ooo
mernora¡rdr¡mwas prepared in response to that request. \\.'/n\47o1¿ry1eq- :: ¿t/-...j. *,:**.

CAA'þrovides that EpA may regulate a
Administrator makes certain finrtings regæding

c healtlu welåre, or the environment) under one
ol more of the Act's regulatory provisions." The memorandum fi¡rther states that the CAA
section 302(9) definition of ,.air 

¡rollutant,' is otroad" and expressþ..includes any physicaf
chemical' biologica[ o¡ radioactive zubstance or rnatter that is emitte¿ into or otilerwise enters the
ambient air'" zubstance can be an air pollutant even though it is
naturaþ pres and that many pollutanis alteudy regulated by EpA
a¡e emitted fromnarurat as \ry'etl an anthropogenic sources ("g., 

"olfirt 
dioxidå, particulate mñq'*-

and volatile organic compor.rnds). It thm concludes tbrt. -rrEær!\trt ' .r-

"are each a'physical [and] chemical. . . subst*:".\ ;; *_. _ ,

¡nd hence, . . . an air pollutant .vithin the meaning of ,* l.'¡ .. ;the clean Air Act' (qu:trng from a portion of the statutory dv-fnition of air pollut;tf Ã ñ*t* 'io*J;,,n
support for its conciusion' the memorandum cites CAA section 103(9), wniËn reÊrs to Co¡along
with a number of already regulated zubsta¡rces a.s 

..air pollutants."

Tuming to EPA's authority tmder the CAA the Cannon memorand¡¡m states that ..EpA,s
regulatory authority extends to air pollutants, whicþ as discussed above, are d.efined broadly
r¡nder the Act . . ." The memora¡rdum notes, however, authority is
distinct ûom an EPA determination that a particular air criteria for
EPA action under a p.articular-proltísíon ofthe Act.t According to the mernorandum, several

'G*y S. Guzy, EPA's General counsel following Mr. cannon, also addressed EpA,s
authority to regulate CO2- This memorandum will review and address his statements, as well.



emissions of concern from utilities require ..a

air pollutants' actual or potential harmfut effects
he memorandumexplains that EpA already

regulates nihogen oxides, sulfir dioxide and mercury based on determinations by EpA or
Corþess that those substances bave negative effects on public healtb welfare, or the
environn¡eirt' withrespect to Co2, the memorandr¡m stãtes that "þjhile coá emissions arewithin the scope of EPA's authority to regulate, the Administrator has made no determination to
date to exercise that authorþ r¡qder the qrecific criteria provided under any provision of the Act.,,

3. Other Previous EpA General Counsel Statements

Gary S. Guzy succeeded Mr. Cannon as EpA's General Co ,nsel and also addressed the
issue of whetbe'r EPA may regulate Co2 r¡nder the CAA ln congressional testirnony and

, Mr. G'zy agreed with his predecessor,s conclusion that tle c,AA
is broad and encompasses co2 eventhough it bas natural as well as

pollutant, may be regulated under the CAA to

3lrdr' 
Guzy testified before the subcommittee on National Economic Growth, NaturalResor¡rces qnd Regulatory Aftirs ofthe committee on Government Reform, and the Housesubcommittee onEnergy and the Environment ofthe House committee on science on oct. 6,1999, and he responded-to correspondence fiom one or both subco¡nmittees on December l,1999, February 16,2000, and July l l, 2000.

nletter 
to the subcommiuee onNational Economic Growtlr, Nanual Resources andRegulatory Añirs of the com¡nittee on Govemment Reforq and the House subconmiuee onEnergy and the Environnrent ofthe Hor¡se Committee on Science, December l, tggg.
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clim¿te change regulation does not meanthat EPA ca¡not regulate Co2 under CAAprovisions
authorizing regulation 

9f uit pollutauts generalþ, provided the applicable criteria for regulafion
a¡e met: 'Explicit mention of a pollutant in a statutory provision is not a necessary prerequisite to
regulation r¡nder many CAA statutory provisions. n5

4. Clean Ah Act Authority to Address Climate Change

tId.
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lSYH1.Y_efS:_t ?f 
"ui. p:y1rl and whether coz aúother GHGs, ¿ilr such, È11\4'irhinruwr+ .!a¡,r¡ wtllllll

Ht^*T*.1;:191:g îï1{,t'ed the b1g1{er is$,,e. orwh€rher'it i.;;;n ble to inrerprer theCAA's_general regulatory authorities as available to add¡ess climatþ ,l_g" io rri"* oftheunuzually large economic and societål sienificance sgchregulation,p¿y.-Jrr". _g.sed ontheanalysis set forthbelow, I h¿ve reached two cooclusions. rhrq æ

within the CAA definition of ..air

available scientific evidence. As a result, even ¿Lssumiris cAÄ
regulation. tle €A"#s{ct:! provisions
available to regulate CO2 and other GHGs.

congress intended to grant EPA regulatory authonty in this rea.iMoreover, in light ofthesupreme Court's recent decision nFood ând Dntg'admínìstratìonv. Brown & w'illiønson
er Brown &Williamson), it is clear that an
nal direction on a ftndan€rÍal policy issr¡e such
uthotity in an existing statute tbat was not

,¡,i+hi- +ho ñÀ Á ,l^G-:+:^- --...(-:- 
md- co2 and ofhe¡{Trrl-É âñ Gr^L ^-^,.^ -ltfall

As part ofthe Agency's consideration ofthe petition anô related public comments, I havereviewed tporuranf, ::rå*"åTH,.îåï"î"#.**

CO2 were an ..air pollutant', under the CA.,\
CAA to the extent the Act's criteria for

ollutionthat inayre
CAA section3l2Q
. .. climate.,,

S¡ñ€ÈI
Lìt-fÀll^"i' +L^+'tllì a l^ -

examined the broader iszue of
6This 

memorandum uses the tèrfri, legaily bindiug requirementspromulgated by an agency under statutory include voluntarymeaswes thatemission sources may or may not r:ndertake at tl

4..



whether the CAA authorizes regulation fo_¡ climate shange purposes. As instructed bythe
Supreme Court's opinion ir-Brown & Williamson, I havã reviewed the CAA's åcially bnoad
grants of authority in the context ofthe statute's purpose, sbr¡cture and bistory and other relevant
congressional actions to determine whether such grants reach the climate 

"truog. 
issue. Based on

nry review, I have concluded that the cAA does not authorize climate rn-g;;.gulutioo-

Three co CAA expressþ touch on matters related to
climate change. \À ^ th€ C¡e ¿men¿ments of 1990 requires
measuf,€m€ût of CO2 emissions from utilities sul- p€rmitüng r¡nder title V ofthe Act. CAA
section 602 ofthe cAA directs EPAto determine the 'þìobal"'*iog potentiall, of zubstances

calls on EpA to develop .bonregulatory,,

' and lists several air pollutants and CO2

preclude rheir use for authorizing reg'lation (Hff"Ït#;i-ffiffirîilhem exnre*slr

80s,
in

Ither nations developed the United NationsFramework Convention on Climate Change (uNFCCC) beginning late inthat decade. president
George H- w- Bush signed, and the u.s. senat" upptoi"4 tnr u¡Fccc in lgg2,and the
UNFCCC took effect in 1994.

Th€ UNFCCC established the .hltimate 
c

concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that v
qystem" (Article 2 c
the nonbinding.,aitr
and other GHG em:

the UNFCCC agreed onthe need for û¡rther rese
concentrations should be stabilized" acknowledging thât "there are rrumy uncertainties inpredictions of climate shange, particularly withiegara to the timing, magnirude and regionalpattems thereof '(findings section of UNFCCC).

n reduction'requirements
CAA. A Senate committee

:quiring EPA to set CO2 emission standards for
bill on whichthe full senate voted did not include that provision,
was silent withregarôto motor vehicle co2 emission standa¡ds-
three provisions described above, sarling on EpA to conduct

research and collect information related to climate change and deveþ ..nonregulatory', 
strategiesfor reducing CO2 emissions.

only the research and development provísion of the cAA - section 103 - specificaþ



mentions CO2, ion indicates Congress sought a soundscientific basis 
:_ ! 1 .a limate shange. Representatives Roe andsmitb two of the princþat authors of section 103 as amended, explained that EpA,s ,.science

mandate" needed updating to deal with 
13w, mgr€ complex issues, inctuding .þlobal 

warming.,,cornmittee onEnvironment and Pr¡blic York , u.s. S;;e, A Legislative History of the cleanAir Act Amendments of 1990' s. Rep. 103-38, Vo[ rI at27i6 and,277g(lgg3). They erpressedconcemtbat EPA's 
lesearch budgefbad h""jgo n"ãrityr*t¡sed on supporting existingregulatory actions *lto the fuelrcy also needed to conduct long-term research to .,enhance

EPA's ability to predict the need for futrue astion" Id. at 2777. As þfr. Roe e4plained:

"N{le h¿ve leanred over the last 20 rqars that air pollution problenrs are complex and thateasy answen¡ are not readiþ forthcoming. . . trlbis amendnlnt ir ;;"-ir"d on the belieftbat $rithout a sound scientific fgundatio4 
"räo 

o* most well intentioned eforts toimprove air quality are doomedìo failwe.,,Id.

In providing EpA wi ruthority, Congress did not
pess directed EpA to
veþ, evalr¡ate and ,il

improvements in zuch Írerirrures for prewenting co2 aswell a.s ffi9*#-,à.'that nothing in tb€ subsection ,.shall 
be

of air pollution conlrol require,ments.-
d in conference to include th" t"r_.,nomegun-'A';'4 "shategies a¡rl technologies'tbe subsection *Ã -i{*aø r" p*Ã"ie and this point wasler-c HnüÍrrî"5;:fî:ï::ry1. ",*ç:* RÀ-Ñ' ídi-Ë;, at34e(reeo). rn irs :t'eaheut of the climate cbange issue in the cAA 4r¡.,1,.,,r-,-ì- ;:::::^":_\ r 77vl' 'Ltt rts r

awaite. firther infn'-o+i^- L^Â^__ _-_r : 
rr r '^ñÈ^-^ *-- - 1 impüed that it un, ,

awaited fi.¡rther informationb"fo." nraking decisiqns ïo"o W* ^
D^_-^_r ^_ _ t--- ..i.. ¡'.'-,;'-- ,.;' ./r'

Ei.warmfug , ";níri*narrfin- anai-* -^-12--:- F . .r;;;ä;;;^î i:*.ffiiTÏ ? Y: asPects or
ihat might contribute to ctimati
CAA mechanism for addressing
imnlementalion of no+i^-ot -*i:^-+ -.2- -- r.¡irnplementation ofnational u-ti"t air qüality standards çNAAQS) - seernspoorly suited toaddressing the gJobal nature of ctimate &-o". CO2 a'j.,il,*.' ù.,, GHG, J;;ifted by

æit ÊaÉÈFÈrcy spread

, would occru at a global level ,
the global ie¡- Given
expected to attain or rnai ;j:3;Pt" 9.þ-os¡' o"¡'1'gt' Ú' s ¡'t"t" "*ía"åffi #1, *çÃrrçurs.. r., a*arn or rnarnyrn conryriance with a NAAQS for onEof th"r" GHG;;;;î""|¿ o,necessa¡ily beneût from oy'any corryliance it mipùt achiào" s/hil- ED 

^ 
L-^ _^^ c ,,

the feasibility and i i;n1:""3|11i: lr^T*l *T- wbf" EpA bas ioi-n ul 
"o*ia",eu::T11:gl11_q for grr_c: ¡t.ii uear t-nat usa;;ä. *oîq*

;::i:nÍ*:s climale change wourã raise extremeþ ¿ufr*r¡ ¡rä jäffi'#: iffiïì"
, --, o: 't- 

. . ie-,o::/e

.- 
ùt '... -,-;Í,'3¡,,n,

and foreignpolicy.

It



and effects of stratospheric ozone tlepletion are global in natrue. e"tmopog*i"äTti#."åi""
deplete sEatospheric ozone a¡e emitted a¡ol,nd the world *rg T" very long-live4 their depletingefects and tbe conseqr¡ences of those 

"T"d: 
occr¡r 

""ã 
gr"u"r scal€. In tñe cAA prior to itsamendment in 1990, congress qpecific4q addressed the iroble,m i" 

" 
,"puot" fortioo ofthesraûfe (partg oftitle D that recognized the gtobar *r',äorrn" e*ur"*¡w ä¿ 

"u"¿ 
ro,

to ensu¡e world-wide participation in resea¡ch and any

again addressed the isye in a discrete t"äHffft Jå#: iffi: trttrffitî,:åHä,coordination with the intemational community. Moreover, both inca¡nations of the cAA,s
.str^atospferic ozone provisions contain erpress authorizatián for EpA to regulate as scientificinformation wa¡raüts. In light o ric ozone depletion, it wouldbe anomalous to conclude that C

944" gmeral r"guLtÇ p;Àio*, with no provisio' *.**åHååffåHäTå." 
",the iszue and any solution and no exliless ar¡thãrfuation to regulate.

demonshate that Congress
airpeilr#ien

HrvurvÆql¡¡rvùPrrerru4rrarrw ang nas expressly granted regulatory authority when it has

::i"Hå1"H::*:I_,TlT:1e* ^ 
p*t olt"'" *ütio*. Like.r-.t".t-ge, the causes

3,Y:,"^toîîF_t:ti"9 Td:* confinn tbat it would be unreasonable to conchrde tlat
Sj_Hn"i_T5¡f*:::*:ffi Íli:$11,",:qs"regurarion-ä*-elnrgis,coosresJpassed several pieces oflegislation specifically ø¿i=sriig;lit*r" crr"r,gã. ìnti the

ffi,climate,fafenProsan Act- of ,2Ë, is u.s.c. zsor etseq., congressestablished a *national 
climate

Congress directed the Secretary of St
change, and EPA to deveþ and propose to Congress a coordinare¡l nqîin¡ar -^r:^-. ^- ¿L^ :------llgæI¡aTl-oâ r'Âñ'À I^a^- 11-.^ --:lv¡ehreTlEeÊ years later, Congress passed the Glob
2931 et seq.. pstablishing a Committee on Earth and



"ål,zlx*Êe'.çtry ;ry
,"¡' -:lc.::"'; rÈÍ]uo_-"_+.__é_r,'-, !-l-^^"1r---l;", ^, r ¡

l{¿')-.'-r¿ \ .'.., ¿

¡'.ft c{¿,-*,*Vo J-;t tt,{
'iff3:î*åH::y:_1^ï,:ltîî"es(seg,e,s.,lcitg.toByran*acoofr-sñiGr.,While Congress did n

F.."*p*.r_ly preclude agencies from takingF, ç¡rprçssry prcctuoe agerrcres trom taking tegulatory action,rnder other

l shongþ inãicate ílut C*eress awaited

j-.

statutes, its aetions-oti
uügrçJs awfi[ther information before deciding itsefrwhether;li-ut. rh*g" regulation was wa¡ranted.

- since l99Q congress has take,n other actions consiste,nt withtåe view
agtivitiçs that migfit contribute to clim¿te ctangereg!úa+i€r xo;rcr*+r-.-^-
Following ratification ofrbe UNFCCC , natio; p.ãy to the
Protocol salling forrnandatoryredr¡ctions in aevànpe¿ *tio*, GHG emissions. hesident

?f-he åct that tnuny ofthese bills were considered in the context of national energy polic¡not air pollution polic¡ ls further illushation that coigress did not consider the cAA a vehicle forclimate change regulation.

J. rTesKlenl

e

urces failed.to winpassage (see, e.g., H.k 2663,
ily ed. 1991) (congressional rejection of the
nar bills). [check]
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products. Id. at 1315. The Cor¡rt concluded that FDA's assertion of authorþ to regrrlate
tobacco was 'tardþ an ordinary case. " Id. The Cowt a¡aly¿ed FDA's autho'rþ in-figm ofthe L_language, structure and hisrorl ofthe FDCA and other federat legislation
specifically addressing tohacco regulation Based on that anafys¡s, it deternrined that Congress
did not "intend[l to delegæe a decision of zuch economic and ponicat rignifiãce . . . in so
cr¡rptic a frshion" Id. la

9xegutatton of activities thatmiút b e change @even greater potential significance

most abr¡ndant
oit and natural

unusuaþlarge
-climate_change¡egulation, it is d;e¿sonabbìo believe that Congress-inte;ded .to delegate aLv ev¡vÞsv s

*:i:::1,:1_:._:isoffira] ce - . 
: 

io * crlpric a &shion",, uider o* 
"oo"titutional 

syste,n, an

ftrYjil! çenfY 
properþ.awaits congressional directio{ u"rot .ðdr":riü;fi-ffi;ä

policy such as climate change, instead of searching for authority in ao *xi"tiog-iatute that was not

theU.S. economy

re¡fircfians i¡ +L^-^r^fri amiooi, auy decision to reguire 
,

designed or enactedto deal withthe issue. I therefore concludp tne Ce¡,' cãn
interpreted. as authorizing climate change regulation .\_*-..r.o-l

activities urder cAA-section 103. Inparticular, EPAmay cãntinue to develop, evaluate, and
demonstrate nonregu}atory shategies "nd technologies fol prevent mg co2a¡rd other GHG
emissions trnrter section 103(g). EPA's eforts in this regard .or*"ttoogrgss, consistent call foradvances in o'r rmderstanding ofthe climate cbange issue.

As the disctlssion above rnakes clear, lack of authority under the cAA to impose climate
change regulafion does not leave the federal government powerless to address the íssue. ThecAA and other federal statutes provide the federal government with ample *tno.ity to conduct
the research necossary to better understand the natr¡re, extent and effects orany nrrman-induced

cannot be reasonably

u(ï,'

P-otential contribution of anthropogenicrr¡¡gvf,vóvuv

993-f" oth:t 
9Tg emissiolllo glimate cþnge is stil properþ the subject of research and orher

Sineegveg_thqggb the CAA does not authorize

climate change and to develop technologires and non-regulatory strategies that willheþ achieveGHG emission reductions to the extent they prove ,r"."-r.ury. æ-is#f**¡*



+adeeidrttat

Definition of "Air Pollutant"

aa

pollutant." CAA section 302(9) defines..uir nol or combinationof zuch agents, including any pþnica[ chemiõ4 biologica! radioactive . . . substance or matterlgvv vt l'J.4ttv¡

Hl-l^g:1 11._"1,.FTt""_entersambie,nt uir. 
-s"cú 

term include, *y pi.r*rors to theformation of anv air pollutant . . ." The cAA does not d"fi";:,;;;u"iåîi*ä"t, of ..air
pollution-"

s the definition of ..air pollutant" ¿s msaning ..a¡ly
physic . - zubstance or matter which is emiaed into orotherwise enters a¡nbient air.' It fiils to address, and
definition, "any air pollution agent or combination of n

ionthat com¡rcrts withthe ordinary
: words ofthe definition_ an,.air

þhvsical, chemica[ biological or radioactive), and.","Ï:oHffi,:ffä:"ffl'îffi"t:*
precursors to airpollutants. L,.l;E*...r.,;æJ¿"*,'.*-."_.*_;+

The CAA's legislative history confirms ihat causation is integral to the rneaning of ,.air
poilutant." As originally draûed, the cAA did not include a definitiÃ-oi; ui, pã1ot*t,,,
presumabþ because Congless thought a d.efnition u¡rnecessary. When the Act was amended in1970, adefinitionwas added stating that ...air po
combin¿tion of zuch agents," the core ofthe dãfi
explanation for adding the definition or ofthe de
address air poilution stemming ûom radioactive I
chemica[ biological, radioactive . . . substance or
ambient air" was appendedto the definition. Co
@ te,makeclear--thalvirü
$ubsËæËc$eOukf,Þan aþpoüutlgragcmt. If Cc
^i- -^D.,+^-+ :^ ^--- -t^---!- - | r . rair poltutant is anyphysicaf biologicaf chemic
presumabþ would have dropped the car¡sation l¿
last sentence ofthe deftútbn wasadd.ed, stating
air pollutants. Congress onc,e again gave no elcp

t'?o[utant" 
is defined by webster's Ninth New collegiate Dictionary (1gg0) as"somethíng that pollutes," so the ordinary meaning of "air poiutant,, would úe sornetiring tnatpollutes the air.



F"l "l"g"essary had the definition already
biological or radioactive that enters th€ air. lutanf,
definition demonstrates that Congress never wavered in its view that an air poltutant is something
that causes or contributes to air poltution

mf'to preserve the notion of car¡sation fits well
e stahrtorytest for regrfation The CAA
lut¿nt" generalþ call for a determination that the
n uúich may reasonabþ be anticþated to
111, 112, and 202). ThÈprovisions reflect the

cau,ses or afurther showing that the resulting air pollution is likeþ to

consideriag F" t"*t, bistory and struct¡ue ofthe cAA' I conclude that the Act,sdefinition of "air polhrtaut" includes a car¡sation test: for a zubstance to be an air pollutant, it
stance that causes or
nsideration o f available

To the extent available
s to air pollution
othenvise entering

c. t -:-' 'i-'' -.' 'l r=(¿ ¿'
.-\ 1¿i,¿. " \t'

/ ,"-î.j-

Whether¿nthropogenic emissions of CO2 and other GHGS, as zucl1 are,.airpolluiants,;s l:ruuslq.¡Ilù

:11îP-: Î*ümt:1.*h"th": those emissions m¡et the Gìriteria of the stnrutory definiriondiscussed a'bove: (1) do zuch emissions cause or contribute to air pollutiondirectly or as

l*H:.i::,llo.î,TlTT:" that haye zuch aneffect, e) dorr,.vr"r" ril" riääi"ilr*¿
ambient air? e

u v¡ e PUJùtv4I,

:5--t^:*-.91"r"gical' 
or radioactive zubstance, and (3) *à t¡"y 

"miu"d 
or do they orherwise enrer

tÞ
,-.,....+-.e 1ï^l
).t

L*--* i"*,*g{ - , fr,r: ;l - !11çr

For antbropogenic emissions ofCO2 and other GHGs, the first criterion ofthe,.air

i.1u:g-''u:.T':::^-,9112 ::*. or contnbute to air pollution - is decisive. By definirion rheyuJ sv¡llJ'llv

::-ffP^:iIï::_î Y,-they 
trap heat in the earthis armoqphere and rhereby have the

fj:191t i"- 
lqosehelig remperarures. However, the legar quesrion is rvhether

:::igf*_"XïP exrent, timins,.and 
"8"* orcumrte""rangel til"-Ã"älä"îaiäffiu,o.

for Air ryrd Radiation
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¿L VVZ, <TIIL¡ UL¡GHGs are rct+*u"*ry "air polfutants" u+deothe€+4¿ttds dqre, fn{ete Ê

U+Uasea-+*+*n++a-g;

Additionally' as the out, cAA section r03(g) itself refers toCO2 as an "air pollutant."
suggests, rhar r;rererce alo establish åä1;il*t#ä:Tå,??ff"
pollutant" definition The purpose of section i03

section 103(g)(l)'s reference to CO2 can be se '

tish

olicy'and encourage voluntary reductions in
undertaken to reduce uncertainties regarding

14



conchrsion regarding whether CO2 is an..ab
ion of "air pollutant" determines wbat maybe
iven above, I have concluded tbat CO2 and other

L:''''"''-' Jr - -':

;ffitsi-eä#; l

regulate inthis area I

¡ climate change that occws. The Cannon
:enring this matter no longer represeut the

www-whitehouse- govlne ws/r ereases/2002 / 02 / crimatechange.html).
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TO:Lauren j. vestewig ( CN=lauren j. vesÈ,ewig/OU=opd/O=eopGexchangeGeop t OPD I )

REÄD:UNKNOVÙN

TO:kímberly ellísotr ( CN=kimberly ellison/OU=who/O=eopGeop t WHO I )

READ: UNKNOhIN

TO:sherron r. white ( CN=sherron r, white/OU=omb/O=eop@eop t OIG I )

READ:UNKNOVüN

To:marcus peacock ( CN=marcus peacock,/OU=omb/O=eopGeop t Olß I )

READ:UNKNOWN

TO:charles d. rncgraÈh jr ( CN=charles d. mcgrath jrlOU=ovp/o=eopGexchangeGeop I Ow
R.EAD: UNKNOVÙN

TO: jeffrey.b.clark G inet ( oj- G inet t ['NI([\TOVüN I )

READ: UNKNOITüN

TO:whiEe.rlrondaeepale inet ( white.rhonda@ep{} G inet t IJNIGIOWN ] )

READ:UNKNOWN

TO:andrew.enrich G inet ( doi-G inet t UNKIIOVüI{ I )

READ: UNKNOV'IN

TO:holmstead.jeffBepÇ@ inets ( holmsÈead.jeffGepa- G ineÈ t UNKNOVíN I )

REÀD:UNKNOIIIN

TO:james connaughton ( CN=james cennaughtson,/OU=ceq/O=eopgeop t Cnq I ¡

READ:UNKNOWN

TEXT:
GrouP,

f am fo¡r,¡arding an email from EPA providing additional Eext on the GC

memo. This incorporaÈes text distributed on Trresday, plus oÈher changes
indicated by Mf. Hannon. Please review carefully. I assume that the task
of careful editing of the underlying ÈexE still lies before us, as I
notice ÈhaÈ no changes, wheÈher Ëechnical or substantive, have yet been
made to the base 6-20-03 1:00 pm document. For instance, I notice severaL
continuing factual errors for whích I remember several past proposed
fixes.

Thank You,

Ken Peel

Kenneth L. Peel
NSC Director for International Environmental Affairs
CEQ Associat,e Director, Global Affairs

direct

----

-

;;;;;-;-______:_:_____::1i:i:i_:1 
Kenneth L' Peer/cEQ/EoP on 07 / 03/2003



han¡ron. john@eP
07 /03/2003 03 :27 ;32 PNI

Record 1)þe: Record

To: Ker¡neth L. Peel/CEQ
cc: ilaeger.LisaGeP
SubjecU: 7-03-03 version of GC memo

(1) Atstached
the GC memo.

is a revised version of Èhe 6-20-03 l-:00 pm version of
It has the following revisions:

* The Èext previously provided -on arnbient air' NAÀQS' and Co2 as a¡r

air pollutant has been added to Èhe documenE'

* The description of the economic and political sigmificance of
decisions on gloLal climate change has been revised. Thís text
would likely go in Èhe decision document, with a shorÈer summary

in the GC memo. For purposes of this version ít has been added to
the GC memo.

* ThroughouÈ, the Èerm global has been added as a modifier to
climaÈe change.

* The footnotes involving dictiona¡Y definíÈions have been revised'

*Afewotheredits.travebeenmadeinvariousBlaces.

(2) The followingr Eext has been drafted for inclusion in the decision
document, as a general response on the sc.ience issues raised by
commenters:

As erq>lained in secÈion II above, citing various sources of
info¡¡ration, PetíÈioners contend thaÈ anthropogenic emissions of cQZ'

cHA, N2O, a¡rd HFCs are accelerating global climate change and ernissions

of these compounds from motor vehicles contríbute to the u's' GHG.

invent.ory problem and, presenÈ threats tso public heallh and welfare'
Nurierous conunents were su.bmiEted supporting Petítioners and, in some

cases, citíng to addiÈiona] information or reports as further support'
See[ciLeÈoconlnentsurmrrarydocu¡nent].InconErast,numerousother
comments disagreed, citing a wíde range of other information counteringr
that. ín support of the p"iitiott, Id. üIe have reviewed the information
submitted þr petitioners and co¡¡urenters and hawe concluded that all of
Itre inrorm.Lion was publicly a¡rd widely avaitable aE Èhe time we

solicitedcomÍientso''tt."petition.TheinformationsubmitÈedby
petiÈioners and conrnenÈers does not add sigmifícantly to the body of
infonnation available to the NRC when iÈ prepared its 2001- report on

'ClimaÈe Change Science. ltle rely in this denial on NRCis objective and

independent assessment of the relevant science. The petiÈion and

""ooti""t= 
sr¡bmiÈted on iÈ do. not include information that causes us Èo

guestion the validity of the NRc's conclusions'

(See atCached file: CO2petition.GCmemo?-03-03'wpd)
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- CO2petition. GC¡nemo7 -03 -03' t'¡pd

ffi ï *"i;ffi ï;* 7ii.åÏ"ä*ääi o o, å o ] ã ã 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

TEXT:
Unable to convert NSREOP0103 : IÀTTACH.D78] SREOP01300HT2EJ. 001- to ASCII,
The following is a HEx DUMP':

FF575o4383500o0o01oA02ol-00000002050000006849010000020000LEc34c26c88814c9838098
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2A3F2llD9750200650000000000000000000000082301000000c10100008607000000550D000000
4EO OO 00047 09ooo00 92501-o o0 000 0600000095090000 083 003 0000003400000098090000093 103

0 0 ooo 087 0o o o0oDs o 90000093 7 o1 oooo0o3 2 0 o00o 05c040000093 102000000750000008E040000
093 7 oL0o 000 032 000 00003 oB0o 00083 01000000063 0 0 00003 5 080000085E010 00000 0c00000098
080 00008?7 0100000 004oo 0000A40I]0000083 4ol-000 0 0 01400 00 0 0480B000 008 02 010000000F0 0

00008c08000008100100000002000000c8080000096D0100000017000000cD08000008300L0000
0 077oo0o0oE4oBoo0 0093 1020 o0 o 00870000 0 05B0co0 000937 010 0000032000000E2 0c0000093 L

030oo0oo8?000000140D000009370100000032000000980D000009310200000087000000cD0D00
0009370100000032000000540800000208010000003401-0000860E00000830080000007E000000
BA0Fo0o ooB3 o0Bo00 0oo440o0oo 03 8l-0000 0 02 08010 o 0o 0090 010 0007c100000093102 00000087
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óooooo¡s0000000s2i.0000083001000000F1000000882L00000830010000008E000000D9220000
083001000000E8000000c723000008300100000088000000E,2240000083001000000850000009À
2500o00B30010o0000E2oo0o0o7F2600oooB3oo10o00ooDFo0o00o6127o000oB3oo100o00oDcoo
o0o04028o0oo0B300100o0o0E200ooo0l-c290000083001000000DF000000F82900000830010000
ooDco0o00oDD2À0000083001-000000D900000089280000083001000000D6000000922c00000830
01000000D3000000682D0000083001000000D0.000000382E0000083001000000cD000000082F00
ooos¡00r000000cA000000D82F00000830010d0000E1000000.A23000000B3001000000D8000000
83310000083001000000DEt00000061320000083001000000D80000003c330000083001000000D5
0000001_4340000083001000000D2000000E9340000083001-00000.0cF0000008835000008300100
000occ0000008A3600000El3001000000c9000000563700000208d1000000E801-00001F38000002
0801000000?2000000073À00000208010000001c030000793Ã.000000550800000038000000953D
0000083001000000E0000000D33D00000B3001000000DD000000833E0000083001000000D40000
00903F0000083001000000D70000006A400000083001000000D400000041410000083001000000
4300000015420000083001000000D?00000058420000083001000000D40000002F430000083001
000000D100000003440000083001000000c8000000D4440000083001000000c800000042450000
083001000000c80000006D460000083001000000c500000035470000083001000000c0000000FÀ
470ooo 09424L0000001-Do0oo008A4800000830010000î4400¡.0000D7480000083001000000D40¡
oo0o1?490000083001000000D100000088490000083001000000c80000008c4.ê'000008300L0000
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERÀL (NOTES I4AIL)

cREAToR:KenneLh L. PeeI ( CN=Kenneth L. Peel/OU=CEQ/O=EOPGExchange I CEQ ] )

CREATION DATE/TIME 226-ALJG-2O03 1-4 : 12 : 15. 00

SUBJECT:: RE: nexb revised version of 1ega1 memo

TO:Andrew. Hnric ( doj
READ: UNKNOVùN

CC:Daryl L. Joseffer ( CN=Daryl L- Joseffer/OU=OMB/O=EOP@EOP t OMB I )

RE.AD: UNKNOI¡üN

TEXT:
Andrew, then f have a possible "oops." I Ealked to Dary1 Joseffer, and he
said the argument was necessary for a legal neL. Based on that, r
pt-oposed edits. which you strould have received. Can you talk this through
with Daryl and come up with a unif ied position? I'm fine with whatever
Èhe right legal argument happens to be, as long as it doesn't seem bo be
arguing against our main argrument, Sorry, too many "arguments, " but I
hope you catch my drif t. Daryl can be reached at

From: Andrew.Emrich on 08 /26/2003 10:52:42 ANI

Record Tl4ge: Record

To:
cc:

Kenneth L. Peel/CEQ/(Jfa

Subject: RE: next rewised version of legral memo

Ken, I did not receive a redline of t}re 8/25 9p draft, but as far as I can
tel1, the "new" language in footnote 10 re: 1-03(S) thaÈ we were
discussing yesterday (i.e., language we received at 4:58p yesterday) is
not included in footnote L0, and the first senÈence (the problematic one)
is compressed with the former footnoÈe LL. I agree Ehat the firsÈ
sentence in the new fn. 10 should go. I believe it unnecesarily draws
attention Eo the weakness of our B&Vù backwards argument (i.e., because EPA

lacks authority under the CAA to regulate global climate change, global
climate change is not "air pollution" and, in turn, CO2 and GHGs are not
"air pollutants"). It seems we could keep tshe fooEnote if we eliminaEe
the firsE and last sentences.

flffi'ls t¿v Page I of3

tu

--- --Original Message--'
From: Kenneth-L.-PeeL lmaifto:Kenneth-L'-PeeI
Sent: Tuesday, Augrust 26, 2003 9:l-1 .Alvf

To: Emrich, Andrew; jaeger.lisa@eP
Daryl-L. -Josef 

f er@omb Allison-Boyd@oa
Paul-R. 

-NoeGombSubject: Re: next revised version of legal memo

(See attached file: co2peEiEion.GCmemoS-25.2CEQ.doc)

GrouP,

Here is a revised version of the GC memo, wiEh a few ed.its agreed to last

f:r ^. /,,T\.\ t at\ r ll-^l:nn2 ^^^ çvt

tteS@,4
1l<l.r^^A



Friday
reinserted. This
l-0. All
trext was supposed

Ken

version apparenuly conËains new language in footnoEe

to have been closed out by COB yesterday'

Page2 of 3

KeruleÈh L. Peef
(Embedded image

Record T\Pe:

08/26/2003 08:L9:31 AM

moved to file: PicO1854'Pcx)

Record

To: Jaeger-Lis
cc: See Ehe distribution list ats

bcc: Records ManagementGEOP
Subject: Re: next revised version
L.

Peel )

Lisa,

In doing a guick review
agreed to on FridaY. f
shortIY.

Thank You, Ken

From: .Taeger ' l,ísa@eP

Record TlPe: Record

this message

(DocumenÈ link: Kenneth

tshe bottom of

of legal memo

of this, it faíIs Èo conEain a number of the edits
will send Ehe group Ehe correcE ediEed version

To: Kenneth L.

cc: Wehrum.gill
Subject: next revised version

Revised 8-25'02-Z versíon for
Tlranks, L

on 08/25/2003 08:58:48 PM

of legal memo

distributrion

Peel/CEQ

(Seeat'tachedfile:co2petition.GCmemoS_25.2.,,Ùpd)(Seeattachedfife:
co2pet ition' GCmemoS -25'2' wPd)

1t5l)0,¡L
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Message Copied
To:

wehrum.bí1I
Atnri

Paui R. Noe/OMB

Daril r. ioserrer / ott'B./IJJ}
ellison eoyd/OPD/-

t t\l)î^



8/1g /03'Draft

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

IFRL l

control ofEmissions from New Highway vehicles and Engines

AGENCY: EnvironmentalprotectionAgency(EpA).

ACTION: Notice of denial of petition forrulemaking.

SLLMMARY: A group of organizations petitioned EPA to regulate emissions of ca¡bon dioxide
and other greenhouse gases from motor vehicles under the Clean Air Act. For the reasons
provided below, EPA is denying the petition.

EFFECTIVE DATE: [Upon publication.]

ADDRESSES: Infomation relevant to this action is contained in Docket No. A-2000-04
atthe EPA Docket Center, Public Reading Room, Room BI}2,EpA West Building, 1301
Constitution Avenue, N.W.,'Washington, D.C. Dockets maybe inspected at this location from
8:30 a'm' to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, except on govemmànt holidays. you can reach
the Air Docket by telephone at Q02) 566-1742 and by facsimile at (202) seø-nq. you may be
charged a reasonable fee for photocopying docket ma-terials, as provided in 40 CFR part2.

FOR FLIRTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: I
(202) s64-L l.

l, OfTice of Air and Radiation,

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
I. Background

On October 20, 1999, the International Center for Technology Assessment (ICTA) and a
number of other otganiz'alisnsr petitioned EPA to regulate certain greenhouse gas (GHG)

Isolar Energy Association, oregon Environrnental council, public citizen, solar
Energy lndustries Association, the SUN DAY Campaign.Alliance for Sustainable
Communities, Applied Power Technologies, Bio Fuels America, California solar Energy
I ndustries, Clements Environmenta I Corporation, Environmental Advocates,
Environmental and Energy study lnstitute, Friends of the Earth, Full circle Energy

1
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emissions from new motor vehicles and engines under section 202(a)(1) of the Clean Air Act
(CAA). Specifically, petitioners seek EPA regulation of carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4),
nitrous oxide (N2O), and hydrofluorocarbon $IFcs) emissions from.new motor vehicles and
engines. Petitioners claim these emissions are significantly contributing to global climate
change.

EPA is authorized to regulate air pollutants from motor vehicles under title tr of the CAA.
Inparticular, section 202(a)(l) provides that "the Administator [of EPA] shall byregulation

prescribe . . . in accordance with the provisions of [section 202], standards applicahle to the
emission of any air pollutant from any class or classes of new motor vehicle . . ., which in his
judgment cause, or contribute to, air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger
public health or'¡¡elfa¡e."

tr. Summary of the Petition

Petitioners contend the test for regulating motor vehicle emissions under CAA section
202(a)(1) has been met for COz, CH4, N2O and ltrCs. They claim statements made on EPA's
website and in other documents constitute an Agency finding that the four GHGs mayreasonably
be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare. They also assert that motor vehicle
emissions of the GHGs could be significantly reduc.ed by increasing the fuel economy of
vehicles, eliminating tailpipe emissions altogether, or using other cu¡rent and developing
technologies. Based on their analysis, they argue EPA has a mandatory duty under section
202(a)(l) to regulate emissions of GHGs from motor vehicles.

Petitioners present their case for why EPA should, and even must, regulate motor vehicle
GHG emissions under section 202(a)(1) in four parts. First, they assert that anthropogenic
emissions of COZ, CH4, N2O, and IffCs meet the CAA section 302(9) definition of "air
pollutant," which is "any air pollution agent or combination of such agents, including any
physical, chemical, biological, radioactive . , . substance or matter which is emitted into or

Project, lnc., Green Party of Rhode lsland, Greenpeace U.S,A., Network for

Environmental and Economic Responsibility of the United Church of Christ, New Jersey

Environmental Watch, New Mexico
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otherwise enters ambient air. Such term includes any precursors to the formation of any air
pollutant . . ." Citing international and national reports, petitioners contend that anthropogenic
emissions of CO2, CH4, N2O, and IIFCs are accelerating global wanrring, and that motor
vehicle emissions of these GHGs, particularly CO2, significantly contribute to the U.S. GHG
inventory. Petitioners argue that the contribution of motor vehicle GHG emissions to global
climate change qualify them as "air pollutants" under the CAA.

Petitioners also claim EPA has already determined CO2 to be an air pollutant. They cite
an April 10, 1998 memorandum from JonathanZ. Cawpn, then General Cowrsel of EPA, to
Ca¡ol Browner, then Administrator of EPA, entitled "EPA's Authority to Regulate Pollutants
Emitted by Electric Power Generation Sources" (hereinafter "Cannon Memorandum"). The
memorandum states that suifiir dioxide, nihogen oxides, mercury, andCO2 emitted from electric
power generating units fall within the definition of "air pollutant" under CAA section302(9).
According to petitioners, it follows from the memorandum that the other three GHGs meet the
CAA definition of "airpollutant;" too.

Second, petitioners argue that GHG emissions contribute to pollution that"may
reasonablybe anticipated to endanger public health or welfare," akey criterion for regulation
under section 202(a)(l). Petitioners state that the CAA does not require proof of actual harm, but
allows the Administrator to make a precautionary decision to regulate an pollutant if it "may
reasonably be anticipated" to endanger public health or welfa¡e. The petitioners point to
statements made by the United Nations [rtergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
EPA and others about the potential effects of global climate change on.public health and. welfare
as establishing that global climate change "mayreasonablybe anticipated to endanger public
health and welfare." Based on these statements, the petitioners allege numerous threats to public
health and welfare.

Third, petitioners argue that it is technically feasible to reduce GHG emissions from new
motor vehicles and engines. Focusing onCO2, they explain that CO2 emissions can be reduced
by increasing the fuel economy of passenger cars and light trucks. Theynote that a number of
curently available gasoline-powered cars get significantly better fuel economy than the 27.5 mpg
corporate aYerage fuel economy (CAFE) standa¡d cr:rrently applicable to cars under federal law.
They also point to a congressional report identi$ring other technologies for further irnproving the
fuel economy of gasoline-powered cars that have yet to be firlly employed. In addition,
petitioners note that several foreign and domestic car manufacturers are already marketing or
developing hybrid-electric vehicles that get significarrtlybetter fuel mileage than the most fuel-
efficient gasoline-powered car. Looking ahead to the next generatlon of vehicle technólogy,
petitioners describe the potential for electric and hydrôgen-celled vehiclesto eliminàte taiipipe
emissions altogether. Petitioners recommend that EPA set a "corporate average fuel-economy
based standard" under CAA section202 that would resuit in the rapid market introduction of
more fuel-effi cient and zero-emission vehicles.

Petitioners suggest other potentiai ways of reducing CO2 emissions such as setting a



declining fleet average NOx emission standard that would require manufacturers to a.dd zerc-
emission vehicles to their fleets. They also note the availability of tire efficiency standa¡ds.

Petitioners do not, horvever, address the potential for reducing motor vehicle emissions of the

other three GHGs.

Finally, petitioners maintain the Administrator has a mandatory duty to regulate motor
vehicle GHG emissions under CAA section 202(a)(l). They contendEPA has "alreadymade
fonnal findings" that motor vehicle GHG emissions'þose[] actual orpotential harmfirl effects

[çn] the public health and weifare." Noting that section 202(a)(l) provides the Administrator
"shall" prescribe motor vehicle standards, petitioners argue that the use of "shall" creates a

mandatory duty to promulgate standards when the requisite findings are made. They accordingly
claim the Administator must establish motor vehicle standa¡ds for the four GHGs.

Petitioners fi:rther argue that "the precautionary purpose of the CAA supports" regulating
these gases even if the Agency believes there is some scientific uncertainty regarding the actual
impacts of global climate change. Petitioners cite several court cases recognizing the
Administrator's authority to err on the side of caution in making decisions in areas of scientific
uncertainty. They also assert that scientific uncertainty does not excuse a mandatory duty to
regulate.

ru. Request for Comment

On January 23,2001, EPA requested public comment on the petition (see 66 FR 7486).
The public comment period ended M:ay 23,2001,.

EPA requested comment on all the issues raised in CTA's petition. In particular, EPA
requested comment on any scientific, technical; legal, economic or other aspect of these issues

that may be relevant to EPA's consideration of the petition.

IV. Summa4yof Public Comments

EPA received almost 50,000 comments on the petition. Most comments were relatively
brief expressions of support for the petition sent by electronic mail; manywere virlually
identical. EPA also heard from a number of business and environmental groups. Most of the
comments focused exclusively on CO2. This section describes the significant points and

arguments made in the public comments.

SeveraÌ commenters addressed the issue of whether the four GHGs - CO2; CH4 N20 and

IIFCs - are "airpollutants" under the CAA and thus potentially subject to regulation under the
Act. Some of the commenters agreed with the petitioners that GHGs a¡e air pollutants under the
CAA. Like the petitioners, they noted that the definition of "air pollutant" in CAA section
302(9) is verybroad and that the CAA itself refers to CO2 as an "air pollutant" (see CAA section
103(g). These commenters also cited to and agreed with the Cannon Memorandum a¡d



statements by Gary G*y,EPA's General Counsel following Mr. Cannon, that CO2 falls within
the CAA definition of air pollutant.

Other cornmenters argued that EPA has never formally determined that any GHGs are air
pollutants and that the Caruron Me,morandum is not such a frnding. Some commenters also

argued that COZ is not an air pollutant because it is a naturally-occurring substance in Earth's
atmosphere and is critical to sustaining life. Other commenters pointed out that EPA already
regulates as air pollutants substances that have natural as well as anthropogenic sources where
human activities have increased the quantities present in the air to levels harmf¡lto public health,
welfare or the environment (e.g., sulfur dioxide, volatile organis compounds, partículate matter).

Another issue of concern to commenters was whether EPA has authority to regulate
motor vehicle emissions of GHGs even if theyrneet the CAA definition of "air pollutant."
Commenters supportive of the petition noted the broad authority confened by section 202(a)(1)
to regulate motor vehicle emissions that cause or conhibute to air pollution that mayreasonably
be anticipated to endanger public health and welfare. These commenters also noted that CAA
section 302(h) defines '\relfare" to include effects on weather and climate, as well as other
aspects of the environment that maybe affected by global climate change (e.g., soils, water,
crops, vegetation, animals, visibility).

Other commenters argued that the CAA does not authorize regulations to address global
climate change, including motor vehicle GHG emissión standards. They noted that no CAA
provision specifically authorizes global climate change regulations, a Senate committee's
proposal for mandatory CO2 standards for motor vehicles did not survive Senate consideration,
and other contemporaneous legislative proposals for mandatory GHG emission reductions failed
to pass. They also pointed out that the only CAA provision that specificaily mentions CO2
authorizes only "nonregulalo4/' measures and expressiy precludes its use as authority for
imposing mandatory controls. They cited another CAA provision that calls on EPA to determine
the "global warming potential" of certain pollutants but expressly precludes regulation on that
basis as further indication that Congress did not intend EPA to regulate GHGs urder the CAA.

Looking at the.CAA more broadly, several commenters argued that the key statutory
mechanism for controlling pervasive "air pollutants" - establishing and implementing national
a¡nbient air quality standards under sections 108, 109 and 110 - is unworkable for addressing an
issue whose causes and effects are global in nature. Several commenters also pointed out that
Congress addressed another global atmospheric issue, depletion of stratospheric ozone by man-
made substances, explicitly and in discrete portions of the Act, specifi.callypart B oftitle I prior
to the CAA Ametrdmsfits of 199û and titlsvl following the 1990 ¿ùmendments. - Morêovef, both
incamations of CAA stratospheric ozon€ authority included recognition of the intemational
nature of the problem and provisions to facilitate and augment intemational cooperation in
achieving a solution. These commenters argued that if Congress had intended EPA to address
giobal climate change under the CAA, it would have made that clear by including analogous
provisions.
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Placing the CAA in a larger context, tÍ.e commenters noted several other federal statutes
that specifically address global climate change and authorize onlyresearch and policy
development, not regulation. Commenters also pointed out that Congress has expressed
dissatisfaction with the Kyoto Protocol, negotiated under the auspices of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change and requiring parties to the Protocol to reduce their
GHG emissions by a specific amount. They fi¡rther cited Congressional actions taken since the
1990 CAA amendrnents to prevent EPA from implementing the Kyoto Protocol (the so-called
Knollenberg amendments to the FY 1999 and 2000 VA-HUD and Inde,pendent Agency
Appropriations Acts). Finally, theynoted that Congress had rejected numerous legislative
proposals mandating GHG reductions (see, e.g., S. 7224,101't Cong. (1989); H.R. 5966; 101't
Cong. (1990) . According to the commenters, these actions clearly signal that Congress awaits
further scientific information and other technological and international developments before
authorizing anyregulation to address global climate change.

Finally, several commenters pointed to the Supreme Cowt's decision tnFood and Drug
Administration v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Cotp.,120 S.Ct. I29l Q00O), finding the FDA
lacks authorify to regulate tobacco products despite a facially broad grant of authority. These
commenters warned that a reviewing court would closely scrutinize and likeþ strike down an
EPA assertion of CAA authority to regulate for global climate change purposes when Congress
specifically addressed the issue of global climate change, not in the CAA, but in other federal
statutes that do not authorize regulation.

By contrast, several commenters pointed to, and agreed with, a letter from then EPA
General Counsel Guzy to a congressional committee explaining that explicit mention of a
pollutant is not a necessary prerequisite to regulation under a statutoryprovision granting broad
authority to regulate pollutants, provided that the statutory criteria for regulation are met. These

commenters also echoed Mr. Guzy's view that a congressional decision not to require standards

does not affect pre-existing discretionary authorify to set standards where the applicable criteria
are met.

Many commenters considered the issue of whether anthropogenic GHG emissions
contribute to air pollution that may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or
welfare. Several commenters pointed out, as petitioners did, that EPA's clilnate website and

other national and intemational reports describe hazards to human health and welfare that may
result from global climate change. Other commenters claimed there is no basis at this tirne for
EPA to conclude that GHG emissions from U.S. motor vehicles endangerpublic health or
welfare. Some commenters questioned whethei global war.ming wasoccurring orwhethef
humans' impact on any global warming was significant. These commenters also suggested that
global warming, ifreal, would have beneficial impacts (e.9., helping prevent another ice age,

increasing agricultural production) that could outweigh any adverse effects. Several commenters
argued that since the causes and effects of global climate change occur on a wor.ldwide basis,
regulation of only U.S. motor vehicles would be neither effective nor fair.



Commenters also addressed whether it is technologically feasible to reduce GHG
emissions from new motor vehicles. Some commenters described categories of technologies that
can substantially reduce CO2 emissions from gasoline-powered passenger cars and light trucks,
including vehicle load reduction, engine improvements, imFroved hansmissions, integrated
starter generators, and hybrid-electric drive trains. Vehicle load reduction strategies include
reduced vehicle mass, reduced aerodymamic drag, reduced tire rolling resistance, and reduced
accessory loads. Engine improvement strategies include improved specific powsr and gasoline
di¡ect injection. Improved transmission stategies include 5- and 6-speed automatic
transmissions, 5-speed motorized manual gearshifts, and continuously variable hansmissions.
Other commenters asserted that EPA maynot regulate motor vehicle GHG emissions by setting
fuel economy standards, since Congress entrusted fuel economy standard-setting to the
Deparhnent of Transportation (DOT) under the EnergyPolicy and Conservation Act (EPCA).

Finally, commenters considered whether EPA has a mandatory duty to regulate motor
vehicle GHG emissions. Some commenters agreed with petitioners that the Cannon
Memorandum and EPA's website statements triggered an obligation under CAA section
202(a)(l) to set CO2 standards. Other commenters countered that the Cannon Memorandwn and
EPA website statements are not formal EPA findings for the purposes of exercising statutory
authority. They asserted that for findings to provide a suffi.cient legal basis for exercising
authority under section 202(a)(l), they must be established through a public notice-and-comment
pfocess.

V. EPAResponse

After careful consideration of petitioners' arguments and the public comments, EPA
concludes that it cannot and should not regulate GHG emissions from U.S. motor vehicles under
the CAA. Based on a thorough review of the CAA, its legislative history, other congressional
action and Supreme Court precedent, EPA believes that the CAA does not authorize regulation2
to address global climate change. Moreover, even if CO2 werc an air pollutant generaliy subject
to regulation under the CAA, Congress has not authorized the Agency to regulate CO2 emissions
from motor vehicles to the extent such standards would effectivelyregulate car and light truck
fuel economy, which is governed by a comprehensive statute administered by DOT.

In any event, EPA believes that setting GHG emission standards for moto¡ vehicles is not
appropriate at this time. President Bush has established a comprehensive global climate change
policy designed to (1) answer questions about the causes, extent, timing and effects of global
climate change that are crifical to the formulation ofan effective, efficient long-term policy, (2)
encourage the development of advanced technologies that will enable dramatic reductions in

2"Regulation" 
as used in this section of the notice refers to legally binding requirements

promulgated by an agency under statutory authority. It does not include vohurtary measrues that
emission sources may or may not undertake at their discretion.



GHG emissions, if needed, in the future, and (3) take sensible steps in the interim to reduce the
risk of global climate change. The intemational nature of global climate change also has
implications for foreign policy, which the President directs. Úr view of EPA's lack of CAA
regulatory authority to address global climate change, DOT's authority to regulate fuel economy,
the President's policy, and the potential foreign policy implications, EPA declines the
petitioners' request to regulate GHG emissions Êom motor vehicles.

A. EPA's Legal Authorityunder the CAA

As summarized above, many commenters on the petition raised important legal issues
regarding EPA's authority to issue global climate change regulations under the CAA. Two EPA
General Counsels previously addressed the issue of EPA's authority to impose CO2 emission
contol requirements. Both found thatCO2 meets the CAA definition of "air pollutant" and
could therefore be subject to regulation r¡nder one or more of the CAA's regulatory provisions if
the applicable statutory criteria for regulation were met. Both also noted, however, that the
Agency had not made the requisite findings under any CAA provision for regulation of CO2
emission. Significantly, the past general counsels reached their conclusions prior to the Supreme
Court's decision in Brown & Williamson, whichcautions against agencies using broadly worded
statutory authority to regulate in areas raising r:nusually significant economic and political issues
when Congress has specifi.cally addressed those areas in other statutes.

Because the petition seeks CAA regulation of GHG emissions from motor vehicles to
reduce the risk of global climate change, EPA has examined the fundamental issue of whether
the CAA authorizes the imposition of control requirements for that purpose. As part of that
examination, EPA's General Counsel, Robert E. Fabricant, reviewed his predecessors'
memorandum and statements, as well as the public comments raising legal authority issues. The
General Counsel considered the text and history of the CAA in the context of other congressional
actions specifically addtessing global climate change and in light of the Supreme Court's
admonition in Brown & Williamson to "be guided to a degree by common sense as to the manner
in which Congress is likely to delegate a policy decision of such . . . magnitude to an
adminishative agency," la amemorandum to the Acting Administrator dated August _,2003,
the General Counsel concluded that the CAA does not authorize EPA to regulate for global
climate change pulposes, and accordingly that CO2 and other GHGs ca¡not be considered "air
pollutants" subject to the CAA's regulatory provisions for any contribution they may make to
global climate change. Accordingly, he withdrew the Cannon memorandum and statements by
Mr. Guzy as no longer expressing the views of EPA's General Counsel. The General Counsel's
opinion is adopted as the position of theAgencyfor purposes of ôeeiding this petition and foi all
other relevant purposes under the CAA.

As sr¡nmarized above, commenters supporting the petition claim that section 202 of |he
CAA provides EPA with broad authority to set standards for motor vehicle emissions of CO2
a¡d other GHGs to the extent those emissions cause or contribute to global climate change. At



the same time, other commenters conectly note that (1) no CAA provision specifically authorizes
global climate change regulation, (2) the only CAA provision specifically mentioning CO2
authorizes only "nonregulato4t'' measures, (3) the codified CA.A. provisions related to global
climate change expressly preclude the use of those provisions to authorize regulation, (4) a
Senate committee proposal to include motor vehicle CO2 standards in the 1990 CAA
amendments failed (5) federal statutes expressly addressing global climate change do not
authorize regulation, and (6) numerous congressional actions suggest that Congress has yet to
decide that such regulation is wa¡ranted. These indicia of congressional intent raise the issue of
whether the CAA is properly interpreted to authorize regulation to address global climate change.

Congress was well aware of the global climate change issue when it last comprehensively
amended the CAA in 1990. During the 1980s, scientific evidence about the possibility of global
climate change led to public concern both in the U.S. and abroad. In response, the U.S. and other
nations developed the UnitedNations Framework Convention on Climate Change ([INFCCC).
President George H. W. Bush signed, and the U.S. Senate approved, the UNFCCC in 1992, and
the UNFCCC took effect n1994.

The LTNFCCC established the 'l¡ltimate objective" of "stabili zlnglgreenhouse gas
conce,lrtrations in the atnosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic
interference with the climate system" (Article 2 of the UNFCCC). Developed nations that joined
the UNFCCC were to work towa¡d the nonbinding "aim" of returning individually or jointly to
their 1990levels of anthropogenic CO2 and other GHG emissions (Article 4.2(b)). All parties to
the TINFCCC agreed on the need for further research to determine the level at which GHG
concentrations should be stabilized, acknowledgrng that "there are many r¡ncertainties in
predictions of climate change, particuiarly with regard to the timing, magnitude and regional
p atterns thereof '(findings s ection of UNFC CC).

Shortly before the UNFCCC was adopted in May 1992, Congress developed the 1990
CAA arnendments. IA central issue for the UNFCCC - whether binding emission limitations
should be set -'tras also considered in the context of the CAA arnendments.l As several
commenters noted, a Senate committee included in its bill to amend the CAA a provision
requiring EPA to set CO2 emission standards for motor vehicles. However, that provision \ryas
removed from the biil on which the full Senate voted, and the bill eventually enacted was silent
with regard to motor vehicle CO2 emission standa¡ds. During this same time period, other
legislative proposals were made to contol GHG emissions, some in the context ofnational
energypolicy,butnonewerepassed(see, e.g., S. 324,707't Cong. (1989); 5.1224,101'tCong.
(1989); H.R. 5966, 101't Cong. (1990)).

In the CAA Amendments of 1990 as enacted, Congress called on EPA to develop
information concerning global climate change and "nonregulator¡/' strategies for reducin g CO2
emissions. Specifically, uncodified section 821 of the CAA Amendmenté requires measurement
of CO2 emissions from utilities subject to permitting under title V of the CAA. New section 602
of the CAA directs EPA to determine the "global warming potential" of substances that deplete



stratospheric ozone. And new section 103(9) calls on EPA to develop "noruegulato4/'measures
for the prevention of multiple air pollutants and lists several air pollutants and CO2 for that
purpose,

Notably, none of these provisions authorizes the imposition of mandatory requirements,
and two of them expresslypreclude their use for regulatorypurposes (sections 103(g) and 602).
Only the research and development provision of the CAA - section 103 - specifically mentions
CO2, andthe legistative history of that section indicates Congress sought a sound scientific basis
on which to make future decisions on global climate change, not regulation r¡nder the CAA as it
was being amended. Representatives Roe and Smith, two of the principal authors of section 103

as amended, explained that EPA's "science ma¡ldate" needed updating to deal with new, more
complex issues, including "global warming" (A Legislative History of the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990, 103 Cong., I't Sess., S. Prt. 103-38, YoL.2,pp.2776 and2778). They
expressed concertr that EPA's resea¡ch budget had been too heavily focused on supporting
existing regulatory actions when the Agency also needed to conduct "long-term air pollution
research" to "enhance EPA's ability to predict the need for future action" (id. at 2777). As Mr.
Roe explained:

"[W]e have learned over the last 20 years that air pollution problems are complex and
that easy answers are not readily forthcoming. . . [T]his amendment is premised on the
belief that without a sound scientific foundation, even our most well intentioned efforts to
improve air quality are doomed to failure." Id.

In providing EPA with expanded resea¡ch and development authority, however, Congress
did not provide commenswate regulatory authority. In section 103(9), Congress directed EPA to
establish a "basic engineering research and technologyprogram to develop, evaluate and

demonstrate" strategies and technologies for air pollution prevention and specifically called for
improvements in such measures for preventing CO2 as well as several specified airpollutants.
But it expressly provided that nothing in the subsection "shall be construed to authorize the
imposition on anyperson of air pollution control requirements." As if to drive home the point,
section 103(9) was revised in conference to include the term "nonregulatory''to describe the
"strategies and technologies" the subsection was intended to promote. Ir its teatment of the
globai climate change issue in the CAA amendments, Congress indicated that it awaited further
inforrnation before making decisions on the need for regulation.

Beyond Congress' specific CAA references to CO2 and global warming, another aspect
of the Act cautions against construing its provisions to authorize regulation of emissions that may
contribute to global clima-te change.- The CAA provisiôns addressing shatospheric ozoné
depletion demonstrate that Congress has rurderstood the need for specially tailored solutions to
global atmospheric issues, and has expressly granted regulatory authority when it has concluded
that controls may be needed as part of those solutions. Like global climate change, the.causes
and effects of stratospheric ozone depletion are global in nature. Aathropogenic substances that
deplete stratospheric ozone are emitted around the world and are very long-lived; their depleting
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effects and the consequenc€s of those effects occur on a global scale. [r the CAA prior to its
amendment in 1990, Congress specifically addressed the problem in a separate portion of the
statute (part B of title I) that recognized the globai nature of the problem and called for
negotiation of international agreements to ensure world-wide participation in research and any
coirtrol of stratospheric ozone-depleting substances. In the 1990 CAA amendments, Congress
again addressed the issue in a discrete portion of the statute (title VI) that similarlyprovides for
coordination with the international commr¡nity. Moreover, both incamations of the CAA's
stratospheric ozone provisions contain express authorization for EPA to regulate as scientific
information warrants. In light of this CAA freatment of stratospheric ozone depletion, it would
be anomalous to conclude that Congress intended EPA to address global climate change under
the CAA's general regulatoryprovisions, with no provision recosrizing the intemational
dimension of the issue and any solution, and no express authorization to regulate.

EPA's prior use of the CAA's general regulatory provisions provides an important
contex
confer on EPA in Section 202(aX1l. Since the inception of the Act, EPA has used.these
provisions to address air pollution problems which occur primarily at ground level or near the
surface of the ea¡th. For exarrrple, national ambient air quality standa¡ds CNAAQS) established
under CAA section 109 add¡ess concentrations of substances in the ambient air and the related
public health and welfare problems. This has meant setting NAAQS for concentrations of ozone,
ca¡bon monoxide, particulate matter and other substances in the air nea¡ the surface of the earth,
not higher in the atnosphere. Concentrations of these substances generally vary from place to
place as a result of differences in local or regional emissions and other factors (e.g., topography),
although long range transport may also contribute to local concentrations in some cases. CO2,by
contrast, is fairly consistent in concentration throughout the world's atmosphere up to
approximately the lower stratosphere. Problems associated with atrnospheric concenftations of
CO2 arc much more like the kind of global problem Congress addressed through adoption of the
specific provisions of Title VI.

Irr assessing the availabilily of CAA authority to address global climate change, it is also
useful to consider whether the NAAQS system - a key CAA regulatory mechanism - could be
used to effectively address the issue. Unique and basic aspects of the presence of key GHGs in
the atnosphere rnake the NAAQS system fundamentally ill-suited to addressing these gases in
relation to global climate change. Many GHGs reside in the earth's atnosphere for very long
periods of time. CO2,by far the most pervasive of anthropogenic GHGs, has a residence time of
roughly 50-200 years. This long lifetime aiongwith aûnospheric dymamics means that CO2 is
well mixed throughout the atmosphere, up to approximately the lower stratosphere. The result is
a vast gl'obal aûnospheric pool of COZ that is fairly consistent in concentation, eÍêrywhere aiong
the sr¡rface of the ea¡th and verticallythroughout this area of mixing.

At the same time that atuiospheric concenhations of CO2 are fairly consistent globally,
the potential for either adverse or beneficial effects in the U.S. from these concentrations depends
on complicated interactions of many variables, occurring around the world and over long pariods
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of time. Chanctenzation and.assessment of such effects and the relation of such effects to
atmospheric concenfration of CO2 in the U.S. would present scientific issues of unprecedented
complexity in the NAAQS context. The long lived nature of the CO2 global pool would also

make it extremely difficult to evaluate the extent over time to which effects in the U,S. would be

related to anthropogenic emissions in the U.S.. Finally, the nature of that pool would mean that
any CO2 standard set would in effect be a worldwide ambient air quality standard, not a national
standard - the entire world would be either in compliance or out of compliance.

global climate chanee.

Such a situation would be inconsistent with abasic underlþgpremise of the CAA
regime for implementation of a NAAQS - that actions takenby individual states and byEPA
can generallybring ail areas of the U.S. into attainment of aNAAQS. The statutoryNAAQS
implementatíon regime is fundamentally inadequate when it comes to a substance like CO2,
which is emitted globally and has relatively homogenous concentations a¡ound the world. A
NAAQS for CO2, unlike anypollutant for which a NAAQS has been established, could not be
attained by any area of the U.S. until such a standard were attained by the entire worid as a result
of emission conhols ìmplemènted in countries around the world. The ümited flexibility provided
in the Act to address the imFacts of foreign pollution transported to the U.S. was not designed to
address the challenges presented by long lived global atnospheric pools such as exists lor CO2.
The globally-pervasive nature of CO2 emissions and atmospheric concentrations presents a
unique problem that fundamentally differs from the kind of environmental problem that the
NAAQS system was intended to address and is capable of solving.

Other congressional actions confrm that Congress did not authorize regulation under the
CAA to address global climate change. Starting 11 1978, Congtess passed several pieces of
legislation specifically addressing global climate change. 

'With 
the National Climate Program

Act of 1978;15 U.S.C. 2907 et seq., Congress established a "national climate program" to
improve understanding of "climate processes, natural and man induced, and the social, economic,
and political implications of global olimate chango" through research, data collection,
assessments, information dissemination, and international cooperation. kr the Global Climate
Protection Act of 7987 ,22 U.S.C. 265 I note, Congress directed the Secretary of State to
coordinate U.S. negotiations concerning global climate change, and EPA to develop and propose
to Çongress a coordínated national policy on the issue. Three years later, Congress passed the
Global Change Research Act of 7990,15 U.S.C. 2931 et seq., establishing a Committge on Earth
and Environmentâl Sciences to coordinate a l0-year research program. That statute was enacted
one day after the CAA Amendments of 1990 was signed into law. Also in 1990, Congress
passed Title X)([V of the Food and Agriculture Act, creating a Global Climate Change Prograrn
to research global climate agricultural issues (section 2401 of Pub.L. 10l-624).

W'ith these statutes, Congress sought to develop a foundation for considering whether
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future legislative action on global climate change was warranted and, if so, what that action
should be. From federal agencies, it sought reconrmendations for national policy and further
advances in scientific understanding and possible technological responses. It did not authorize
any federal agerLcy to take any regulatory action in response to those recommendations and
advances. In fact, Congtess declined to adopt other legislative proposals, contemporaneous with
the bills to amend the CAA in 1989 and 1990, to require GHG emissions reductions from
stationary and mobile sources (see, e.g., S. 1224,101*t Cong. (1939); H.R. 5966, 101't Cong.
(1990). While Congress did not expressly preclude agencies from taking regulatory action
under other statutes, its actions strongly indicate that when Congress was amending the CAA in
1990, it was awaiting frrther informationbefore deciding itself whether regulation to address
global climate change is warranted and, if so, what forrn it should take.

Since 1990, Congress has taken other actions consistent with the view that Congress did
not authorize CAA regulation for global climate change purposes. Úr the lgg2Energy Policy
Act, Congress called on the Secretary of Energy to assess various GHG control options and
report back to Congress, and to establish a registry for reportingvoluntary GHG emissions.
Following ratification of the UNFCCC, nations parby to the Convention negotiated the Kyoto
Protocol calling for mandatory reductions in developed nations' GHG emissions. While the
Kyoto Protocol was being negotiated, the Senate n 1997 adopted by a 95-0 vote the Byrd-Hagel
Resolution, which stated that the U.S. should not be a signatory to any protocol that would result
in serious harm to the economy of the U.S. or that would ma¡date new commitnents to limit or
reduce U.S. GHG emissions unless the Protocol also mandated specific, scheduled commitments
to limit or reduce GHG emissions for developing counüy Parties within in the same compliance
period. Although the Clinton Administration signed the Kyoto Protocol, it did not submit it to
the Senate for ratification out of concern that the Senate would reject the heaty,

Against this backdrop of consistent congressional action to leam more about the global
climate change issue before specifi.cally authorizing regulation to address it, the CAA carurot be
interpreted to authorize such regulation in the absence of any direct or even indirect indication of
congressional intênt to provide such authority. EPA is urged on in this view by the Supreme
Court's decision in Brown &. IVilliamson, which struck down FDA's assertion of authority to
regulate tobacco products under the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act @DCA). That statute
contains a broadly worded grant of authority for FDA to regulate "drugs" and "devices," terms
which the statute also broadly defines. However, the FDCA does not qpecifically address
tobacco products while other federal laws expressly govern the marketing of those products.

Notwithstanding the FDCA's facially broad grant of authority, the Supreme Court
explainéd that *[i]n extaordinary case-s, . . . there maybe reason to hesitate before concluding
that Congress has intended such an implicit delegation." The Court noted that FDA was
"assert[ing] jurisdiction to regulate an industry constituting a significant portion of the American
economy," despite the fact that "tobacco has its own unique political history','that had led
Congress to create a distinct regulatory scheme for tobacco products. The Court concluded that
FDA's assertion of authority to regulate tobacco *^ ':h.dly an ordinary case." The Court
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analyzed FDA's authority in light of the language, structure and history of the FDCA and other
federal legislation and congressional action specifically addressing tobacco regulation, including
failed legislative atternpts to confer authority of the type FDA was asserting. Based on that' analysis, it detemrined that Congress did not "intend[] to d.elegate a decision of such economic
and political significance . . . in so crlptic a fashion."

It is hard to imagine any issue in the environmeirtal areahaving greater "economic a¡.d
political significance" than regulation of activities that rnight lead to global climate change.

, Virfually every sector of the U.S. economy is either directly or indirectly a source of GHG
I emissions, and the mqþr-countries of the world are involved in scientifi.c, technical, and.

political-level discussions about climate change. We believe, in fact, that an effort to impose
controls on U.S. GHG emissions would have far greater economic and political implications than
FDA's attempt to regulate tobacco.

The most abundant anthropogenic GHG, CO2 is emitted whenever fossil fuels such as
coal, oil, and nattual g¿ß are used to produce energy. The production and use of fossil fuel-based
energy undergirds almost every aspect of the U.S. economy. For example, approximately 70
percent of the electric energyused in this country is generated from fossil fuel, and the U.S.
tansportation sector is almost entirely {.ependent on oil.

Proposals to reduce CO2 emissions from these sectors have focused on four major
approaches: (1) improve firel efficiency; (2) capture and sequester COZ; (3) switch to alternative
non-fossil fuel sources; and (4) reduce vehicle usage by switching to alternative forms of
transportation. V/ith respect to the first proposal, seme-i
pessiute w+*eut irnper;n- a [rsn,t that for NHTSA to
decide? ,A.nd would this statement have implications for NHTSA? There's no need to say
anything here that could affect NHTSA.] Congress has specifically chosên to address the
issue of energy efficiency through other statutes -not the CAA. For example, Congress has
authorized DOT to set fuel economy standards for motor vehicles and the Department of Energy
to set efficiency standards for products such as air conditioners and appliances that confllme
electricity.

The other approaches for reducingCO2 emissions all have substantial èconomic
implications. While it may eventuallybe possible to achieve widespread capture and sequester
CO2 emissions from power plants, such an approach would require a new generation of power
plants and would be very costl¡ even if implemented over many years. As for the use of
altennative fuels, governments and private companies around the world are investing billions of
dolla¡s to explote the possibility of using non-fossil fuels for power generation and
transportation. Any widespread effort to comprehensively switch over to these fuels would
likewise require a wholesale transformation of this industry. As for altemative modes of
transportation, Congress and many states have already adopted measures to encourage public
transportation, car pooling, bike usage, and land-use planning designed to minimize commuting
distances. EPA supports these measures and believes that they provide many environmental
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benefits. However, widespread substitution of alternative forms of transportation for
hlmsportation based on fossil fuel energywould also require a wholesale remaking of ttris sector.
It is hard to overstate the econornic significance of making these kinds of fundanental and
widespread changes inbasic methods ofproducing and.using energy.

The issue of global climate change also has enonnous political significance. It has been
discussed extensively during the last three Presidential campaigns; it is the subject of debate and
negotiation in several intemational bodies; and numerous bills have been intoduced in Congress
over the last 15 years to address the issue.

In light of Congress' attention to the issue of global climate change, and the absence of
any direct or even indirect indication that Congress intended to authorize regulation under the
CAA to address global climate change, it is unreasonable to conclude that the CAA provides the
Agency with such authority. U nder our constitutional system, an administrative agencyproperly
awaits congressional direction before addressing a fundamental policy issue such as global
climate change, instead of searching for authority in an existing statute that was not designed. or
enacted to deal with the issue. We thus conclude that the CAA does not authorize regulation to
address concenxs about global climate change.

' NEEDS CHANGE RELATING TO "PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE" - It follows
from this conclusion, that GHGs, as such, are not "air pollutants" for purposes of the regulatory
provisions of the Act. (A GHG may be an "air pollutant" for other effects it may have that are
addressed bythe CAA.) Authorization to regulate under the CAA is generallybased on a finding
that an air pollutant causes or contributes to air pollution that may reasonably be anticipated to
endanger public health or welfare. EPA's lack of CAA regulatory authority to address global '

climate change means that the terms "air pollution" and 'þublic health and welfare," as used in
the Act's regulatory provisions (including sections 108, ll2, and,202) [this enumeration will
help DOJ defend the various lawsuits], cannot be reasonably interpreted to encompass global
climate change and its effects. As a result, for all CAA regulatorypurposes, the terrn "air
pollutant" carmot be reasonably interpreted to include CO2 and other GHGs, W'e reserve
judgment on whether GHGs would meet the CAA definition of "air pollutant" were they subject
to regulation under the CAA for global climate change purposes.3 [this paragraph may also be
affected by edits to the GC opinion on Mondayl

B. Interference with Fuel Economy Standards

Even if GHGs were air pollutants g_en_er4lly pubject to regulat_ion wtder the eAA,
Congress has nqt authorized the Agency to regulate CO2 emissions from motor vehicles to the

3As Gerieral Counsel Fabricant explains in his memorandum, a substance does not meet
the CAA definition of "air pollutant" simply because it is a 'þhysical, chemical, biological,
radioactive . . . substance of matter which is emitted into or otherwise enters the ambient at.,, It
must also be an "air pollution agent," meaning it must cause or contribute to air pollution.
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extent such standards would effectiveþregulate the fuel economy of passenger cars and light
duty trucks. No technology curently exists or is under development that can capture and destroy
or reduce emissions of CO2, unlike other emissions from rnotor vehicle tailpípes. The only way
to reduce tailpipe emissions of CO2 is to improve fuel economy@

problems?|. Congress has already created a detailed set ofmandatory standards governing the
fuel economyof cars andtght dutybrucks, andhas authorizedDOT-notEPA-to implement
those standards. Ttre only way for EPA to proceed with CO2 emissions standards without
upsetting this statutory scheme would be to set a standard less stringent than CAFE for cars and

light dutytrucks. But such an approach would be meaningless in terms of reducing GHG
emissions from the U.S. motorvehicle fleet.a

Congress' care in designing the CAFE program makes clear that EPCA is the only
statutory vehicle for regulating the fuel economy of ca¡s and light duty trucks. Under EPCA,
DOT may set only "corporate average" standa¡ds that automakers meet on a fleetwide basis.

Automakers thus have flexibility to design different vehicle models having different fuel
economy so long as the average of the vehicles sold by the autornaker in a given model year and

class meets the CAFE standard for that year. In fact, EPCA offers automakers additional
flexibility by allowing thern to meet the CAFE standard for a given model year by'.'carrying
back'i or "carrying forward" the excess fuel econorny perfomrance of their fleets for the three
years before or after the applicable model year.

EPCA also builds in an opportunity for congressional oversight of CAFE standard-setting
that reinforces the notion that Congress intended fuel economy to be governed by EPCA alone.

The statute specifies a CAFE standard of 27.5 miles per gallon for passenger cars in model years

1984 andbeyond (49 U.S.C. section 32902þ)),but authorizes DOT to amend the standard to the

aAlthough the ICTA petition focuses on passenger cars and light duty trucks, it seeks

regulation of GHG emissions generaily from motor vehicles and engines, which include heavy
dufy engines and tnrcks. Passenger cars and light duty trucks are subject to CAFE standards;

heavy duty trucks are not. The contribution of heavy duty trucks to the U.S. motor vehicle GHG
inve,rrtory is relatively small, about 16 percent. EPA believes it would be ineffective, inefficient
and unreasonable to set CO2 emission standards for these vehicles in the.absence of a more
comprehensive program for seeking CO2 and other GHG reductions from the many types of
sources of these emissions.
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"maximum feasible average fuel economy level" for the relevant model year. However, to the
extent DOT raises or lowers the standards beyond specified levels, EPCA provides an automatic
opportunity for Congress to disapprove and effectively void the amended standard (49 U.S.C.
section 32902(c)). [Given that motor vehicle tailpipe CO2 emissions can only be reduced by.
improving fuel economyì??? "most feasiblffi CAA emission standards for CO2 that
required greater improvements in fuel economythan applicable CAFE standards required would
abrogate EPCA's regime.

C. No Mandatory Duty

As explained above, thelanguage, history strucflre and context of the CAA and
Congress' decision to givg DOT authority to regulate fuel economy under EPCA make clear that
EPA does not have authority to regulate motor vehicle emissions of CO2 and other GHGs under

the CAA. ln any event, the CAA provision authorizing regulation of motor vehicle

emissions does not impose a mandatory duty on the Administrator to exercise her

judgment. hstead, section 202(a)(l) provides the Adminlstratorwith discretionary authority to

address emissions in addition to those addressed by other section 202 provisions (see, e,g.,
sections 202(a)(3) and (b). While section 202(a)(l) uses the word "shall," it does not require the
Adminishator to act by a specified deadline and it conditions authority to act on a discretionary
exercise of the Administrator's judgment regarding whether motor vehicle emissions cause or
contribute to air pollution that may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or
welfare.

The website statements, legal memorandum and other documents cited by petitioners and
commenters in support of the petition a¡e not sufficient to satisff the criteria for setting standards
under section 202(a)(I). Exercise of section 202(a)(1) authority tums on the judgment made by
the Administrator, and CAA section 301 does not permit the Administrator to delegate her
standard-setting authority under section 202(a)(1). None of the statements petitioners claim
constitute the requisite endangerment finding for GHGs under section 202(a)(l) were made, or
subsequently adopted, by the Administrator. As the Car¡ron memorandum stated in 1998, no
Administrator had made a finding under any of the CAA's regulatory provisions that CO2 meets
the applicable statutory criteria for regulation. (Notably, the website statements on which the
petitioners partlyrelywere in existence at the time Mr. Cannon issued his memorandum.) That
staternent remains frue today - no Administrator has made findings that satisfy the criteria for
setting CO2 standards for motor vehicles or any other emission soruce. In any event, for such
findings to suffice for standard-setting purposes, they must be established through a notiee-and-
comment process.

EPA also disagrees with the premise of the petitioners' claim- that if the Administator
were to find that GHGs, in general, may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or
welfare, she must necessarily regulate GHG emissions from motor vehicles. Depending on the
particular problem, motor vehicles may contribute more or less or not at all. An important issue
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before the Administrato¡ is whether, given motor vehicles' relative contribution to aproblem, it
makes sense to regulate them. I:r the case of some types of air pollution, motor vehicles may be

one of many contributors, and it may make sense to conhol other contributors instead of, or in
tandem with, motor vehicles. The discretionary nature of the Administratot's section 202(a)(I)
authority allows her to consider these important policy issues and decide to regulate motor
vehicle emissions as appropriate to the air pol|ution problem being addressed. Accordingly, even

were the Administrator to make a formal f-ding regarding the potential health arid welfare
effects of GHGs in general, section 202(a)(1) would not require herto regulate GHG emissions

from motor vebicles.

rvith the regr¡latery appreaeh rrged by petitieners, [fsn't this just a continuation of the
mandatory-duty argument? I found the way you broke this into two sectÍons to be

confusing.l EPA establishment of motorvehicle GHG standards wouldbe neither appropriate

nor effective at this time. As described in detail below, the President has laid out a
comprehensive approach to climate change that calls for near-term voluntary actions and

incentives along with programs aimed at reducing scientific uncertainties and encouraging

technological development so that the government may effectively and efFrciently address the
climate change issue over the long term.

Petitioners and many commenters cited various international and national studies as

support for their claim that global climate change endangers public health and welfare in this
country and around the world. As the National Research Council (NRC) stated in its 2001 report,

Climate Change Science: An Analysis of Some Key Questiors,s GHGs "are accumulating in the

Earth's atmosphere as the result ofhuman activities, causing global mean surface air temperature
and subsurface ocean temperature to rise" (p. l). It further stated that while "[t]he changes

sPetitioners cited numerous studies and other sources of information in contending that
anthropogenic emissions of CO2, CH4, N2O, and IIFCs are accelerating global climate change

and emission of these compounds from motor vehicles contribute to the problem. Numerous
commenters agreed with petitioners and a few cited additional information or studies as further
support. See "Summary of Climate Petition Comments on Science" in the docket for this action.

Othercommenters disagreed with petitioners' contentions, citing different data and studies or in
some cases interpreting the same data and studies differentþ or emphasizing different aspects of
the information provided. I4 We reviewed the information submi. tted by petitioners and

commenters and concluded that all of the information was widely available and in the public
domain at the time we solicited comments on the petition. The information submitted does not
add significantly to the body of information availableto the NRC when it prepared its 2001

report. We rely in this decision on NRC's objective and independent assessment of the relevant
science. The comments submitted to the record do not include information that causes us to
question the validity of the NRC's conclusions.
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observed over the labt several decades are likely mostly due to human activities," it could "not
rule out that some significant part of these changes is also a reflection of natural variability." Id.
The NRC observed that "there is considerable uncertainly in current understanding of how the
climate system varies naturally and reacts to emissions of [GHGs] and aerosols." Id. As a result
of that nncertainty, the NRC cautioned that "cu¡Tent estímate of the magnitude of future warming
should be regarded as tentative and subject to future adjustments (either upward or downward)."
Id. It further advised that "[r]educing the wide range of uncertainty inherent in current model
predictions of global climate change will require major advances in understanding and modeling
of both 1) the factors that detemrine atnospheric concentrations of [GHGs] and aerosols and 2)
the so-called 'feedbacks' that detennine the sensitivþ of the climate system to a prescribed
increase in [GHGs]." Id. U did not read this paragraph as persuasively supporting EPA's
position, especially the fi¡st two sentences on the l[RC report. You might want to quote
from the body of the report itself, which is more balanced than the Executive Summary, or
just move on more quickly to your point that key uncertainties prevent EPA from
fashioning an effective regulatory strategy.l

The science of climate change is extraordinarily complex and stiil evolving. Although
there have been substantial advances in climate change science, there continue to be important
r¡ncertainties in our understanding of the factors that may affect future climate change and how it
should be addressed. As the NRC explained in its 2001 repofi, predicting future climate change
necessarily involves a complex web of economic and physical factors including: oru ability to
predict future global anthropogenic emissions of GHGs and aerosols; the fate of these emissions
once they enter the atmosphere (e.g., what percentage are absorbed by vegetation or are taken up
by the oceans); the impact of those emissions that remain in the atmosphere on the radiative
properties of the atmosphere; changes in critically important climate feedbacks (e.g., changes in
cloud cover and ocean circulation); changes in temperature characteristics (e.g., average
temperatures, shifts in daytime and evening temperatures); changes in other climatic parameters
(e.g., shifts in precipitation, storms); an¿ ultimately the impact of such changes on human health
and welfare (e.9., increases or decreases in agricultural productivity, human health impacts).
Substantial scientific uncertainties limit ow ability to assess each of these factors and to separate
out those changes resulting from natural variability from those that are directly the result of
increases in anthropogenic GHGs.

Reducing the wide range of r¡ncertainty inherent in current model predictions will require
major advances in understanding and modeling of the factors that determine atrnospheric
concentrations of gteenhouse gases and aerosols, and the processes that determine the sensitivity
of the climate system. Specifically, this will involve reducing uncertaintyregarding:

. the future global use of fossil fuels and future global emissions of methane,

. the fraction of fossil fuel carbon that will remain in the atmosphere and contribute to
radiative forcing versus exchange with the oceans or with the land biosphere,
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. the impacts (either positive or negative) of climate change on regional and local systems,

. the nature and causes of the natural variability of climate and its interactions with human-
induced changes, and

. the direct and indirect effects of the changing distribution of aerosols.

Knowledge of the climate system and of projections about the futrue climate is derived
from fundamental physics, chemistry and observations. Data are then incorporated in giobai
circulation models. However, model projections are limited by the paucity of data available to
evaluate the ability of coupled models to simulate important aspects of climate. The U.S, and
other countries a¡e attempting to overcome these limitations by developing a more
comprehensive long-term observation system, by making more extensive regional measurements
of greenhouse gases, and by increasing the computing power required to handle these expanded
data sets.

At present, the best scientific information indicates that if atmospheric greenhouse gas

concentrations continue to increase, changes are likeiy to occur. [As with above, this strong
statement does not support EPA's position and will be quoted back at you as currently
drafted.] It is diffrcult to predict, however, what these changes willbe. [n particular, we are not
able to predict with any confdence the timing, magnitude, or regional distribution of climate
change.

A central component of the President's policy is to reduce key uncertainties that exist in
our understanding of global climate change. Important efforts are underway to address these
uncertainties. In particular, the federal government has expanded scientific research efforts
through its Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRÐ. President Bush announced this new
initiative in June 2001 and called for it "to study areas of uncertainty and identify priority areas

where investments can make a difference." The CCRI recently issued its final "Strategic Plan for
the Climate Change Research Program" to ensure that scientific efforts are focused where they
are most critical and that the key scientific uncertainties identified are addressed in a timely and
effective manner for decision makers.

Along with stepped-up efforts to reduce scientific uncertainties, the President's policy
calls for public-private partnerships to develop break-tbrough technologies that could
dramaticaily reduce the economy's reliance on fossil fuels without slowing its growth. Latge-
scale shifts away from haditional energy sources,'however, will require not only the development
of abundant, cost-effective altemative fuels, but potentially wholesaie changes in the way
industrial processes and consumer products use fuel. Such momentous shifts do not take place
quickly. As the President has explained, "fa]ddressing global climate change will require a

sustained effort, over many generations"
(www. whitehouse. gov/news/releases/2 0 O2l02lclimatechange.html.).
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By conhast, establishing GHG emission standards for U.S. motor vehicles at this time
would require EPA to make scientific and technical judgments without the benefit of the studies

being developed to reduce uncertainties and advance technologies. It would also result in an

inefficient, piecemeal approach to addressing the climate change issue. The U.S. motor vehicle
fleet is one of many sources of GHG emissions both here and abroad, and different GHG
enission sources face different technological and financial challenges in reducing emissions.

A sensible regulatory scheme would require that all significant sources and sinks of GHG
emissions be considered in deciding how best to achieve any needed emission reductions.

Unilateral EPA regulation of motor vehicle GHG emissions could also weaken U.S.
efforts to persuade key developing countries to reduce the GHG intensity of their economíes.

Considering the large populations and growing economies of some developing countries,
increases intheii GHG emissíons could quickly overwhelm the ef[ects of GHGreduction
me¿u¡ures in developed countries. Any potential benefit of EPA regulation could be lost to the
extent other nations decided to let their emissions significantly increase in view of U.S. emission
reductions.6 Unavoidably, climate change raises important foreign policy issues, and it is the
President's prerogative to address them.

kr light of the considerations discussed above, EPA would decline the petitioners' request
to regulate motor vehicle GHG emissions even if it had authorityto promulgate such regulations.
Until more is understood about the causes, extent and significar.ce of climate change and the
potential options for addressing it, EPA believes it is inappropriate to regulate GHG eurissions
from motor vehicles.

In any event, the President's policy includes efforts to reduce motor vehicle petroleum
consumption thrgugh increases in motor vehicle fuei economy. As noted previously, petitioners
specifically suggested that EPA set a "corporate average fuel economy-based standard," but only
DOT is authorized to set motor vehicle fuel economy standards. DOT considered increasing fuel

6The U.S. faced a similar dilemma in its efforts to address stratospheric ozoîe depletion.
Early U.S. controls on substances that deplete stratospheric ozone were not matched by many
other countries. Over time, U.S. emission reductions were more than offset.by emission
increases in other countries. The U.S. did not impose additional domestic conhols on
stratospheric ozone-depleting substances until key developed and developing nations had
committed to controlling their own emissions under the Montreal Protocol on Substances that
Deplete Stratospheric Ozone.
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economy standards and re,cently promulgated a final rule increasing the CAFE standards for light
trucks, including sports utility vehicles, by 1.5 miles per gallon over a three-year period

beginning with model year 2005. The new standards are projected to result in savings of
approximately 3.6 billion gallons of gasoline over the lifetime of the affected vehicles, with the

conesponding avoidance of 31 million metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions. For the longer

terrl, the President has estabüshed a new public-private parürership with the nation's automobile

manufacturers to promote the development of hydrogen as a primary fuel for cars and trucks,

with the goal of building a commercially viable zero-emissions hydrogen-powered vehicle. In
the near-terrr, the President has sought $3 billion in tax credits over 11 years for consumers to

purchase fuel cell and hybrid vehicles.

Aside from fuel economy-based standards, petitioners only other zuggestions for reducing

CO2 from motor vehicles are tire efficiency standards and a declining fleet-averaged NOx
stand¿rd to force the inhoduction of zero-emitting vehicles. In the case of tire efficiency
standards, it is questionable whether such standards would qualiff as "standards applicable to the

emission" of an air pollutant from a motor vehicle under section 202(a)(I), since such standa¡ds

would presumably apply to the vehicle's tires, not its CO2 emissions (emphasis added). As for
zero emission vehicles, firther technological developments are needed before they could be a

practical choice for most consumers

With respect to the other GHGs - CH4, N20, and IIFCs - petitioners make no suggestion

as to how those emissions might be reduced from motor vehicles. GHG emissions from motor
vehicles primarily consist of CO2 from fuel combustion. I.lrI7999,N20 represented 4percent,
IIFCs 1 percent, and CH4less than 1 percent of transportation GHG emissions. As byproducts

of combustion, there is a direct proportional relationship between CO2 emissions and fuel
economy levels. EPA believes parametsrs other than fuel economy are more relevant to N2O,

CH4 and I{FCS formation. IIFCs come from mobile air conditioners, while CH4 and N2O are

influenced by cata$ic converter design. But as noted above, N20, I{FCs, and CH4 represent a

very small percentage of total U.S. transportation GHG emissions. As such, they would not be

effective or inefficient targets for regulation in the absence of regulation af CO2 emissions

VL Administration Global Climate Change Policy

Lack of CAA authority to impose GHG control requirements does not leave the federal
govenrment powerless to take sensible rneasured steps to address the global climate change issue,

As described in this notice, the President has laid out a comprehensive approach to global

climate change that calls for near-term voh¡ntary actions and incentives along with programs

aimed at reducing scientific uncertainties and encouraging technological development so that the
government may effectively and effrciently address the global climate change issue over the long
terrr. The CAA and other federal statutes provide the federal govemment with amFle authority
to conduct the researchnecessaryto better understand the nature, extent and effects ofany
human-induced global climate change and to develop technologies that will help achieve GHG
emission reductions to the extent they prove necessaxy. The CAA and other statutes also
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authorize, and EPA and other agencies have established, nonregulatoryprograms that provide
effectivp and appropriate means of addressing global climate change while scientific
uncertainties are addressed.

As part of that effort, the President in February 2002 called for voluntary reductions in
GHG intensify, including through fuel economy improvements. GHG intensity is the ratio of
GHG emissions to economic ouþut. The President's goal is to lower the U.S. rate of emissions
from an estimated 183 metric tons per million dollars of gross domestic product (GDP) u;-2002
to 151 metric tons per million dollars of GDP in20L2.. Meeting this commitment will prevent

GHG emissions of over 500 million metric tons of carbon equivalent (MMTCE) from entering
the atmosphere cumulatively over the next ten years, and is equivalent to taking 70 million (or
one out ofthree) cars offthe road.

The "Climate VISIOIf' (Voluntary Innovative Sector lritiatives: Opportunities Now)
program, a Presidential initiative launched by the Departrnent of Energy (DOE) in February
2003, is a voluntarypublic-private parbrership designed to pwsue cost-effective strategies to
reduce the growth of GHG emissions, especially by energy-intensive industries. Working with
tade associations and other groups, the program assists industry in its efforts to accelerate the
tansition to energy technologies and manufactr¡ring processes that are cleaner, more efficient,
and capable of capturing or sequestering GHGs. Climate VISION links these objectives with
technology development and deployment activities primarily at DOE, but also at other
participating agencies. Since Climate VISION was launched, 14 industry groups have become
program parbrers with DOE.

EPA is also pursuing a number of nonregulatory approaches to reducing GHG emissions.
designed to foster technology development. In February 2002, EPA launched EPA's Climate

Leaders program, a nev/ voluntary parbrership program between government and industry.
Through Climate Leaders, companies will work with EPA to evaluate their GHG emissions, set

aggressive reduction goals, and report their progress toward meeting those goais. To date, more
than 40 companies from almost all of the most energy-intensive industry sectors have joined
Climate Leaders,

EPA's Energy Star program is another example of vohurtary actions that have
substantially reduced GHG emissions. Energy Sta¡ is a voluntary labeling progr¿Ìm that provides
critical information to businesses and consumers about the energy efficiency of the products they
purchase, Over the past decade more than 750 million Energy Star products have been purchased
across more than 30 product categories (e.g., computerg, qrlcrowaves, waslling machines).
Reductions in GHG emissions from Energy Star purchases were equivalent to removing 10

million cars from the road last year. Businesses and consumers not only reduced their GHG
emissions, but also saved $5 billion last year through their use of Energy Star products.

EPA also has voluntaiyprograms aimed at reducing methane emissions from a variety of
sources. For example, the Agency has parbrerships with natural gas companies to reduce
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emissions from leakypipelines and dishibution equipment, solid waste landfill facilities to

capture and reuse emissions from landfills, and coal mining compenies to captgre and reuse

,rråth*" escaping from mines. Together, these programs ¿re projected to reduce methane

emissions to below 1990 levels through 2010.

In addition, EpA has extensive parbrerships with industries responsible for emissions of

the most potent industial GHG (e.g., sulfur hexafluoride, per fluorocarbons and IIFCs).

Through partrerstrips with EPA, the aluminum sector has exceeded their goal of reducing PFC

emissiãns by 45%Êom 1990 levels by 2000 and is now in discussions about anew, more

aggressive goal. The semiconductor ns

by 7}%below 1995 levels bY 2010.

magnesium sector under which they s by

20L0.

The federal government's voluntary climate programs are aheady achieving significant

emission reductions. ¡12000 alone, reductions in GHG emissions totaled 66 MMTCE when

compared to emissions in the absence of these proglams'

Importantly, the President's initiative will improve our ability to accwately measure and

veriff GHG
improve the
emerging do
will be provided with transferable credits for acl

credits *itt U. available for use under any future incentive-based or mandatory programs. 
'We

believe the enhanced standards for the new registry wiil strengthen the current voh:ntary hading

systems.

The president's 2003 budget also seeks $4.5 biilion for global climate change-related

programs, a $700 rnillion increase over20O2. This inciud

*¿"t the Climate Change Research Initiative, and $1'3 bi s

under the National Climãte Change Technology initiative' the

world. The 2003 budget seeks $555 million in clean energy incentives to spur investnents in

solar, wind, and biomass energy, co-generation, and landfill gas conversion'

New and expanded international policies will complement ow domestic policies,

including tripled funding for the "Debt-for-Naturd' Tropical Forest Conservation Prograrn, fully

funding 
-tlt" 

ðlotut_ EnyironrrenJ Faqility for its third four-year replenishment, enhanced support

for climate observation systems and climate technology assistance in developing countries, and

sustained level funding fór USAID climate programs, including technology transfer and capacity

building in developing countries.

In the transportation sector, ttre Administration's global climate change plan includes

promoting the development of fuel-efficient motor vehicles and trucks, researching options for
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producing cleaner fuels, and implementing programs to improve energy efficiency. The plan
calls for expanding federal research partnerships with industry, providing market-based
incentives, and updating cur¡ent regulatory programs that advance our progress in this area. This
commitment includes expanding fuel cell research, in particular through the "FreedomCAR"
initiative.

FreedomCAR is a nev¡ public-private parùrership with the nation's automobile
manufactu¡ers. It seeks to promote the development of hydrogen a¡¡ aprimary fuel for cars and
trucks, with the goal of building a commercially viable zero-emissions hydrogen-powered
vehicle. FreedomCAR focuses on technologies to enable mass production of affordable
hydrogen-powered fuel cell vehicles and the hydrogen-supply infrastructure to support them.

Developing new technologies to improve the energy efÍiciency of transportation in the
U.S. will be a keyelement in achieving ñrtr:re reductions in GHG enrissions. The President's
2003 budget seeks more than $3 billion in ta;r credits over 11 years for consumers to purchase
fuel cell andhybrid vehicles. The Adminishation's global climate change plan supports
increasing automobile fuel economy and encouragns new technologies that reduce our
dependence on imported oil, while protecting passenger safety and jobs.

To address GHG emissions from the electric utility sector, DOE in February ofthis year
announced FutureGen, a $1 billion govemment/industryparhrership to design, build and operate
a nearly emission-free, coal-fired electric and hydrogen production plant. T1re 27 S-megawatt
protot¡pe plant will serve as alarge scale engineering laboratory for testing new clean power,
carbon capture, and coal-to-hydrogen technologies. It will be the cleanest fossii fuel-fired power
plant in the world. The project is a direct response to the President's Climate Change and
Hydro gen Fuels Initiatives.

Irr all, the President's global climate change policy sets the U.S. on a path to slow the
growth of GHG ernissions and, as the science justifi.es, to stop and then reverse that growth. This
policy supports vital global climate change research and lays the groundwork for future action by
investing in science, technology, and institutions. hr addition, the President's policy emphasizes
international cooperation and promotes working with other nations to develop an effrcient and
coordinated response to global climate change. In taking prudent pnvironmental action at home
and abroad, the U,S. is advancing a realistic and effective long-terrr approach to the global
climate change issue.

VI. Conclusion

After considering ICTA's petition, public comment, EPA's legal authority, and other
relevant information, ICTA's petition for mobile source regulation of GHG emissions is denied
for the reasons discussed above.
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Dated:

ISignature]
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8/26/03 Draft

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

IFRL ]

Control of Emissions from New Highway Vehicles and Engines

AGENCY: EnvironmentalProtectionAgency(EPA).

ACTION: Notice of denial of petition for rulemaking.

SIIMMARY: A group of organizations petitioned EPA to regulate emissions of carbon dioxide
and other greenhouse gases from motor vehicles under the Clean Air Act. For the reasons
provided below, EPA is denying the petition.

EFFECTIVE DATE: fUpon publication.]

ADDRESSES: Information relevant to this action is contained in Docket No. A-2000-04
at the EPA Docket Center, Public Reading Room, Room 8102, EPA West Building, 1301

Constitution Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. Dockets may be inspected at this location from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, exceþt on government holidays. You can reach
the Air Docket by telephon e at (202) 566-17 42 and by facsimile at (202) 566-17 4l . You may be

charged a reasonable fee for photocopying docket materials, as provided in 40 CFR PartZ.

FOR FURTHER INfORMATION CONTACT: [ ], Office of Air and Radiation,
(202) s64-l l.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
I. Backsor¡nd

On October 20, 1999, the lnternational Center for Technology Assessment (ICTA) and a

number of other organizationst petitioned EPA to regulate certain greenhouse gas (GHG)

tSolar Energy Association, Oregon Environmental Council, Public Citizen, Solar

Energy lndustries Association, the SUN DAY Campaign.Alliance for Sustainable

Communities, Applied Power Technologíes, Bio Fuels America, California Solar Energy

I nd ustries, Clements Environmenta I Corporation, Environ mental Advocates,

Environmental and Energy Study lnstitute, Friends of the Earth, Full Circle Energy
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emissions from new motor vehicles and engines under section 202(aX1) of the Clean Air Act
(CAA). Specificaily, petitioners seek EPA regulation of carbon dioxide (COz), methane (CH4),

nitrous oxide CN2O), and hydrofluorocarbon ftIFCs) emissions from new motor vehicles and

engines. Petitioners claim these emissions a¡e significantly contributing to global climate

change.

EPA is authorized to regulate air pollutants from motor vehicles under title tr of the CAA.
In particular, section 202(a)(l) provides that "the Administrator [of EPA] shall by regulation

prescribe . . . in accordance with the provisions of [section 202], standards applicable to the

emission of any air pollutant from any class or classes of new motor vehicle . . ., which in his
judgment cause, or contribute to, air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to endanger

public health or welfare."

tr. Summary of the Petition

Petitioners contend the test for regulating motor vehicle emissions under CAA section

202(a)(l) has been met for COz, CH4,N2O and IIFCs. They claim statements made on EPA's
website and in other documents constitute an Agency finding that the four GHGs may reasonably

be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare. They also assert that inotor vehicle

emissions of the GHGs could be significantly reduced by increasing the fuel economy of
vehicles, eliminating tailpipe emissions altogether, or using other current and developing

technologies. Based on their analysis, they argue EPA has a mandatory duty under section

202(a)(l) to regulate emissions of GHGs from motor vehicles.

Petitioners present their case for why EPA should, and even must, regulate motor vehicle

GHG emissions under section 202(a)(l) in four parts. First, they assert that anthropogenic

emissions of COz, CH4, N2O, and HFCs meet the CAA section 302(9) definition of "air
pollutant," whiih is "any air pollution agent or combination of such agents, including any

physical, chemical, biological, radioactive . . . substance or matter which is emitted into or

Project, lnc., Green Party of Rhode lsland, Greenpeace U.S.A., Network for

Environmental and Economic Responsíbility of the United Church of Christ, New Jersey

Environmental Watch, New Mexico
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otherwise enters ambient air. Such term includes any precursors to the formation of any air
pollutant . . ." Citing international and national reports, petitioners contend that anthropogenic
emissions of CO2, CH4, N2O, and HFCs a¡e accelerating global warming, and that motor vehicle
emissions of these GHGs, particularly COz, significantly contribute to the U.S. GHG inventory.
Petitioners argue that the contribution of motor vehicle GHG emissions to global climate change
qualiff them as "air pollutants" under the CAA.

Petitioners also claim EPA has already determined COz to be an air pollutant, They cite
an April 10, 1998 memorandum from Jonathan Z. Cannon, then General Counsel of EPA, to
Carol Bror,rmer, then Administrator of EPA, entitled "EPA's Authority to Regulate Pollutants
Emitted byElectric Power Generation Sources" (hereinafter "Cannon Memorandum"). The
memorandum states that sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, mercury, and COz emitted from electric
power generating units fall within the definition of "air pollutant" under cAA section 302(9).
According to petitioners, it follows from the memorandum that the other three GHGs meet the
CAA def,rnition of "air pollutant," too.

Second, petitioners argue that GHG emissions contribute to. pollution that "may
reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare," a key criterion for regulation
under section 202(a)(l). Petitioners state that the CAA does not require proof of actual harm, but
allows the Administrator to make a precautionary decision to regulate an pollutant if it "may
reasonably be anticipated" to endanger public health or welfare. The petitioners póint to
statements made by the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
EPA and others about the potential effects of global climate change on public health and welfare
as establishing that global climate change "may reasonablybe anticipated to endanger public
health and welfare." Based on these statements, the petitioners allege numerous th¡eats to public
health and welfare.

Third, petitioners argue that it is technically feasible to reduce GHG emissions from new
motor vehicles and engines. Focusing on CO2, they explain that CO2 emissions can be reduced
by increasing the fuel economy of passenger cars and light trucks. They note that a number of
currently available gasoline-powered cars get significantly better fuel economy than the 27 .5 mpg
corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) standard currently applicable to cars under federal law.
They also point to a congressional report identiffing other technologies for further improving the
fuel economy of gasoline-powered cars that have yet to be fully employed. In addition,
petitioners note that several foreign and domestic car manufacturers are already marketing or
developing hybrid-electric vehicles that get significantly better fuel mileage than the most fuel-
efficient gasoline-powered car. Looking ahead to the next generation of vehicle technolog¡
petitioners describe the potential for eleetric and hydrogen.celled vehictes to eliminate tailpipe
emissions altogether. Petitioners recommend that EPA set a "corporate average fuel-economy
based standa¡d" under CAA section2}2 that would result in the rapid market introduction of
rnore fu el-effi ci ent and z ero- emi ssion vehicles.

(

Petitioners suggest other potential ways of reducing COz emissions such as setting a



declining fleet average NOx emission standard that would require manufacturers to add zero-. 
emission vehicles to their fleets. They also note the availability of tire efficiency standa¡ds.

Petitioners do not, however, address the potential for reducing motor vehicle emissions of the

other three GHGs.

Finally, petitioners maintain the Administrator has a mandatory duty to regulate motor
vehicle GHG emissions under CAA section202(a)(I). They contend EPA has "already made

formal findings" that motor vehicle GHG emissions "pose[] actual or potential harmful effects

[on] the public health and welfare." Noting that section 202(a)(l) provides the Administrator
"shall" prescribe motor vehicle standards, petitioners argue that the use of "shall" creates a

mandatory duty to promulgate standards when the requisite findings are made. They accordingly
claim the Administrator must establish motor vehicle standards for the four GHGs.

Petitioners further argue that "the precautionary purpose of the CAA supports" regulating
these gases even if the Agency believes there is some scienti{ic uncertainty regarding the actual

impacts of global climate change. Petitioners cite several court cases recognizing the

Administrator's authority to err on the side of caution in making decisions in areas of scientific
uncertainty. They also assert that scientific uncertainty does not excuse a mandatory duty to

regulate.

m. Request for Comment

On January 23,200I, EPA requested public comment on the petition (see 66 FR 7486).

The public comment period ended May 23,200I.

EPA requested comment on all the issues raised in CTA's petition. In particular, EPA
requested comment on any scientific, technical, legal, economic or other aspect of these issues

that may be relevant to EPA's consideration of the petition.

tV. Summary of Public Comments

EPA received almost 50,000 comments on the petition. Most comments were relatively
brief expressions of support for the petition sent by electronic maii; many were virnrally
identical. EPA also hea¡d from a number of business and environmental groups. Most of the

comments focused exclusively on COz. This section describes the significant points and -
arguments made in the public comments.

Several åommenters addressed the issüe of whether thefour GHGs =CClz,CH4, N20 and

IIFCs - are "air pollutants" under the CAA and thus.potentially subject to regulation under the

Act. Some of the commenters agreed with the petitioners that GHGs are air pollutants under the

CAA. Like the petitioners, they noted that the definition of "air pollutant" in CAA section
302(9) is very broad and that the CAA itself refers to COz as an "air pollutant" (see CAA section
103(g)). These commenters also cited to and agreed with the Cannon Memorandum and
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statements by Gary Guzy, EPA's General Counsel following Mr. Cannon, that COz falls within
the CAA definition of air pollutant.

Other comrnenters argued that EPA has never formally determined that any GHGs a¡e air
pollutants and that the Cannon Memorandum is not such a finding. Some commenters also

argued that COz is not an air pollutarrt because it is a naturally-occurring substance in Earth's

atmosphere and is critical to sustaining life. Other commenters pointed out that EPAalready
regulates as air pollutants substances that have natural as well as anthropogenic sources where

human activities have increased the quantities present in the air to levels harmful to public health,

welfare or the environment (e.g., sulfur dioxide, volatile organic compounds, þarticulate matter).

Another issue of concern to commenters rÃ/as whether EPA has authority to regulate

motor vehicle emissions of GHGs even if they meet the CAA definition of "air.pollutant."
Commenters supportive of the petition noted the broad authority confened by section 202(a)(l)
to regulate motor vehicle emissions that cause or contribute to air pollution that may reasonably

be anticipated to endanger public health and welfare. These commenters also noted that CAA
section 302(h) defines "welfare" to include effects on weather and climate, as well as other

aspects of the environment that may be affected by global climate change (e.g., soils, watet,

crops, vegetation, animals, visibility).

Other commenters argued that the CAA does not authorize regulations to address global

climate change, including motor vehicle GHG emission standards. They noted that no CAA
provision specifically authorizes global climate change regulations, a Senate committee's
proposal for mandatory COz standards for motor vehicles did not survive Senate consideration,

and other contemporaneous legislative proposals for mandatory GHG emission reductions failed
to pass. They also pointed out that the only CAA provision that specificallymentions COz

authorizes only "nonregulatory" measures and expressly precludes its use as authority for
imposing rnandatory controls. They cited another CAA provision that calls on EPA to determine

the "global warming potential" of certain pollutants but expressly precludes regulation on that

basis as further indication that Congress did not intend EPA to regulate GHGs under the CAA.'

Looking at the CAA more broadly, several commenters argued that the key statutory

mechanism for controlling pervasive "air pollutants" - establishing and implementing national

ambient air quality standards under sections 108, 109 and 110 - is unworkable for addressing an

issue whose causes and effects are global in nature. Several commenters also pointed out that

Congress addressed another global atmospheric issue, depletion of stratospheric ozone by mar¡-

made substances, explicitly and in discrete portions of the Act, specificallypart B of title 1 prior
to the CAA Amendments of 1990 and title Vlfollowing the 1990 amendments: Moreover; both

incarnations of CAA stratospheric ozone authority included recognition of the international
nature of the problem and provisions to facilitate and augment international cooperation in
achieving a solution. These commenters argued that if Congress had intended EPA to address

global climate change rurder the CAA, it would have made that clear by including analogous

provisions.



Placing the CAA in a larger context, the commenters noted several other federal statutes
that specifically address global climate change and authorize only research and policy
development, not regulation. Commenters also pointed out that Congress has expressed
dissatisfaction with the Kyoto Protocol, negotiated under the auspices of the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change and requiring parties to the Protocol to reduce their
GHG emissions by a specific amount. They firther cited congressional actions taken since the
1990 CAA amendments to prevent EPA from implementing the Kyoto Protocol (the so-called
Knollenberg amendments to the FY 1999 and 2000 VA-HUD and Independent Agency
Appropriations Acts). Finally, they noted that Congress had rejected numerous legislative
proposals mandating GHG reductions (see, e.g., S. L224,101't Cong. (1989); H.R. 5966, 101't
Cong. (i990) . According to the commenters, these actions clearly signal that Congress awaits
fuither scientific information and other technological and international developments before
authorizing any regulation to address global climate change.

Finall¡ several commenters pointed to the Supreme Court's decision in Food and Drug
Administration v. Brown & Wlliamson Tobacco Corp.,120 S.Ct. l29l (2000), finding the FDA
lacks authority to regulate tobacco products despite a facially broad grant of authority. These
commenters wamed that a reviewing court would closely scrutinize and likely strike down an
EPA assertion of CAA authority to regulate for global climate change purposes when Congress
specifically addressed the issue of global climate change, not in the CAA, but in other federal
statutes that do not authorize regulation.

By contrast, several commenters pointed to, and agreed with, a letter from then EPA
General Counsel Guzy to a congressional committee explaining that explicit mention of a
pollutant is not a necessary prerequisite to regulation under a statutory provision granting broad
authority to regulate pollutants, provided that the statutory criteria for regulation are rnet. These
commenters also echoed Mr. Guzy's view that a congressional decision not to require standards
does not affect pre-existing discretionary authority to set standards where the applicable criteria
are met.

Many commenters considered the issue of whether anthropogenic GHG emissions
contribute to air pollution that may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or
welfare. Several commenters pointed out, as petitioners did, that EPA's climate website and
other national and international reports describe hazards to human health and welfaie that may
result from global climate change. Other commenters claimed there is no basis at ttris time for
EPA to conclude that GHG emissions from U.S. motor vehicles endanger pubtic health or
welfare; Some commenters questioned whether global warmingwas occurring or whether
humans' impact on any giobal warming was significant. These commenters also suggested that
global warming, if real, would have beneficial impacts (e.g., hetping prevent another ice age,
increasing agricultural production) that could outweigh any adverse effects. Several commenters
argued that since the causes and effects of global climate change occur on a worldwide basis,
regulation of only U.S. motor vehicles would be neither effective nor fair.



Commenters also addressed whether it is technologically feasible to reduce GHG

emissions from new motor vehicles. Some commenters described categories of technologies that

can substantially reduce COz emissions from gasoline-powered passenger cars and light tmcks,

including vehicle load reduction, engine improvements, improved transmissions, integrated

starter generators, and hybrid-electric drive trains. Vehicle load reduction strategies include

reduced vehicle mass, reduced aerodynamic drag, reduced tire rolling resistance, and reduced

accessöry loads. Engine improvement strategies include improved specific power and gasoline

direct injection. Improved transmission strategies include 5- and 6-speed automatic

transmissions, 5,speed motorized manual gearshifts, and continuously variable transmissions.

Other commenters asserted that EPA may not regulate motor vehicle GHG emissions by setting

fuel economy standards, since Congress entrusted fuel economy standa¡d-setting to the

Department of Transportation (DOT) under the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA).

Finally, commenters considered whether EPA has a mandatory duty to regulate motor

vehicle GHG emissions. Some commenters agreed with petitioners that the Cannon

Memorandum and EPA's website statements triggered an obligation under CAA section

202(a)(l) to set COz standards. Other commenters countered that the Cannon Memorandum and

EPA website statements are not formal EPA findings for the purposes of exercising statutory

authority. They asserted that for frndings to provide a sufficient legal basis for regulating under

section 202(a)(l),they must be established through a public notice-and-comment process'

V. EPA Response

Afler careful consideration of petitioners' arguments and the public comments, EPA

concludes that it cannot and should not regulate GHG emissions from U.S. motor vehicles under

the CAA. Based on a thorough review of the CAA, its legislative history, other congressional 
^

action and Supreme Court precedent, EPA believes that the CAA does not authorize regulation2

to address global climate change. Moreover, even if COz were an air pollutant generaily subject

to regulation under the CAA, Congress has not authorized the Agency to regulate COz emissions

from motor vehicles to the extent such standards would effectively regulate car and light truck

fuel economy, which is govemed by a comprehensive statute administered byDOT.

In any event, EPA believes that setting GHG emission standards for motor vehicles is not

appropriate at this time. President Bush has established a comprehensive global climate change

poti"y designed to (1) answer questions about the causes, extent, timing and effects of global

.ti*ut. change that are critical to the formulation of an effective, efficient long-term policy, (2)

encouragethe developmenf ofadvanced technologies that will enablë draniatic reductionS in

GHG emissions, if needed, in the future, and (3) take sensible steps in the interim to reduce the

z"Regulation" as used in this section of the notice refers to legally binding requirements

promulgated by an agency under statutory authority. It does not include voluntary measures that

emission sources may or may not undertake at their discretion.



risk of global climate,change. The intemational nature of global climate change also has

implications for foreign policy, which the President directs. In view of EPA's lack of CAA
regulatory authority to address global climate change, DOT's authority to regulate fuel economy,

the President's policy, and the potential foreign policy implications, EPA declines the

petitioners' request to regulate GHG emissions from motor vehicles.

A. EPA's Legal Authority under the CAA

As summarized above, many commenters on the petition raised important legal issues

regarding EPA's authority to issue global climate change regulations under the CAA. Two EPA

General Counsels previously addressed the issue of EPA's authority to irnpose COz emission

control requirements. Both found that COz meets the CAA definition of "air pollutant" and

could therefore be subject to regulation under one or more of the CAA's regulatory provisions if
the applicable statutory criteria for regulation were met. Both also noted, however, that the

Agency had not made the requisite findings under any CAA provision for regulation of COz

emission. Significantly, the past general counsels reâched their conclusions prior to the Supreme

Court's decision in Brown & Ililliamson, which cautions against agencies using broadlyworded
statutory authority to regulate in areas raising unusually significant economic and political issues

when Congress has specifically addressed those areas in other statutes.

Because the petition seeks CAA regulation of GHG emissions from motor vehicles to

reduce the risk of global climate change, EPA has examined the fundamental issue of whether

the CAA authorizes the imposition of control requirements.for that purpose. As part of that

examination, EPA's General Counsel, Robert E. Fabricant, reviewed his predecessors'

memorandum and statements, as well as the public comments raising legal authority issues. The

General Counsel considered the text and history of the CAA in the context of other congressional

actions specifically addressing global climate change and in light of the Supreme Court's

admonition in Brown &Williamson to "be guided to a degree by common sense as to the manner

in which Congress is likely to delegate a policy decision of such . . . magnitude to an

administrative agency." In a memorandum to the Acting Administrator dated August 

-,2003,the General Counsel concluded that the CAA does not authorize EPA to regulate for global

climate change purposes, and accordingly that COz and other GHGs cannot be considered "air
pollutants" sgbject to the CAA's regulatoryprovisions for any contribution they may make to

global climate change. Accordingly, he withdrew the Canron memorandum and statements by
Mr. Guzy as no longer expressing the views of EPA's General Counsel. The General Counsel's

opinion is adopted as the position of the Agency for purposes of deciding this petition and for all

other relevant purposes under the CAA.

As summarizedabove, commenters supporting thepetition claim that section 202 of the

CAA provides EPA with broad authority to set standards for motor vehicle emissions of COz and

other GHGs to the extent those emissions cause or contribute to global climate change. At the

same time, other commenters correctly note that (1) no CAA provision specifically authorizes
global climate change regulation, (2) the only CAA provision specificallymentioning CO2
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authorizes only "nonregulatory" measures, (3) tþe codified CAA provisions related to global

climate change expressly preclude the use of those provisions to authorize regulation, (4) a

Senate committee proposal to include motor vehicle COz standards in the 1990 CAA
arnendments failed, (5) federal statutes expressly addressing global climate change do not

authorize regulation, and (6) numerous congressional actions suggest that Congress has yet to

decid,e that such regulation is warranted. These indicia of congressional intent raise the issue of
whether the CAA is properly interpreted to authorize regulation to address global climate change.

Congress was well aware of the global climate change issue when it last comprehensiveiy

amended the CAA in 1990. During the 1980s, scientific discussions about the possibility of
global climate change led to public concern both in the U.S. and abroad. In response, the U.S.

and other nations developed the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

(SNFCCC). President George H. W. Bush signed, and the U.S, Senate approved, the UNFCCC

in 7992, and the UNFCCC took effect in 1994.

The UNFCCC established the "ultimate objective" of "stabiliz[ing] greenhouse gas

concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent dangerous anthropogenic

interference with the climate system" (Article 2 of the UNFCCC). All parties to the UNFCCC

agreed on the need for further research to determine the level at which GHG concentrations

should be stabilized, acknowledging that "there are many uncertainties in predictions of climate

change, particularly with regard to the timing, magnitude and regional patterns thereof'(findings

section ofIJNFCCC).

Shortlybefore the UNFCCC was adopted in May 1992, Congress developed'the 1990

CAA amendrnents. A central issue for the UNFCCC - whether binding emission limitations

should be set - was also considered in the context of the CAA amendments. As several

commenters noted, a Senate cornmittee included in its bill to amend the CAA aprovision

requiring EPA to set COz emission standa¡ds for motor vehicles. I{owever, that provision was

,"*ot.d from the bill on which the full Senate voted, and the bill eventually enacted was silent

with regard to motor vehicle CO2 emission standards. During this same time period, other

legislative proposals were made to control GHG emissions, some in the context of national

"*rgypolicy,butnonewefepassed(see,e.g.,5.324,101'tCong.(1989); 
S-1224,101'tCong.

(19S9); H.R. 5966, 101't Cong. (1990).

In the CAú{ funendments of 1990 as enacted, Congress called on EPA to develop

information concerning global climate change and "nonregulatory" strategies for reducing COz

emissions. Specifically, uncodified section 821 of the CAA Amendments requires measurement

of COz emissions from utilitiessubject to permitting'under title V of the CAA. New section 602

of the CAA directs EPA to determine the "global warming potential" of substances that deplete

stratospheric ozone. And new section 103(g) calls on EPA to develop "nonregulatory'' measures

for the prevention of multiple air pollutants and lists several air pollutants and COz for that

purpose.
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Notably, none of these provisions authorizes the imposition of mandatory requirements,

and two of them expressly preclude their use for regulatory purposes (sections 103(g) and 602).

Only the research and development provision of the CAA - section 103 - specifrcally mentions

COz, and the legislative history of that section indicates Congress was focused on seeking a

sound scientific basis on which to make future decisions on global climate change, not regulation

under the CAA as it was being amended. Representatives Roþ and Smith, two of the principal

authors of section 103 as amended, explained that EPA's "science mandate" needed updating to

deai with new, more complex issues, including "global warming" (A Legislative History of the

Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, 103 Cong., 1't Sess., S. Pfi. 103-38, Yol.Z,pp'2776 and

2778). They expressed concern that EPA's research budget had been too heavily focused on

supporting existing regulatory actions when the Agency also needed to conduct "long-term air

poìtutio., iesearch'i to "enhance EPA's ability to predict the need for future action" (id. at 2777),

As Mr. Roe explained:

"[W]e have learned over the last 20 years that air pollution problems are complex and

that easy answers are not readily forthcoming. . . lT]his amendment is premised on the

belief that without a sound scientific foundation, even our most well intentioned efforts to

air quality are doomed to failure"'Id.

with expanded research and development authority, however, Congress

did not regulatory authority. In section 103(g), Congress directed EPA to

establisb a research and technology prograrn to develop, evaluate and

and technologies for air pollution prevention and specifically called for

impr*r.c;1:ct¿s i{t ç.,rch measures for preventing CO2 as well as several specified air pollutants.
guì .;r expressfy ¡rvr:vided that nothing in the subsection "shall be construed to authorize the

impqßitión,on any person of air pollution control requirements." As if to drive home the point,

."ótiótr 103(g) was revised in conference to include the term "nonregulatory" to describe the

'.strategies and technologies" the subsection was intended to promote. tn its treatment of the

global ctimate change issue in the CAA amenciments, Congress made clear that it awaited further

information before making decisions on the need for regulation.

Beyond Congress' specific CAA references to COz and global warming, another aspect of

the Act cautions against construing its provisions to authorize regulation of emissions that may

contribute to global climate change. The CAA provisions addressing stratospheric ozone

depletion demonstrate that Congress has understood the need for specially tailored solutions to

gtôUat atmospheric issues, and has expressly granted regulatory authority when it has concluded

that controls may be needed as part of those solutions. Like global clirnate change, the causes

and effêcts of stratosphèrìc ozone depletion are global in nature. Anthropogeniõ substances that

deplete stratospheric ozone are emitted around the world and are very longJived; their depleting

effects and the consequences of those effects occur on a global scale. In the CAA prior to its

amendment in 1990, Congress specifically addressed the problem in a separate portion of the

statute (p"rt B of title I) that recognized the global nature of,the problem and called for

negotiation of international agreements to ensure world-wide participation in resea¡ch and any
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control of stratospheric ozone-depleting substances. In the 1990 CAA amendments, Congress

again addressed the issue in a discrete portion of the statute (title VI) that similarly provides for
coordination with the intemational community. Moreover, both incarnations of the CAA's
stratospheric ozone provisions contain express authorization for EPA to regulate as scientific
information warants. In light of this CAA treatment of stratospheric ozone depletion, it would
be anomalous to conclude that Congress intended EPA to address global climate change under
the CAA's general regulatory provisions, with no provision recognizing the international
dimension of the issue and any sol,ution, and no express authorization to regulate.

EPA's prior use of the CAA's general regulatoryprovisions provides an important
context. Since the inception of the Act, EPA has used these provisions to address air pollution
problems which occur primarily at ground level or near the surface of the earth. For example,
national ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) established under CAA section 109 address

concentrations of substances in the ambient air and the related public health and welfare '

problems. This has meant setting NAAQS for concentrations of ozone, carbon monoxide,
particulate matter and other substances in the air near the surface of the earth, not higher in the
atmosphere. Concentrations of these substances generally vary from place to place as a result of
differences in local or regional emissions and other factors (e.9., topography), although long
tange transport may also contribute to local concentrations in some cases. COz, by contrast, is
fairly consistent in concentration th¡oughout the world's atmosphere up to approximately the
lower stratosphere. Problems associated with atmospheric concentrations of COz are much more
like the kind of global problem Congress addressed through adoption of the specific provisions
of Title VI.

In assessing the availability of CAA authority to address global climate change, it is also

useful to consider whether the NAAQS system - a key CAA regulatory mechanism - could be
used to effectively address the issue. Unique and basic aspects of the presence of key GHGs in
the atmosphere make the NAAQS system fundamentally ill-suited to addressing these gases in
relation to global climate change. Many GHGs reside in the earth's atmosphere for very long
periods of time. CO2, by far the rnost pervasive of anthropogenic GHGs, has a residence time of
roughly 50-200 years. This long lifetime along witþ atmóspheric dynamics means that COz is
well mixed throughout the atmosphere, up to approximately the lower stratosphere. The ¡esult is
a vast global atmospheric pool of COz that is fairly consistent in concentration, everywhere along
the surface of the earth and vertically throughout this area of mixing.

At the same time that atmospheric concentrations of COz are fairly consistent globally,
the potential for either adverse or beneficial effects in the U.S. from these concentrations depends
on complicated interactions of many variables on the land, in the oceans, and in the atmosphere,
occurring around the world and over long periods of time. Characterization and assessment of
such effects and the relation of such effects to atmospheric concentration of COz in the U.S.
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would present scientific issues of unprecedented complexity in the NAAQS context. The long

lived nature of the CO2 global pool would also make it extremely difficult to evaluate the extent

over time to which effects in the U.S. would be related to anthropogenic emissions in the U.S..

Finally, the nature of that pool would mean that any COz standa¡d set would in effect be a

worldwide ambient air quality standard, not a national standa¡d - the entire world would be

either in compliance or out of compliance,

Such a situation would be inconsistent with a basic underlying premise of the CAA
regime for implementation of a NAAQS - that actions taken by individual states and by EPA
can generally bring all areas of the U.S. into attainment of a NAAQS. The statutory NAAQS

'.implementation regime is fundamentally inadequate when it comes to a substance like CO2,

which is emitted globally and has relatively homogenous concentrations a¡ound the worid. A
NAAQS for COz, unlike anypollutant for which aNAAQS has been established, could not be

attained by any area of the U.S. until such a standard were attained by the entire world as a result

of emission controls implernented in countries around the world. The lirnited flexibility provided

in the Act to address the impacts of foreign pollution transported to the U.S. was not designed to

address the challenges presented by long lived global atmospheric pools such as exists for COz.

The globally-pewasive nature of COz emissions and atmospheric concentrations presents a

unique problem that fundamentally differs from the kind of environmental problem that the

NAAQS system was intended to address and is capable of solving. +

Other congressional actions confirm that Congress did not authorize regulation under the

CAA to address global climate change. Starting in 1978, Congress passed several pieces of
legislation specifically addressing global climate change. With the National Climate Program

Act of 1978, 15 U.S.C. 2901 et seq., Congress established a "national climate program" to
improve understanding of "climate processes, natural and man induced, and the social, economic,

and political implications of global climate change" through research, data collection,
assessments, information dissemination, and international cooperation. In the Global Climate
Protection Act of 1987 ,22 U.S.C. 265 1 note, Congress directed the Secretary of State to

coordinate U.S. negotiations concerning global climäte change, and EPA to develop and propose

to Congress a coordinated national policy on the issue. Three years later, Congress passed the

Global Change Research Act of 1990, 15 U.S.C. 2931 et seq., establishing a Committee on Earth

and Environmental Sciences to coordinate a 1O-year research program. That statute was enacted

one day after the CA.A' funendments of 1990 was signed into law. Also in 1990, Congress

passed Title XXIV of the Food and Agriculture Act; creating a Global Climate Change Program

to research global climate agricultural issues (section 2401 of Pub.L.10l-624).

With these statutes, Congress sought to öevelop a foirndation for considenig whether

future legislative action on global climate change was \ry¿üranted and, if so, what that action

should be. From federal agencies, it sought recornmendations for national policy and further
advances in scientific understanding and possible technological responses. It did not authorize
any federal agency to take any regulatory action in response to those recoÍrmendations and

advances. In fact, Congress declined to adopt other legislative proposals, contemporaneous with
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the bills to amend the CAA in 1989 and 1990, to require GHG emissions reductions from

stationary and mobile sources (see, e.g., S. 1224,101't Cong. (1989); H.R. 5966, 101't Cong.

(1990). While Congress did not expressly preclude agencies from taking regulatory action

under other statutes, its actions strongly indicate that when Congress'was amending the CAA in

1990, it was awaiting further information before deciding itself whether regulation to address

global climate change is wa:ranted and, if so, what form it should take.

Since 1990, Congress has taken other actions consistent with the view that Congress did

not authorize CAA regulation for global climate change purposes. In the 1992Enetgy Policy
Act, Congress called on the Secretary of Energy to assess various GHG control options and

report back to Congress, and to establish a registry for reportingvoluntary GHG emissions.

Following ratification of the LINFCCC, nations parly to the Convention negotiated the Kyoto
Protocol calling for mandatory reductions in developed nations' GHG emissions. While the

Kyoto Protocol was being negotiated, the Senate in 1997 adopted by a 95-0 vote the Byrd-Hagel

Resolution, which stated that the U.S. should not be a signatory to any protocol that would result

in serious harm to the economy of the U.S. or that would mandate nev/ commitments to limit or

reduce U.S. GHG emissions unless the Protocol also mandated new, specific, scheduled

commitments to limit or reduce GHG emissions for developing country Parties within in the

same compliance period. Although the Clinton Administration signed the Kyoto Protocol, it did

not submit it to the Senate för ratification out of concem that the Senate would reject the treaty.

Congress also attached language to appropriations bills that ba¡red EPA from implementing the

Kyoto Protocol without Senate ratifrcation (see, e.g., Knollenberg amendments to the FY 1999

and 2000 VA-HUD and Independent Agencies Appropriations Acts). Since enactment of the

1990 CAA amendments, numerous bills to control GHG emissions from mobile and stationary

sources have failed to wind passage (see, e.g., H.R. 2993,102d Cong', l" Sess. 137 Cong' Rec.

H4611 (daily ed. 1991)).

Against this backdrop of consistent congressional action to learn more about the global

climate change issue before specifically authorizing regulation to address it, the CAA cannot be

interpreted to authorize such regulation in the absence of any direct or even indirect indication of
congressional intent to provide such authority. EPA is urged on in this view by the Supreme

Court's decision inBrown &\|¡illiamson,which struck down FDA's assertion of authority to

regulate tobacco products under the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FDCA). That statute

contains a broadly worded grant of authority for FDA to regulate "drugs" and "devices," terms

which the statute also broadly defines. However, the FDCA does not specifically address-

tobacco products while other federal laws expressly govern the marketing of those products.

NotwithÈtandihg the FDCA's facially broad grant of authority, the Supreme Court

explained that "li]n extraordinary c¿Nes, . . . there may be reason to hesitate before concluding

that Congress has intended such an implicit delegation." The Court noted that FDA was

"assert[ing] jurisdiction to regulate an industry constituting a significant portion of the American

econom¡" despite the fact that "tobacco has its own unique political histor;y''that had led

Congress to create a distinct regulatory scheme for tobacco products. The Court concluded that
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FDA's assertion of authority to regulate tobacco was "hardly an ordinary case." The Court

analyzed FDA's authority in light of the language, structure and history of the FDCA and other

federal legislation and congressional action specifically addressing tobacco regulation, including

failed legislative attempts to confer authority of the type FDA was asserting. Based on that

analysis, it determined that Congress did not "intend[] to delegate a decision of such economic

and political significance . . . in so cryptic a fashion."

It is ha¡d to imagine any issue in the environmental a¡ea having gteater "economic and

political significance" than regulation of activities that might lead to global climate change.

Virtually every sector of the U.S. economy is either directly or indirectly a source of GHG

emissions, and the n*aje+lCnO comment: tn ior
countries of the world.lcountries of the world are involved in scientific, technical, and political-
level discussions about climate change. We believe, in fact, that an effort to impose controls on

U.S. GHG emissions would have fa¡ greater econoniic and political implications than FDA's
attempt to regulate tobacco.

The most abundant anthropogenic GHG,COz is emitted whenever fossil fuels such as

coal, oil, and natural gas are used to produce energy. The production and use of fossil fuel-based

energyundergirds almost every aspect of the U.S. economy. For example, approximately 70

percent of the electric energy used in this country is generated from fossil fuel, and the U.S.

transportation sector is almost entirely dependent on oil.

Proposals to reduce COz emissions from these sectors have focused on four major
approaches: (1) improve'fuel efficiency; (2) capture and sequester COz; (3) switch to alternative

non-fossil fuel sources; and (4) reduce vehicle usage by switching to altemative forms of
transportation- With respect to the first proposal, seme-i

ICPO commcnc
unnecessan' and harmful to our case.lCongress has specifically chosen to address the issue of
energy efficiency through other statutes - not the CAA. For example, Congress has authorized

DOT to set fuel economy standards for motor vehicies and the Deparlment of Energy to set

efficiency standards for products such as air conditioners and appliances that'consume electricity.

The other approaches for reducing COz emissions all have substantial economic

implications. While it nraJ'eventu¡tlly be pessible te aehieve widespread etFêrre æd sequester

. ICEO comment: whY
As for the

use of alternative fuels, governments and privãte-companiès arotind the world are investing

billionsofdollarstoexplorethepossibi1ityofusingnon-fossilfuelsfor@
ICEO comment: same as above.ìtransportation. Any widespread effort to comprehensively
switch over to these fuels would likewise require a wholesale transformation of this industry. As
for alternative modes of transportation, Congless and many states have already adopted measures

to encourage public transportation, car pooling, bike usage, and land-use pianning designed to
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minimize commuting distances. EPA supports these measures and believes that they provide

many environmental benefits. However, widespread substitution of altemative forms of
transportation for transportation based on fossil fuel energy would also require a wholesaie

tr-ukit g of this sector. It is hard to overstate the economic siguificance of making these kinds of
fundamental and widespread changes in basic methods of producing and using energy.

The issue of global climate change also has enonnous political significance. It has been

discussed extensively during the last three Presidential campaigns; it is the subject of debate and

negotiation in several international bodies; and numerous bills have been introduced in Congress'

over the last 15 years to address the issue.

In light of Congress' attention to the issue of globai climate change, and the absence of
åny direct or even indirect indication that Congress intended to authorize regulation under the

CAA to address global climate change, it is unreasonable to conclude that the CAA provides the

Agency with such authority. An administrative agency properly awaits congressional direction

before addressing a fundamental policy issue such as global climate change, instead of searching

for authority in an existing statute that was not designed or enacted to deal with the issue. We

thus conclude that the CAA does not authorize regulation to address concerns about global

climate change.

It follo\rys from this conclusion, that GHGs, as such, are not air pollutants under the

CAA's regulatoryprovisions, including sections 108, 1ll,II2 and202. CAA authorization to

regulate is generally based on a finding that an air pollutant causes or contributes to air pollution

that may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare. CAA section 302(9)

defines "air pollutant" as "any air pollution agent or combination of such agents, including any

physical, chemical, biological, radioactive . . . substance or matter which is emitted into or

otherwise enters the ambient air. Such term includes anyprecursors to the formation of any air
pollutantf.]" The root of the definition indicates that for a substance to be an "air pollutant," it
must be an "agent" of "air pollution." Because EPA lacks CAA regulatory authority to address

global climate change, the term "air pollution" as used in the regulatory provisions cannot be

interpreted to encompass global climate change. Thus, COz and other GHGs are not "agents" of
air pollution and do not satisfy the CAA section 302(9) definition of "air pollutant" for purposes

of those provisions. We reserve judgment on whether GHGs would meet the CAA definition of
"air pollutant" for regulat-ory purposes were they subject to regulation under the CAA for global

cümàte change po.poses. 3

'Ar General Counsel Fabricant explains in his memorandum; a substance does not meet

the CAA definition of "air pollutant" simply because it is a "physical, chemical, biological,

radioactive . . . substance of matter which is emitted ínto or otherwise enters the ambient air." It
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B. Interference with Fuel Economy Standards

must also be an "air pollution àgent."
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Even if GHGs were air poilutants generally subject to regulation under the CAA,
Congress has not authorized the Agency to regulate COz emissions from motor vehicles to the

extent such standards would effectively regulate the fuel economy of passenger cars and light
duty trucks. No technology currently exists or is under development that can capture and destroy

or reduce emissions of COz, urlike other emissions from motor vehicle tailpipes. The only way
to reduce gasoline engine tailpipe emissions of COz is to improve fuel economy. ICEO

emissions separate from the issue of fuel economy.lCongress has already created a detailed set

of mandatory standards governing the fuel economy of ca¡s and light duty trucks, and has

authorized DOT - not EPA - to implement those standards. The only way for EPA to proceed

with COz emissions standards without upsetting this statutory scheme wouldbe to set a standard

less stringent than CAFE for cars and light duty trucks. But such an approach would be
meaningless in terms of reducing GHG emissions from the U.S. motor vehicle fleet.a

Congress' care in designing the CAFE program makes clear that EPCA is the only
statutory vehicle for regulating the fuel economy of cars and light duty trucks. Under EPCA,
DOT may set only "corporate aveÍàge" standards that automakers meet on a fleetwide basis.

Automakers thus have flexibility to design different vehicle models having different fuel
economy so long as the average of the vehicles sold by the automaker in a given model year and

class meets the CAFE standard for that year. In fact, EPCA offers automakers additional
flexibility by allowing them to meet the CAFE standard for a given model year by "carrying
back" or "carrying forward" the excess fuel economy performance of their fleets for the three
years before or after the applicable model year.

EPCA also builds in an opportunity for congressional oversight of CAFE standard-setting
that reinforces the notion that Congress intended fuel economy to be governed by EPCA alone.

The statute specifies a CAFE standard of 27 .5 miles per gallon for passenger cars in model years

1984 and beyond (49 U.S.C. section 32902(b)), but authorizes DOT to amend the standard to the

"maximum feasible average fuel economy level" for the relevant model year. However, to the
extent DOT raises or lowers the standards beyond specified levels, EPCA provides an automatic
opportunify for Congress to disapprove and effectively void the amended standard (49 U.S.C.
section 32902(c)). Given that gasoline ensine motor vehicle tailpipe CO2 emissions.can only be
reduced by improving fuel economy, CAA emisSion standards for COz that required greater

improvements in fuel economy than applicable CAI'E standards required would abrogate

4Although the ICTA petition focuses on passenger cars and light duty trucks, it seeks

regulation of GHG emissions generally from motor vehicles and engines, which include heavy
duty engines and tnicks. Pãssenger cars and light duty trucks are subject to CAFE stanclards;

heavy duty trucks are not. The contribution of heavy duty trucks to the U.S. motor vehicle GHG
inventory is relatively small, about 16 percent. EPA believes'it would be ineffective, inefficient
and unreasonable to set COz emission standards for these vehicles in the absence of a more
cornprehensive program for seeking COz and other GHG reductions from the many types of
sources of these emissions.
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EPCA's regime.

C. No MandatoryDuty

As explained above, the language, history, structute and context of the CAA and

Congress' decision to give DOT authority to regulate fuel economy under EPCA make clear that
EPA does not have authority to regulate motor vehicle emissions of COz and other GHGs under

the CAA. ln any event, the CAA prov¡s¡on authorizing regulation of motor vehicle

emissions does not impose a mandatory duty on the Administrator to exercise her

judgment. Instead, section 202(a)(L) provides the Administrator with discretionary authority to

address emissions in addition to those addressed by other section 202 provisions (see, e.g.,

sections 202(a)(3) and þ)). While section 202(a)(l) uses the word "shali," it does not require the

Administrator to act by a specified deadline and it conditions authority to act on a discretionary
exercise of the Administrator's judgment regarding whether motor vehicle emissions cause or
contribute to air pollution that may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health or
welfare.

The website statements, legal memorandum and other documents cited by petitioners and

commenters in support of the petition are not sufÍicient to satisfy the criteria for setting standards

under section 202(a)(l). Exercise of section 202(a)(1) authority turns on the judgment made by
the Administrator, and CAA section 301 does not permit the Administrator to delegate her

standard-setting authority under section 202(a)(L). None of the statements petitioners claim
constitute the requisite endangerment finding for GHGs under section 202(a)(l) were made, or
subsequently adopted, by the Administrator. As the Cannon memorandum stated in 1998, no
Administrator had made a finding under any of the CAA's regulatoryprovisions that COz meets

the applicable statutory criteria for regulation. (Notably, the website statements on which the

petitioners partly rely were in existence at the time Mr. Cannon issued his memorandum.) That

statement remains true today- no Administrator has made findings that satisff the criteria for
setting COz standards for motor vehicles or any other emission source. In any event, for such

findings to suffice for standard-setting purposes, they must be established through a notice-and-

comment process.

EPA also disagrees with the premise of the petitioners' claim - that if the Administrator
were to find that GHGs, in general, mayrea¡ionably be anticipated to endanger public health or
wèlfare, she must necessarily regulate GHG ernissions from motor vehicles. Depending on the

particular problem, motor vehicles may contribute more or less or not at all. An important issue

before the Administrator is whether, given motor vehicles' relative contributiôn to a problem, it
makes sense to regulate them. [r the case of some types of air pollution, motor vehicles may be

one of many contributors, and it may make sense to control other contributors instead of, or in
tandem with, motor vehicles. The discretionary nature of the Administrator's section 202(ù(L)
authority allows her to consider these important policy issues and decide to regulate rnotor
vehicle emissions as appropriate to the air pollution problem being addressed. Accordingly, even
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were the Administrator to make a formal frnding regarding the potential health and welfare

effects of GHGs in general, section 202(a)(I) would not require her to regulate GHG emissions

from motor vehicles.

D. Different PolicY APProach

Beyond issues of authority and interference with fuel economy standards, EPA disagrees

with the t.gulutory approach urged by petitioners. EPA establishrnent of motor vehicle GHG

standards would be neither appropriate nor effective at this time. As described in detail below,

the president has laid out a comprehensive approach to climate change that calls for nea¡-term

voluntary actions and incentives along with programs aimed at reducing scientific uncertainties

and encouragrng technological development so that the govemment may effectively and

efficiently address the climate change issue over the long term.

petitioners and many commenters cited various international and national studies as

support for their claim that global climate change endangers public health and welfare in this

country and around the world. As the National Research Council [NRC) stated in its 2001 report,

Chmaie Change Science: An Analysis of Some Key Questions,s

harmful to the legal case belne made in this do

a sun' scren I must come ou

considerable uncertainty in current understanding of how the climate system varies naturally and

reacts to emissions of [GHGs] and aerosols." Id. As a result of that uncertainty, the NRC

cautioned that "current estimate of the magnitude of future warming should be regarded as

spetitioners cited numeïous studies and other sources of information in contending that

anthropogenic emissions of COz, CH4, N2O, and HFCs are accelerating global climate change

and emission of these compounds from motor vehicles contribute to the problem. Numerous

commenters agreed with petitioners and a few cited additional information or studies as further

support. See "summary of Clirnate Petition Comments on Science" in the docket for this action.

Other commenters disagreed with petitioners' contentions, citing different data and studies or in

some cases interpreting the same data and studies differently or ernphasizing different aspects of
the information provided. Id. 'We reviewed the information submitted by petitioners and

commenters and concluded that all ofthe ihformation \ilas widelyaVailable and in the public

domain at the tirne we solicited comments on the petition. The information submitted does not

add significantly to the body of inforrnation available to the NRC when it prepared its 2001

report. 'We rely in this decision on NRC's objective and independent assessment of the relevant

science. The comrnents submitted to the record do not include information that causes us to

question the validity of the NRC's conclusions'
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tentative and subject to future adjustments (either upward or downward)." Id. It further advised

that "fr]educing the wide range of uncertainty inherent in current model predictions of global

climate change will require major advances in understanding and modeling of both 1) the factors

that determine atmospheric concentrations of [GHGs] and aerosols and 2) the so-called

'feedbacks' that determine the sensitivity of the climate system to a prescribed increase in

[GHGs]." id.

The science of climate change is extraordinarily compiex and still evolving. Although

there have been substantial advances in elimate change science, there continue to be important

uncertainties in our understanding of the factors that may affect future climate change and how it
should be addressed. As the NRC explained in its 2001 report, predicting future climate change

necessarily involves a complex web of economic and physical factors including: our ability to
predict future global anthropogenic emissions of GHGs and aerosols; the fate of these emissions

once they enter the atrnosphere (e.g., what percentage are absorbed by vegetation or are taken up

by the oceans); the impact of those emissions that remain in the atmosphere on the radiative

properties of the atmosphere; changes in critically important climate feedbacks (e.g., changes in
cloud cover and ocean circulation); changes in temperature characteristics (e.g., average

temperatures, shifts in daytime and evening temperatures); changes in other clirnatic parameters

(e.g., shifts in precipitation, storms); an¿ ultimately the impact of such changes on human health

and welfare (e.g., increases or decreases in agricultural productiviry human health irnpacts).

Substantial scientific uncertainties limit our abilityto assess each of these factors and to separate

out those changes resulting from natural variability from those that a¡e directly the result of
increases in anthropogenic GHGs. To the extent that changes to occure. we are not able to predict

removetl as unnecessary and harmful to legal argument.ì

. Reducing the wide range of uncertainty inherent in current model predictions wiil require

major advances in understanding and modeling of the factors that determine atmospheric

concentrations of greenhouse gases and aerosols, and the processes that determine the sensitivity

of the climate system. Specifically, this will involve reducing uncertainty regarding:

. the future global use of fossil fuels and future global emissions of methane,

. the fraction of fossil fuel carbon that will remain in the atmosphere and contrib,rt. to

radiative forcing versus exchange with the oceans or with the land biosphere,

the impacts (either positive or negative) of climate change on regional and local systems,

the nature and causes of the natural variability of climate and its interactions with human-

induced changes, and
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. the direct and indirect effects of the changing distribution of aerosols

Knowledge of the climate system and of projections about the future climate is derived

from fundamental physics, chemistry and observations. Data are then incorporated in global

circulation models. However, model projections are limited by the paucity of data available to

evaluate the ability of coupled models to simulate important aspects of climate. The U.S, and

other countries are attempting to overcome these limitations by developing a more

comprehensive long-term observation system, bymaking more extensive regional measurements

of greenhouse gases, and by increasing the computing power required to handle these expanded

data sets.

ICEO/DOJ
f nlace. Fina

A central component of the President's policy is to reduce key uncertainties that exist in

our understanding of global climate change. Important efforts are underway to address these

uncertainties. In particular, the federal government has expanded scientific resea¡ch efforts

through its Climate Change Research Initiative (CCRÐ. President Bush announced this new

initiative in June 2001 and called for it "to study areas of uncertainty and identif priority areas

where investments can make a difference." The CCRI recently issued its final "Strategic Plan for
the Climate Change Resea¡ch Program" to ensure that scientific effofs are focused where they

are most critical and that the key scientific uncertainties identified are address-ed in a timely and

effective manner for decision makers.

Along with stepped-up efforts to reduce scientific uncertainties, the President's policy

calls for public-private partnerships to develop break+hrough technologies that could

dramatically reduce the economy's reliance on fossil fuels without slowing its growth. Large-

scale shifts away from traditional energy sources, however, will require not only the development

of abundant, cost-effective alternative fuels, but potentially wholesale changes in the way

industrial processes and consumer products use fuel, Such momentous shifts do not take place

quickly. As the President has explained, "[a]ddressing global climate change will require a

susfained effort- over manv generations"

By contrasq establishing GHG emission standards for U.S. motor vehicles at this tims
wouid require EPA to make scientific and technical judgments without the benefit of the studies

being developed to reduce uncertainties and advance technologies. It would also result in an

inefficient, piecemeal approach to addressing the climate change issue. The U.S. motor vehicle

fleet is one of many sources of GHG emissions both here and abroad, and different GHG
emission sources face different technological and financial challenges in reducing emissions.

sustained effort, over many generations"
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A sensible regulatory scheme would require that all significant sources and sinks of GHG

emissions be considered in deciding how best to achieve any needed emission reductions.

Unilateral EPA regulation of motor vehicle GHG emissions could also weaken U.S.

efforts to persuade key developing countries to reduce the GHG intensity of their economies.

Considering the large populations and growing economies of some developíng cowrtries,

increases in their GHG emissions could quickly overwhelm the effects of GHG reduction

measlues in developed countries. Any potential benefit of EPA regulation could be lost to the

extent other nations decided to let their emissions significantly increase in view of U.S. emission

reductions.6 Unavoidabl¡ climate change raises important foreign policy issues, and it is the

President's prerogative to address them.

kr light of the considerations discussed above, EPA would decline the petitioners' request

to regulate motor vehicle GHG emissions even if it had authority to promulgate such regulations.

Until more is understood about the causes, extent and significance of climate change and the

potential options for addressing it, EPA believes it is inappropriate to regulate GHG emissions

from motor vehicles.

In any event, the President's policy includes efforts to reduce motor vehicle petroleum

consumption through increases in motor vehicle fuel economy. As noted previously, petitioners

specifically suggested that EPA set a "corporate average fuel economy-based standard," but only
DOT is authorized to set motor vehicle fuel economy standards. DOT considered increasing fuel

economy standards and recently promulgated a final rule increasing the CAFE standards for light
trucks, including sports utility vehicles, by 1.5 miles per gallon over a three-year period

beginning with model year 2005. The new standards are projected to result in savings of
approximately 3.6 billion gallons of gasoline over the lifetime of the affected vehicles, with the

corresponding avoidance of 31 million metric tons of carbon dioxide emissions. For the longer

term, the President has established a new pubiic-private partnership with the nation's automobile

6The U.S. faced a simila¡ dilemma in its efforts to address stratospheric ozorte depletion.

Early U.S. controls on substances that deplete stratospheric ozone were not matched by many

other countries. Over time,IJ.S. emission reductions were more than offset by emission

inueases in other countries. The U.S. did not impose additional domestic controls on

stratospheric ozone-depleting substances until key developed and developing nations had

committed to controlling their own emissions under the Montreal Protocol on SubstanceS that

Deplete Stratospheric Ozone.
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manufacturers to promote the development of hydrogen as a primary fuel for cars and trucks,

with the goal of building a commercially viable zero-emissions hydrogen-porvered vehicle. In
the near-term, the President has sought $3 billion in tax credits over 11 years for consumers to

purchase fuel cell and hybrid vehicles.

Aside from fuel economy-based standards, petitioners only other suggestions for reducing

COz from motor vehicles are tire efficiency standards and a declining fleet-averaged NOx

staridard to force the introduction of zero-emitting vehicles. In the case of tire efficiency

standards, it is questionable whether such standards would qualiff as "standards applicable to the

emission" of an air pollutant from a motor vehicle under section 202(a)(I), since such standa¡ds

would presumably apply to the vehicle's tires, not its COz emissions (emphasis added). As for
zero emission vehicles, further technological developments are needed before they could be a

practical choice for most consumers.

'With respect to the other GHGs - CH4, N20, and HFCs - petitioners make no suggestion

as to how those ernissions might be reduced from motor vehicles. GHG emissions from motor

vehicles primarily consist of COz from fuel combustion. In 1999, N20 represented 4 percent,

FIFCs 1 percent, and CH4 less than 1 percent of transportation GHG emissions. As blproducts

of csmbustion, there is a direct proportional relationship between COz emissions and fuel -

economy levels. EPA believes parameters other than fuel economy are more relevant to N2O,

CH4 and ItrCS formation. FIFCs come from mobile air conditioners, while CH4 andN2O are

influenced by catalytic converter design. But as noted above, N20, IIFCs, and CH4 represent a

very small percentage of total U.S. transportation GHG emissions. As such, they would not be

effective or inefficient ICEO comment: fynr¡ìtargets forregulation in the absence of regulation

of COz emissions

VI. Administration Global Climate Change Policy

Lack of CAA authority to impose GHG control requirements does not leave the federal

goverïrment powerless to take sensible measured steps to address the global climate change issue.

As described in this notice, the President has laid out a comprehensive approach to global

climate change that calls for near-term voluntary actions and incentives along with programs

aimed at reducing scientific uncertainties and encouraging technological development so that the

government may effectively and efficiently address the global climate change issue over the long

term. The CAA and other federal statutes provide the federal government with ample authority

to conduct the research necessary to better understand the nature, extent and effects ofany
human-induced global clim{e changg and to develop technologies that will help achieve GHG

emission reductions to the extent they prove necessary. The CAA and other statutes also

authorize, and EPA and other agencies have established, nonregulatoryprograms that provide

effective and appropriate meais of add¡essing global climate change while scientific
uncertainties are addressed.

As part of that effort, the President in February 2002 called for voluntary reductions in
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GHG intensity, including through ftrel economy improvements. GHG intensity is the ratio of
GHG emissions to economic output. The President's goal is to lower the U.S. rate of emissions
from an estimated 183 metric tons per million dollars of gross domestic product (GDP) in2002
to 151 rnetric tons per million dollars of GDP in 2072. Meeting this commitment will prevent
GHG emissions of over 500 million metric tons of carbon equivalent (MMTCE) from entering
the atmosphere cumulatively over the next ten years, and is equivalent to taking 70 million (or
one out of three) cars off the road.

The "Climate VISIONP' (Voluntary Innovative S ector Initiatives : Opportunities Now)
progr¿rm, a Presidential initiative launched by the Department of Energy (DOE) in February
2003, is a voluntary public-private partnership designed to pursue cost-effective strategies to
reduce the growth of GHG emissions, especially by energy-intensive industries. rWorking with
trade associations and other groups, the program assists industry in its efforts to accelerate the
transition to energy technologies and manufacturing processes that a¡e cleaner, more efficient,
and capable of capturing or sequestering GHGs. Climate VISION links these objectives with
technology development and deployment activities primarily at DOE, but also at other
participating agencies. Since Climate VISION was launched,14 industry groups have become
program partners with DOE.

EFA is also pursuing a number of nonregulatory approaches to reducing GHG emissions.
designed to foster ¡¿gþnology development. In February 2002, EPA launched EPA's Climate

Leaders program, a new volu¡llarY partnership progfttm between goverTrment and industry.
Through Climate Leaders, comparlies will work with EPA to evaluate their GHG emissions, set

aggressive reduction goals, and report tiisir progress toward meeting those goals. To date, more
than 40 companies from almost all of the ¡¡esi energy-intensive industry sectors have joined
Climate Leaders.

EPA's Energy Star program is another example of voluntary actions that have
sub'stantially reduced GHG emissions. Energy Sta¡ is a voluntary labeling program that provides
critical information to businesses and consumers about the energy efficiency of the products they
purchase. Over the past decade rnore than 750 million Energy Star products have been purchased

across more than 30 product categories (e.g., computers; microwaves, washing machines).
Reductions in GHG emissions from Energy Star purchases were equivalent to removing 10

million ca¡s from the road last year. Businesses and consumers not only reduced their GHG
emissions, but also saved $5 billion last year through their use of Energy Star products.

EPA also has voluntary programs aimed at reducing methane emissions from a variety of
sources. For example, the Agency has partlrershilrs with natural gas companies to reduce
emissions from leaky pipelines and distribution equipment, solid waste landfill facilities to
capture and reuse emissions from landfills, and coal mining cornpanies to capture and reuse
methane escaping from mines. Together, these programs are projected to reduce methane
emissions to below 1990levels through 2010.
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In addition, EPA has extensive partnerships with industries responsible for emissions of

the most potent industrial GHG (e.g., sulfur hexafluoride, per fluorocarbons and IIFCs).

Through partnerships with EPA, the aluminum sector has exceeded their goal of reducing PFC

emissións by 45% from 1990 levels by 2000 and is now in discussions about a new, more

aggressive joal. The semiconductor manufacturing sector has agreed to reduce their emissions

Ay rc"nbetow 1995 levels by 2010. This year, a nel¡/ agteement was reached with the

magnesium sector under which they have agreed to completely phase-out their SF6 emissions by

2010.

The federal govemment's voluntary climate programs are already achieving significant

emission reductions. In 2000 alone, reductioris in GHG emissions totaled 66 MMTCE when

compared to emissions in the absence of these programs.

Importantly, the President's initiative will improve our ability to accurately measure and

verify GHb emissions through an enhanced national GHG registry system. The U.S. will
imprôve the voluntary registry's accuracy, reliability, and verifiability, taking into account

emerging domestic and international approaches. Organizations participating in the new registry

wi11 bl piovided with transferable credits for achieving voluntary emissions reductions. These

credits will be available for use under any future incentive-based or mandatory programs. We

believe the enhanced standards for the new registry will strengthen the current voluntary trading

systems.

The president's 2003 budget also seeks $4.5 billion for global climate change-related

programs, a $700 million increase over 2002. This includes $1.7 billion for science research

un¿er the Climate Change Research Initiative, and $1.3 billion for climate change technologies

under the National Climate Change Technology initiative. This commitment is unmatched in the

world. The 2003 budget seeks $555 million in clean energy incentives to spur investments in

solar, wind, and biomass energy, co-generation, and landfill gas conversion.

New and expanded intemational policies will complement our domestic policies,

including tripled funding for the "Debt-for-Nature" Tropical Forest Conservation Prograrn, fully

funding the Global Environment Facility for its third four-year replenishment, enhanced support

for climate observation systems and climate technology assistance in developing countries, and

sustained level funding for USAID climate programs, including technology transfer and capacity

building in developing countries.

In thc transpofation sectgr, the Admini.stration's gfobal climate change plan includes

promoting the development of fuel-efficient motor vehicles and trucks, researching options for

producing cleaner fuels, and implernenting programs to improve energy efficiency. The plan

calls for expanding federal research partnerships with industry, providing market-based

incentives, and updating curent regulatory programs that advance our progress in this a¡ea. This

commitment includes expanding fuel cell reseatch, in particular through the "FreedomCAR"

initiative.
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FreedomCAR is a new public-private parlnership with the nation's automobile

manufacturers. It seeks to promote the development of hydrogen as a primary fuel for ca¡s and

trucks, with the goal of building a commerciallyviable zero-emissions hydrogen-powered

vehicle. FreedomCAR focuses on technologies to enable mass production of affordable

hydrogen-powered fuel cell vehicles and the hydrogen-supply infrastructure to support them.

Developing new technologies to improve the energy efficiency of transportation in the

U.S. will be a key element in achieving future reductions in GHG emissions. The President's

2003 budget seeks more than $3 billion in tæc credits over 11 years for consumers to purchase

fuel cell and hybrid vehicles. The Administration's global climate change plan supports

increasing automobile fuel economy and encouraging new technologies that reduce our
dependence on imported oil, while protecting passenger safety and jobs.

To address GHG emissions from the electric utility sector, DOE in February of this year

announced FutureGen, a $1 billion govemment/industryparlnership to design, build and operate

a nearly emission-free, coal-fired electric and hydrogen production plant. The27S-megawatt
prototype plant will serve as alarge scale engineering laboratory for testing new clean power,

carbon capture, and coal-to-hydrogen technologies. It will be the cleanèst fossil fuel-fired porvl/er

plant in the world. The project is a direct response to the President's Climate Change and

Hydrogen Fuels Initiatives.

In all, the President's global climate change policy sets the U.S. on a path to slow the

growth of GHG emissions and, as the science justifies, to stop and then reverse that growth. This
policy supports vital global climate change research and lays the grorxrdwork for future action by
investing in science, technology, and institutions. In addition, the President's policy emphasizes

intemational cooperation and promotes working with other nations to develop an efficient and

coordinated response to global climate change. In taking prudent environmental action at home

and abroad, the U.S. is advancing a realistic and effective long-term approach to the global

climate change issue.

VL Conclusion

After considering ICTA's petition, public comment, EPA's legal authority, and other

relevant information, ICTA's petition for EPA to regulate certain @
GHG emissions from new motor vehicles and eneines under CAA section 202(al(1) ICEQ

is denied for
the reasons discussed above.
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Paee 5
Typo

Page 6
Missing footnote?
"afrtbleÍtt"
Middle para, shouldpunt this approach

Page 7

Tlpo at top and bottom

Page 8

Should refer to amendment

Paqe 9
"implied" is weak. Should said,,made clear.,,

"climage change regulation" (one doesn't regurate climate change). should say, .,regurations ofactivities that might contribute to climate chánge,,,

Vregional impacts. Bottom Line, very weak;
are not suited to solve a global probiem

Bottom par4 don't refer to "global air pollution problems." say, ,,global 
emissions issues.,,

Paee 10

Top para, same "climage change regulation', issue.

ûû,:¿5û5



Bottom para, Byrd-Hagel references are siightly wrong. Should say, ',In l99: theSenate
adopted the Byrd-Hagel Resolution b)¡ a vote of 95-0 expressing opposition to s@+h€
@ any climate change treaty or protocol th"t -md"trd U.S. GHG

*epa*ieæa*ienref developing
erg appropriations riders are no

row made clear that it will not try to implement
the Kyoto Protocol without ratification and approval of newregulatoryprogru-, by Cõngress.

Page 1 1

Top par4 delete final sentence. This argument could be used against us because of the Cannon
memo.

Second to last para, reference to sensitive foreign policy issues is an unexplained assertion. Drop
unless fleshed out.

Page 12

Need to make clear-that we have negeted existing discretionary authority, 'W'e do this through
the overarcbing ambient air argument that needs to be made.

First full para. Fix "climate change regulation,, again.

Conciusion should be clearer. Lead sentence is trouble, as it ieans too much on science. Should
conclude with something like, "Lr light of the B&W decision that we have to look at the

light of its purpose and regulatory
information that the Adminishation' s

air over the United States could do anything to
affect potentially adverse affects created by greenhouse gas emissions. Therefore, there is no
authority, discretionary or mandetory. ..,,
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RECORO WPE: FEDER.AL (NOTES MAIL)

cREAToR:samue'l R. Thernstrom ( cN=Samuêl A. Thernstrom/ou=CEQ./o=EoP t ceq I )

CREATTON DATE/T$MEZI5 -JUL-2002 09 : 40 : 5E. 00

suBJEcr!: Re: Revised whitman Time magazine climate change piece

ro:ei.bson.Tom@ep (eibson.rom@ep Iuurnoulttl ¡
REAT¡:UNKNOìiIN

cc:phil cooney ( cN=Phit cooney/ou=ceQ/eeoP@EoP t ceq 1 ¡
RFâD:UNKN@I'I{

cN=scort Mcclelìan/orÞwHo/æEoPoEoP I tllHo ] )

( ÇN=JaDes Connaughton/OV=CeqlæEOP@EOP I CEa ] )

TÐ(T:iõni¡ r'-his fíqure is taken dìrect'ly from the president's ?-14 speech, and
Jim connauqhtõn's senate testimonlr Jast week., using mqrely aD abÐlract
dollar fioüre nav not be as compellÍnS, In any case, if a dollar figure
wás used.-it would have to be biì'lion5, not mi]lions. we can discusi thìs
point ìaùer if need be.

ccsscott ucc'lellan (
READ:UNKNO!/IT

cc:James connaughton
READ: UNKNO.JN

ei bson,romOep
o7/L5/2O02 o9=3

Record Typ'e; hecord

To: samuel A. Thernstron/ceQ/eoP
cc:
su6ject: Re: Revised whitnan Time magazine climate change

sAm---r can't use the five millìon out of work fìgu're fgr
bâsed on an EJA report that assumed that no tradìñg would
imolement the KP, 'rt also is the hÌsh end of numbérs that
exbressed as a range. r suggest goiñg back to "would have
of'millions of dollars" as Ìñ the-draft.

pr ece

Kvoto. ft is
bê allowed to
urere
cost hundreds

ei b s o n /oc/"rr r^ f f r,,lîiËilfuËæ
con rad. c. tautenbacherdLl
RoD€rr. carollooeS Jar¡es. R.lqahone

TO: Tom

LyNN-scARLEnÕpo' ÇÃrïgii 
d . renniFtD, rin .edamsllreas Õ

rrl- *b!F
oo12?5
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oani e-t -: . 

-Ba 
rtl et{tpop-ì r ames-R . -rrrt r r.¡ 

nsordgä!ff "o 
O

scottJ',rcclelta ¡oel-¡.-xaRlanrrllDo.ect: 
nevised

whitman Tìme magazine climate change piece

¡ttached for everyone's review ls a revised versiOn of Governor
whJtman's tìne
í,iäöãäfäe-pièðè on climate change, which incorporates the broad range of
comnents
ãúi¡äiiïiãO throuqh wn staffing and interagençy reviçw' Sìnce thìs changed
;ü6;iàñilalÏi-¿úitng tht's prõcess, I am iecirculat'ing this on an FYI
basis toãii'õf-iou. rf anyone has any final comments, p'lease send them to me and
Tom
eÌËson no 'later than 1:30 today if possible, sìnce thJs must be
submitted to
rime today.

(see attached fi'le: çrvl time çcc revised'doc)

oraft whìtma-n Time Magazine piece on clìmate change

Among the many pubìic po'licy issues the world faces today, few are as
comnTex as
glöfiål-'cTimate change. countless scientÌfic, techno'logica'|, and economic
I SSUeS
àfF;¿t our understanding of, 1nd. respo-lsg.to, cl.imate.change,.Tremendous
uncertainties exist in each of these fie.lds' and new ìntormatlon 1s
constantlv
added to the eguation

? new c'timate observations' new scientifìc stgdies' new
ieË¡ñolòéîðã1 develoþinentsi and new partnerships and programs to control
greenhouse gas emissions,

One fact, however, is indisputable: America has never had a strongeÍ:'
Smarter r
ãäã'ñõ;è practìcâl climate change program than it does today under
presi dent
bi¡;ñlõ-ïèadership. Never before has a president and his cabinet devoted
as much
ãitËñiTon to climate change po'lÌcy,. or provided such significant
resounces to
¿ff:¿iiñãtèIehange sciènce;'tecfm'o1ogy,-ãnd mîtï-gãtîöñ ÞrógÈa-mï.-Àñd-
never
äõiõie has RmerÍca engaged in so many bi'lateral c1imate change
oartnersh.ios with
bõtE :the- äêveìopéd and developing' worìd

:d a comprehensive clìmate change

rtainties.in cTimate change science,
log'i e-s,, and strength€ni ng-dornesti c

tenhouse gas emìssions. rn each of
Rage 2
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i nternati onal
cóõpeiãtion on climate change programs. ¡n the past year, we've
devêlooed
Ëliátõtat agreenents with chìna, hdia, Japan, Australia, canada, the
Eurooean
Úñiõñ.-ànd a consortiun of centÉal American nations, creating
i nterñatìonaJ
éö,õpêiátton on scientific research and programs to prevent greenhouse
oas
õmi ssi ons,

Supporting these efforts, the president's budget provideS $17E million
for the
èiò¡àï-environment racility ? which funds projects to bring clean energy
and
õiñer environmenta'l technologìes to the developing world ? and $205
mi 1'lion for
ÜiÀiò-êlimate change programs, inc]uding $59-qìllion for tropjcal forest
conservation. usArD i3 aTso spending $25 milliön over the next ttvo years
on new
éïtiriãte observation systens in developing countrìes.

rn the face of this unprecedented effort, partisan critics stlll 'lament
the
Ëiõsident's refusa'l to support the Kyoto Protocol ? forgetting that the
senate
lõtäà'gS-O aga'inst ìts principìes in 1997; rt's worth remembering why:
The Kvoto
pi:õtôËõi-would have put up to 5 mil'lion Americans out of work, for the

rrgets that would have a negligible

rcol requires littìe or no real

in the developed world ? who will

:].ËEl{rbix" on"n.or emissions "reductJons" caused largelv bv the '

col'laose of the
Èõri,'i'u-ñíit-écðäõmtes ? and requires lothiqg lthatsogver of thg deveìoping
countries that a'lready emit a majorìty of the world's greennouse gases.

Collectively, America has never been more engaged in meeting the
'lono-term
éñäflèñöä of clinate change wirh smart polìcies that guÌde both concrete
acti ons
îõãåi"ãnA a long-term vision for progress in the years ahead.

####

'793 words

fÉ:: átt11tr9! fjle._ _Ç11 Ti.nte .9ÇÇ-revlreC'do-c)-

- cTw Time Gcc revised'doc

ATTACHMENT

Page 4
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GREAToR:samuel A. Thernstrom ( cN=Samuel A. Thernstrom,/ou=ceq/o=eoe

CREATTON DATE/TrME:I-5-JUL-2002 09: 35 :16.00

sUBlEcT:: Re: Revised whitman Time magazine cljmate change pìece

To:phil cooney ( cn=ehìl cooney/ou=cEe/o=Eop@EoP I cEa ] )
READ: UNKNOVúN

To:James connaughton ( cN=James connaughton/ou=cEQ/o=EoP@EoP I cEe
READ: UNKNOT'rN

íexrt
opinion on thìs point? rt's a rather key figure

--- Forwarded by samuel A. Thernstrom/ceQ/eoP on
07/L5/2002 09:33 AM

' ci bson . tomGepa
07/L5/2O02 09¿

Record Type: Record

To: samuel t. thernstrom/ceQ/eoP
cc:
subject: Re: Revised whitman Time magaz'ine climate change piece

Iceq11

l)

sAm---r can't use the five million out of work figure for Kyoto. rt is
based on an ErA report that assumed that no tradiñg wou'ld bã a'llowed to
impìement the KP. rt also is the high end of numbers that were
exbressed as a range. r suggest going back to "would have cost hundreds
of millions of dollars" as in the draft.

c i bson,/oczrr r ro, I t ¡ ¡iîf Ëil#T[Çl!l TO: Tom

conrad. c. taqtenbactrerëI¡ James. R. Mahone
RooerE - CarolÞoe ll
LYNN-ScARLETtDotffi,o,tiI'8oiïä"XF,'''¿ål"'sÒtreas-
f ames-connaugnEon¡¡I¡lD. Pnr i-Cooneyall|lt. Stuart-w.

oani el-¡ .-Barrl ett(F)eop-, rames-R.-wi I ki nson-13Ë;Í:8"'p J

scort-Mcclella :oel-o.-KaplanCEID 
ect: Revìsed

whitman Time magazine climate change piece

eage 1
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RECORD TYPE: FEDERAL (NOTES t'{ArL)

cREATOR:Gibson.Tom@ep (Gibson.Tom@ep I UHTHOWII] )

cREâTroN Oere/rIlæ215-luL-2002 12 : 36: 12.00

SUBJECT:: Re: Revìsed whitman Time magazine clinate change piece

To:samue'l A. Thernstron ( cN=samuel A, Thernstrom/ou=ceQ/o=EoP0EoP I cEA ] )
RFAD:UNKNOVIN

Tom

AM

ør gce
Sribject: Re: Revi.sed.

cc:Mulvaney,susan@ep (¡,tulvaney.susan@ep I uttxtlovu] )
READ':UNKNq',N

cc:uartyak.:oe@ep (t'tartyak.loe@ep I uNKNohtN] )
READ: UNKNOIT'II{

cc:phil cooney ( cN=Phil cooney/ou=cEQ/GEoP@EoP t cEa I )
RF¡D:UNKNOÌ|'N

cc:r.,tcginnis.eileen@ep (l¿cginnis.Eileen@ep IuNKNo'JN] )
READ:UNKNOI,'N

cc:scott Mcclellan ( cN=scott Mcclellan/ou=lñtHo/GEoP@EoP I ltl,Ho ] )
READ:UNKNOWN

cc:James connaughton ( cN=lames connaughton/ou=ceQ/c=EoP@EoP I cEQ ] )
READ: UNKNO'JN

TÞfi:
Here are Governor whitman's edits---
seventh para, Jast sentence'-astrike "!n the 'lonq run." and repìace with
"if we aie tiuly to make a difference."

eleventh para. second sentence---strike from "pt¡t up to 5 million . ."
throuoh "ärbitrarv tarqets that would have a .' . " and rep'lace with
'¡cost-American.iobs whiìe havìnq". New sentence reads "It's worth
rémemberinq whyi The Kyoto protqcol would have çost American jobs while
having a négli-gible effect bn global emissions."

ToM G

samueJ-,q,

scoftr4cc] el 1 an-1t?y02 
oe : 4o

whitman Time magazine cilJmate chanEe

Rage 1
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cREAToR:samuel A. Thernstrom ( CN=Samue'l A. Thernstrom/ou=cee/æEoP I cEq ]
CREATTON DATEITrME : 1-5- J UL-2002 L5 : LL : 0L. 0O

SUBJECT:: Time t'|agazine -- latest
To:phil cooney ( cN=Phil co.oney/ou=cEq/ÈEoP@Eop I cEa ] )
READ: UNKNOVN

TEXT:
oraft whitman rime tuagazÌne pìece on climate change

Amonq the many pub'lic polÍcy ìssues f
comoTex as qlôbäl cli¡näte chanoe, cou
ecohomic ìsiues affect our undõrstand
chanqe. Tremendous uncertainties exis
infoñmation is constantly added to th
observations, netr scientïfic studìes,
new partnerships and programs to coni

one fact, however, is lndisoutable:
this edministratión has crafted the s
oractical climate chanqe Droqrafl Amer
Àdmìnistrat'ion has devõted a3 much at
provided such siqnificant resources t
technoloov. and ñitiqation'oroqrams.
in so mañÍ'bilateral-climatê cñange p
and the deveìoping worJd.

last rebruary, the president unvei'led a comprehensive clJmate chanqe
poljcy with three key goa'ls: reso'lving key Ûnceftaìnties in climaté change
3èr'enêe, developing änð dgplqying ne¡v-technologies,. and strengthening
domestic and interñational efforts to prevent greenhouse gas emissions. rn
each of these areas, the president has provìdeil the leadeiship and
resourcês needed to produce new results.
coìlectively. the edministrationo.s initiatives have set America on a Dath
to slow the-írojected growh of gieenhouse gas emìssigns, while deve'loþing
tñe scÌentific ãnd teçñno'logìcal-knowìedge -ãnd econonic itre,ngth necessary
to enable us u'ltimately to Stabilize or ieduce emissions, if Sciencejustifìes such action.

For the fìrst tìme, gur strategy- establishes.a specifiç a¡d reali.stìcqoal: tð reduce Americao.s oreéñhouse qas emissÍbns relatìve to the s
õur economy bv eishteen ierõent over tñe next ten years. ¡cconpJishinõur economv bv eiqhteen perõent over the next
this goal íryitl reõuire a'_signifiçant and pu¡t

s greénhouse gas emissions relatìve to the size
ercent over the next ten years. ¡cconolishino
signifiçant and pu¡tained- effo_¡t. elthough

¡merican busÍnessds continué to improve their energy efficiency añd
oroductivity, the presidento.s qoal is to accelerate that trenal by another
il0 percent ú) the equiva'lent'of-takins 70 mì11Íon EíL¡"å.off-the -.roäd,-orL - -30 percent 0) th(
avaidìn.9 rough'l)¿

esses co[tlnue to ìmprove tneîr energy I

the presidento.s qoaT is to acceleratê'
the ecuivalent'of-takinq 70 mì11Íon can
.]+ 50é -lniìl ion metric- tõns of ir-eeñfiõusr

of

rn fact, meeting the presidento,s goaì wil'l require emissions reductions
comparabJe to what the Kyoto Protocol parties hope-to. attain.e)-but wíthout
!he- devastati.ng- economic' eonsequences'of-the Kyoto approach.

the president0,s p]an proyides significant neh, resourcgq for cìimate change
science and teéhnô'losy. HÍs 2003 Sudset provides $4.5 bi'l'lÍon for
climate-related progFãms, a $700 mi'lïìon'0) or 17 percent 0) increase ìn
funding. This incJurles $1.7 billion for basic research on- c'limate change
and $1-12 bil'lion for research on advanced energy generatÍon and carbon'

Page 1
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0230-f-
seouestration technolooies, rhe Presic
ordorams is unmatched in the world. ar
êttórts to develop important technóIoc
èel]-oówered car.'neaT oioqress on dei
technôlog'ies is an essehtiãl part of t

rhe presidentu.s poJicv also orovides new resources and opportunit'ies to
Drevent oreenhóusê qas-emissiôns rioht nove. The budset pröVides $4.6
billion õver the neit five vears in-tax credits for'ìndividuals and
businesses that invest ìn rênewable energy and energy efficiency projects,
¡nd the Presìdent has asked the oepartmeñt of energi-to develop, for-thefirst time, transferable credits fôr indiv.iduals or-busÍnesses-that reduce
their greenhouse gas emissions.

'tisan critJcs still'lament the

luctions j.n their enissions Q) rather,
com enissions ú&reductionstlS caused
r European economies.

Rmerica has never been more ensaqed in meetinq the long-term chal'lenge of
ciimate change with smart poìiéiés that guide-both conõrete actions today
and a 'long'térm vision for'þrogress in tñe years ahead.

####

792 words

eage 2



Bush Admìnistration Fact sheet on Global clìmate change poss'ible interview with Jim connaughto
From: uol brook, l'li I I i am r.
sent: wednesday, February 09, 2005 6:07 PM

To: Shankar vedantam
suUiéêi: ne: 

-eüih-Ãäministration 
Fact sheet on Global cljmate change /

posÉible interview with lim connaughton

le one r included in my e-mai'l (sorry tor
'gy rnformation ndministration's 1998

,:itli!1g ål] iB;,.:i:ËlÍ.nîl3oo3iî'' "''

before President gush took office,
e need to include develop'ing countries
protect the u.s. economy.

r will check on thursday afternoon, but:jm's schedule is fair'ly t'ight tomorrow.

-rhanks.

- Bill

r@washpost. coml
PM

reet on clobal cl-imate change / possible

Recall that the u.s. senate back in L997, ]on
votà¿ 95-0 against Kyoto's approach., c'iting t
such as chinã and tndia, and âlso the need to

shankar vedantam
t¡ati onal oesk Reporter
rhe washi ngton Post
1l-50 15th Street N.w.

grczooTL

-

to set up the interview tomorrow

heet on the consequences had the us
alono. too?
et iñ'touch with paula oobriansky -

thanks
shankar

"Holbrook, wìIIìam F. "

eq. eop.gov>

c

eage 1-
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